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ABSTRACT
TURNER'S MODEL OF HUMAN SOCL\LITY AND MISSIONARY/HOST
RELATIONSHIPS:
A CASE STUDY IN INTERCULTURAL BONDING
JERRY LEE PAGE
This study tests the validity ofVictor Tumer's model of human sociality in the
realm of intercultural relationships between missionaries and their host communities.
Tumer's model suggests that human social relationships consist of a dynamic mix of
two juxtaposed elements: stmcture and anhstructure. Stmctural influences can be
found in the status and role positions which help organize a society. Differentiation
represents the key feature of these stmctural poshions. Antistmcture, on the other
hand, can be found in the midst of liminality. Liminality, a key element of Tumer's
model, occurs as the middle stage of the three-stage process ofmoving from one state
to another. This in-between state is the realm of liminality where antistmcture (or
commuiutas) flourishes. Whereas the key element of stmcture is differentiation, the
key element of antistmcture is commonality. Commonality provides the foundation
for the generative power ofthe antistmctural period where new ideas and relationships
emerge.
This study investigates a case of intercultural bonding between missionaries
and hosts in light of Tumer's model. The first problem of the investigation is to
establish that, as Tumer's model predicts, both structural and liminal characterishcs
were present in the developing bond. The second problem of the investigation is
determining how these factors influenced the developing bond.
A study of the local social stmcture demonstrates stmctural influences in the
relationship, while an investigation ofvarious episodes from the development of the
relationship demonstrates that liminal features were also abundantly present during
this time. The study then draws upon (1 ) representative stage models of relahonship
development from the social sciences and (2) examples of intercultural relahonships
from the literature to interpret the influence of structure and liminality in the
development of this intercultural bond. The findings suggest that these factors
contributed to the development of this bond by providing opportunihes to break
through stereotypes and gain a reassessment by the host community. This in tum led
to the construchon of a new model of intercultural relationship development that
emphasizes both stages ofdevelopment and breakthroughs.
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CHAPTER 1
Beginning Life in an African Village
I feared the worst. Thousands ofmiles from home, surrounded by strangers,
and unable to conununicate, it appeared as though we were under attack. I suspected
that we were about to be unceremoniously tossed out of the village. Whatever point
this man was making, his voice sounded ominous, and the situation did not look good.
Outside the shade of the chiefs porch cover, the West African sun was
blazing�its heat matched only by the emotion of the speaker under the porch cover. I
had noticed him when he had arrived at the assembly. A good twenty years younger
than the other village leaders assembled, he made a strange addhion to the council of
elders. I had guessed he might be a religious leader, perhaps even the village imam.
He certainly carried himselfwith the dignity one might expect of a religious leader,
and his flowing white robe added to the aura. For a reason I did not understand, the
elders had agreed to let this younger man speak early on in the council. He started
calmly enough, but as he warmed to his subject, the intensity in his voice began to
match the determined look on his face.
Tariya^
We were sitting in Tariya, a farming community in eastem Guinea. The work
of our mission among the Maninka ofGuinea was in its infancy. It had grovm out of
an interest in the Mandingo people in neighboring Liberia. In the late 1970s,
missionaries working with ELWA radio in Monrovia, Liberia, began attempting to
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2reach the 30,000 Mushm Mandingos in Liberia. Many of the Liberian Mandingos had
emigrated from Guinea where they referred to themselves as Maninka.
At the time of our mission's initial interest in the Mandingo/Maninka, Guinea's
borders were closed to most expatriate missionaries. The Guinean govemment had
hmited the expatriate missionary force to a handful ofChristian and Missionary
Alliance people working with the national church, L'Eglise Prostestante Evangelique^
In 1984, however, the president died unexpectedly and a new govemment was hastily
formed. The new govemment welcomed expatriate aid�including Christian
missionaries. In view of this newly opened door, our mission, working in close
collaboration with the Christian and Missionary Alliance and the nahonal church,
began developing plans to enter Guinea and work towards reaching the unreached
Maninka people in the geographic region ofUpper Guinea. Our first resident
missionaries arrived in Guinea in 1986.
Shortly after his arrival in Guinea, our team leader had first visited the village
ofTariya. He found the village to be moderately large, registering more than two
thousand people in the most recent census. He paid his initial visit to Tariya in search
of an old man who reportedly had at one time been an active Christian. Such
individuals are a rare exception among this thoroughly Muslim ethnic group. On that
initial trip, he had located the elder and found that in spite of years of isolation in this
out-of-the-way village, he still professed a vibrant fahh in Christ. During that visit,
the aged patriarch had boldly proclaimed his faith in Christ before our leader and
many of the most important elders of the village who had gathered in his hut to meet
the visitor. As a gesture ofgoodwill toward his visitor, the elder "gave" our leader the
town during that visit, symbolically inviting him to participate in the life of the village
3in whatever manner he desired. Months later we discovered that at that moment in
time, this elder filled the role of the tradifional chiefof Tariya, and that in making his
invitafion, he had spoken in an official capacity on behalf of the entire village.
At the time of this initial contact with the people ofTariya, my wife, Ruth
Ann, and I had not yet arrived in Guinea. In subsequent months, however, as our team
leader and I corresponded about our future work in Guinea, the subject ofTariya came
up often. Because ofour interest in language, culture, and Bible translation, our leader
thought Tariya would be a good location for us. He suggested that because ofthe
village's isolation, it would likely provide rich opportunities for both language
leaming and understanding the traditional Maninka way of life. The suggestion
gnpped us, and we began to focus our plans for future life and ministry on Tariya.
Before we actually arrived in Guinea, however, the elder who had received our
leader so warmly died Nobody knew what effect this would have on our plans to live
in Tariya. In late April 1988 we arrived in Guinea, and after a few days rest at our
leader's home, he suggested we pay our first visit to Tariya.
Our Initial Visit
It tookmore than an hour ofbumping and swerving along the dusty road to
reach Tariya. This part of the world forges deep first impressions on a visitor. That
initial trip to Tariya was my first up-close exposure to the West Afiican savarma, and
sad to say it was not love at first sight. Scorched, bare land greeted us at every tum. It
was the peak of dry season, and there was virtually nothing green that would indicate
hfe. I wondered how anything could ever hope to grow in such a place. Even the
livestock that wandered along the road appeared parched and emaciated. All of these
signs vividly reflected the fact that it had not rained in months.
4As we topped the last hill, the village ofTariya came into view. Driving into
the town square in the middle of the village, we parked in the shade ofan enormous
hee. The sound of an arriving vehicle quickly drew a crowd as children bolted
towards the tmck from all directions. By the time we had gotten out ofthe tmck, we
were surrounded by a mass of curious onlookers. It was only a moment before an
elder in a tattered raincoat came pushing through the crowd and joyfully greeted our
leader, who remembered the man from a previous visit and robustly rehimed the
greeting. In response to our questions, the man informed us that neither the
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government official nor the town chiefwas in town at that time. Both had gone to the
city on business. This news disappointed us as we feh that these were the two men
with whom we needed to discuss the possibility of residing in the village.
Nevertheless the elder in the tattered raincoat made us feel welcome and after a bh led
us on a meandering tour of the village until we finally reached the school.
At the school we met the schoolteacher, Daniel, an educated man who spoke
French well. He was another of the friends our leader had made during his previous
visits. Daniel immediately began acting as our translator�a welcome relief since
none of us could do muchmore than communicate simple greetings in the local
language. We stayed for several hours that aftemoon and, with Daniel's help, visited
with many of the village leaders. Everyone appeared warm and hospitable, and many
came with traditional gifts of kola nuts and freshmilk. They themselves were
observing the Ramadan fast at the time, but they seemed to enjoy watching us enjoy
their gifts. During this time, our leader communicated our interest in residing in
Tariya, to which several of the leaders expressed satisfaction. With the govemment
leader and the chief absent, however, nothing defimtive could be decided. We agreed
5to return the fohowing week for a council meeting of the village elders when the
question of our residence in Tariya would be considered by everyone.
As we arrived back in the city later that evening, we happened to spot the
govemment official from Tariya crossing the road in front of us. We stopped to meet
him, and our leader gave him a full account of the day's proceedings. Our interest in
the village ofTariya pleased the official greatly. He could not foresee any problems
with our living in the village. After looking us over, he asked ifwe had local names,
suggesting that folks in Tariya could relate to us more easily ifwe had names that
were famhiar to them. Discovering that we had no such names, he pondered a few
minutes before deciding that Souleymani ("Solomon") suited me and Mariyamou
("Mary") fit my wife. These names stuck and became the only names ourManinka
fiiends have ever used for us.
A New Home
It was as Souleymani and Mariyamou that we sat under the chiefs porch cover
that moming listening to the vimlent sounding speech. We had retumed to Tariya, as
arranged, for this council meeting. Everything had seemed warm and cordial until the
man in the long, white robe began his speech. Now things did not look very
promising, although in tmth, we did not understand anything the man was saying. It
was an uncomfortable feeling to sit there listening to such a speech, knowing it
concemed you, and having no clue what was being said. Normally Daniel, who was
once again acting as our translator, would have found periodic pauses in the speech
which would have enabled him to give us a more-or-less mnning translation ofwhat
was being said. Unfortunately for us, the man in the white robe was so caught up in
his message that he was not leaving any opportunities for Daniel. His impassioned
6speech was intense and vvithout pause. So as we sat and hstened to this strange speech
in a strange language, we could only guess what he might be saying.
After what seemed like a long time, the man's rapid-fire speech began to slow
dovm as he drew his presentafion to a close. The entire speech had probably lasted
only a few minutes, but it had seemed incredibly long to me. Finally, however, it was
over. As some of the old men sfretched and shifted poshions, Daniel drew a long
breath and composed his thoughts. It now fell to him to explain to us the presentation
the man in the white robe had just made.
As Daniel began his translation, I realized with amazement that I had
misinterpreted the entire episode. What had sounded so antagonistic had not been so
at all. Daniel explamed that the man who had just finished the impassioned speech
was the son of the elder who originally "gave" our leader the town. When his father
died, this man, Benjamin, had assumed the leadership of his father's family. Along
with the leadership of the family, Benjamin had also assumed the responsibility for his
father's obligations. He had argued in his presentation before the elders that my wife
and I should be accepted into the village as guests ofhis father. As Benjamin pointed
out, it was after all his father who had been the subject ofour leader's initial visit. To
his way of thinking, that made both our leader and us his father's guests. Since,
therefore, we were guests of his father, Benjamin argued, the responsibility fell to him
to act as our host. Based on that conviction, he had come to the council meeting to
ofter us a home in his family's compound, and to offer himself as the intermediary
between the village and us.
The elders, Daniel went on, had listened to Benjamin's argument and had
agreed with him. They were willing not only for us to live in their village, but to live
with Benjamin's family if that pleased us. Therefore the decision was ours. Ifwe so
desired we could accept Benjamin's offer and move into his family's compound with
the blessing of the village elders. A home awaited us there.
This tum of events caught us completely off guard. My fears about the nature
ofBenjamin's speech had proved entirely ungrounded. We now found ourselves with
not only an invitation to reside in the village, but also a family who was willing to take
us in and give us a home. Our plan from the beginning had been to ask for a small
piece ofland where we could build a simple house. We fully anticipated that if the
council agreed to our request, they would provide us a place somewhere on the fringes
ofthe village where we would be out of their way. It had never occurred to us that
these folks might offer us a home with a family. It was only later that we discovered
that this was the normal manner of dealing with a stranger in Tariya. The people of
Tariya believe a stranger's primary need is a host, not a place to build a house. Daniel
suggested that we go have a look around Benjamin's compound before making any
decision, so leaving the chiefs yard, we set off down the hill to make our first visit to
Benjamin's family.
Benjamin's Compound
His family's compound (Figure 1) contained rune round, thatched huts
arranged in a circle around a common area {lubd) which we referred to as the front
yard. The huts differed in size and were arranged in two distinct groups. Entering the
compound I noticed that three huts were grouped together on the right and four on the
left. There were unattached, single huts on each end of the yard. Both groups of huts
had fenced enclosures in the rear which fonned more private areas {lukonof which we
referred to as backyards.
8Occupants
A: Benjamin
B: Benjamin's father's second wife
C:Us
D; Benjamin's wife & children
E: goat shed
F: Benjamin's father's third wife
G: Benjamin's brother
H: Benjamin's brother
I: H's wife & children
luba: "front yard"
lukono: "back yard"
Figure 1
Benjamin's Family Yard
9Benjamin was offering us the hut that had been his father's. The largest hut of
the nine, it stood as the middle unh in the group of three. Benjamin indicated that one
ofthe huts in the backyard could serve as Ruth Ann's kitchen. Outhouse and
bathhouse, also in the backyard, would be shared with the family.
Our leader, Ruth Ann and I along with Benjamin, Daniel, and a few others
gathered in the small, unattached hut at the end of the yard to consider the matter. As
we discussed this matter among ourselves, our leader, Ruth Ann, and I all seemed to
sense the hand of the Lord in this tum of events. It seemed clear to me that 1 should
not refuse Benjamin's offer. With consensus among us, therefore, we accepted the
offer and made plans to move to Tariya as soon as possible. Several prior
commitments stood in the way of an immediate move, but we did agree to retum for
an ovemight stay during the approaching celebration at the end ofRamadan. A few
days later we retumed for this celebration and thoroughly enjoyed our initial taste of
village living.
After some minor delays, our moving day finally arrived on June 20, 1988.
With our team's four-wheel drive tmck loaded with bed, books, and belongings, we
rumbled out the Tariya road to our new home. We were in the charge of two ofour
teammates. They would take whatever time was necessary to help us get set up before
continuing on their way south for some needed medical attention.
Soon we spotted the thatched huts ofTariya, and by the time we had covered
the remaining distance to Benjamin's compound a crowd had already gathered in
response to the noise ofthe tmck. In no time the tmck was unloaded, bed assembled,
mosquito net hung, and stove filled with kerosene.
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The remaining task was one of the most difficult�we had to say good-bye to
our teammates and settle in for our first extended stay. "I can't believe we're going to
leave you here," our friend lamented shaking her head. The reality of the situation
was settling in on us as well, and I found that both my exuberance and my confidence
were waiung. Nevertheless, our fi-iends resolutely hopped in the tmck, said good-bye,
and drove off As they rounded the bend and passed out of sight we stood there
waving, surrounded by dozens of villagers yet feeling absolutely alone. With the
sound ofthe tmck's motor fading in the distance, we entered our new house and began
a new chapter in our life.
Our Team Strategy
Historically, the Maninka people ofGuinea have shown little or no interest in
the gospel. Their long, rich history of association with Islam has left them, for the
most part, cold towards the Christian message. Our missionary team in Guinea tried
to take this historical context seriously when planning an approach to ministry among
these people. We developed a strategy of relational evangelization. The emphasis of
our strategy fell on language leaming and the development of interpersonal
relationships. We felt that through personal relationships and language facility,
bridges of trust could be developed; and that through these bridges of tmst, the
coldness of the Maninka people might be overcome. Congment with this strategy, our
two-fold goal for first term service for each ofour missionaries was: (1) to leam the
Maninka language, and (2) to begin to build interpersonal relationships with Maninka
folks. By establishing this simple two-fold goal, our team hoped to allow each
missionary adequate time and opportunity to leam to communicate well and to
develop relationships of tmst and credibility.
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Although this appeared straightforward in our strategy statements, each of us
found the fleshing out of these goals in the field to be difficult. Differences in
worldview, values, reasorhng processes, priorities, life experiences, education, wealth,
and numerous other things, proved difficult to handle. In addihon, the
underdevelopment ofUpper Guinea coupled with its harsh climate put an extra strain
on us middle-class Americans. For many of us, survival was a more immediate goal
than language leaming or fiiendship development. Of course our team was not the
first to stmggle in these areas (Bonk 1989), but the stmggle was real nonetheless. As
has been pointed out, the development ofmeaningful relationships and the growth of
mutual understanding "constitute the tough part ofmissions today just as they did in
the first century" (Hesselgrave 1988:147).
The experience ofmy wife and me in Tariya was more positive than that of
some ofour teammates in their places ofministry. Deep bonds of friendship
developed between the Tariya villagers and us over the course of our sojoum.
Indicative of this sentiment was our host Benjamin's remark in one piece of his
correspondence that "everyone here [in Tariya] is very fond ofyou" (Benjamin
1991�^my translation).
A particularly strong relationship grew between Benjamin and myself Our
integration into his family became the springboard for building a network of
relationships throughout the village ofTariya and into neighboring villages. As our
language ability grew, this network of relationships became the avenue for sharing the
Good News of Jesus Christ with these Muslim friends.
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The Question ofBonding
As the years went by and we tried to help other missionaries with language
leaming and relahonship development, one queshon kept nagging at me: why had our
experience in Tariya seemed so much more positive than the experiences of some of
our colleagues in other allocations? Several of tiiese locations were similar and all of
our colleagues were gifted folks. What accounted for the difference in our experience
and theirs? One thing was clear: interpersonal relationships had been pivotal in our
experience in Tariya. Relationships with the villagers had helped us make the
adjustment to a new way of life, had helped us develop a sense ofbelonging, and had
provided us a viable opportunity to share our faith among our new friends. This sense
ofbelonging which we enjoyed in Tariya was curiously absent in the experience of
some ofour colleagues.
In a widely disseminated article, Brewster and Brewster (1981) make much of
this sense ofbelonging. They suggest that missionaries can overcome the problematic
nature ofmissionary-host relationships by bonding with their host group and
becoming a belonger. Drawing on an analogy with the newbom and its mother, the
Brewsters argue that, through bonding, a missionary is able to establish close
friendships with hosts and participate in the host society.
There are some important parallels between the infant's enfrance into
his new culture and an adult's entrance into a new, foreign culture. In
this situation the adult's senses, too, are bombarded by a multitude of
new sensations, sights, soimds, and smells�^but he, too, is able to
respond to these new experiences and even enjoy them. Just as the
participants in the birth experience, his adrenalin is up and his
excitement level is at a peak. Upon arrival, he is in a state of unique
readiness, both physiologically and emotionally, to become a belonger
in his new enviromnent. (Brewster and Brewster 1981:453-454)
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Because of the unique readiness that the Brewsters contend a new missionary
possesses, a key component of their strategy is a complete and immediate immersion
in the host group. The hming, they insist, is critical. Ifnew missionaries do not
plunge fully into the host culture within the first few weeks, the window of
opportunity will vanish. Worse yet, if those first few weeks are spent in the company
of other missionaries, which is often the case, new missionaries will bond with their
colleagues rather than with nationals. New missionaries, in such a case, will leam to
depend on their colleagues for their social needs. This dependence on colleagues will
effechvely insulate them from ever becoming a belonger in the local society.
The Brewsters argue that it is much better for new missionaries to jump right
into the host culture.
Live with the people, worship with them, go shopping with them and
use their public fransportation. From the very first day it is important
to develop many meaningful relationships with local people. The
newcomer should early communicate his needs and his desire to be a
learner. People help people who are in need! ... Of course there will
be sfressful situations, but the bonded newcomer, experiencing the
wonder of close relationships, is able to derive support from the
network of the local friendships he has developed. This, in tum,
facilitates the acquisition of the insiders' ways and gives a sense of
feeling at home. (Brewster and Brewster 1981 :456)
Having plunged into the new culture, the missionaries develop friendships and acquire
an insider's view of things. They leam to draw support from those to whom they want
to minister. In this way, they become belongers in the host society. They are
becommg thoroughly bicultural.
The Brewsters raise some important issues with their model. They present
seminal thoughts on intercultural bonding, biculturalism, and cross-cultural adaptation.
Their emphasis on involvement in the host society has influenced me tremendously.
Nevertheless theirmodel seems to overlook what would appear to be some very
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important elements. For example, they don't discuss how differences in missionaries'
personalihes and gifts might impact the bonding process. In like manner, they don't
address the issue of varying degrees of openness in host communities, even though
Gudykunst (1983) has noted that not all host communities will view a stranger in the
same way.
Aside from these concems, the Brewsters' analogy does not offer much help in
explaining why my wife and I had a positive bonding experience in Tariya. Somehow
we managed to bond with our hosts without an immediate immersion in the host
society. During the critical first few weeks which concem the Brewsters, we lived
with missionary colleagues. In fact, our first three months in Africa were spent living
with missionaries in Ghana, Liberia, and fmally Guinea. Since we missed spending
those important first few weeks immersed in the host community, what were the
factors that led to our positive experience? The Brewsters do not help us with that
5
question.
Is bonding as important as the Brewsters make it sound? It certainly is in
many cases. Is the process ofbuilding these kinds of interpersonal relationships as
simple as they contend? I don't think so. What, then, are the factors that contribute to
bonding to a host society? WTiat made our experience in Tariya more positive than the
experiences of some ofour colleagues?
Thus the following study investigates the process of intercultural bonding
betweenmissionaries and hosts. It is not, strictly speaking, a study in evangelism or
church planting. The focus here is much narrower, but not unrelated to those cenfral
activities ofmission. As mentioned at several points in this study, the bonding process
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herein investigated led to opportunities to evangelize not only individuals in our home
village but in other villages as well.
The fact that this study does not deal directly with the subject of evangelism
should not be constmed to suggest that, in the writer's opinion, evangelism is
insignificant. Nor should it be assumed by the reader that because the study focuses
on relahonships, it means to suggest that presence and positive relahonships somehow
fiilfill the missionary's obligation to evangelize the lost. Evangelism, the central
thmst ofChristian mission, is nothing short ofannouncing the Good News that God
was in Christ reconciling the world to himself (2 Cor 5:19). Presence and
relahonships can facilitate this work, but they can never replace it.
Ofwhat value, then, is a study of interpersonal bonding to the field of
missiology? Such a study makes at least two significant contributions to the
discipline: one in the area ofmissionary life and practice and the other in the area of
cross-cultural communication. In the area ofmissionary life and prachce, a study of
the bonding process between hosts and missionaries contributes to our understanding
ofhow Jesus' command to "love your neighbor as yourself (Mt 22:39) can actually
be lived out by missionaries in a cross-cultural context. While it is tme that
evangelism is the primary focus ofmission, missionaries are disciples ofChrist and
must live in obedience to his commands. Missionaries simply are not free to overlook
the command to love their neighbors in their effort to evangelize. In the area of cross-
cultural communication, a study of the bonding process can shed great light on some
of the factors necessary to create the tmst and empathy on which effective
communication is built. Effective communication of the Gospel is an essential part of
evangelization, and factors which contribute to effechve communication are of vital
interest to missiologists.
For these two reasons, a study of interpersonal bonding between missionaries
and hosts belongs within the confines of the discipline ofmissiology. Therefore, in
the next chapter we'll begin an exploration which will hopefully lead to greater
understanding of this important area. We'll look at some Scriptural foundations for
the importance of interpersonal relationships in mission, and then look at some key
contribuhons made by missiologists conceming how intercultural bonds may be
facilitated. Following that, we'll look at a model from the field of cuhural
anthropology that will help us see bonding from a different perspective. After the
presentahon of this model, I will be able to present the research questions for this
study. But before all that, we'll meet a fellow named Samuel Mountjoy whose
experience underscores the significance of interpersonal relationships in ministry.
CHAPTER 2
Intercultural Bonding
Samuel Mountjoy, the central character in William Golding's novel Free FalK
is a troubled soul.^ Although a successful artist, Mountjoy fmds little sahsfachon with
either his art or his life. As the book opens, we find him questioning why his hfe
should be filled with such meaninglessness. His effort to answer these questions leads
him to ponder significant events in his life. In one poignant portion of his story,
Mountjoy relates how two childhood teachers, Miss Pringle and Mr. Shales,
contributed to his future direction. The upright and proper Miss Pringle taught the
Scripture, enthralling young Mountjoy with the accounts of Jesus, Moses and other
Bible heroes. Mountjoy devoured these stories and longed to know the God behind
them, but Pringle herselfproved his undoing. For some subtle reason, he had become
a particular object of her wrath. At one climactic point, when the school principal
does not support her allegations ofmisconduct against Mountjoy, Pringle decides to
level her ovm purushment�making Mountjoy an object of derision by setting his desk
apart fi-om his classmates for the rest of the term. As an adult, Mountjoy looks back at
that episode with bittemess:
I understand how I must have taxed her, first with my presence, then
with my innocence and finally with my talent. But how could she
cmcify a small boy, tell him that he sat out away from the others
because he was not fit to be with them and then tell the story of that
other cmcifixion with every evidence in her voice of sorrow for human
cmelty and wickedness? I can understand how she hated, but not how
she kept on such apparent terms of intimacy with heaven. (Golding
1968:210)
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The manner in which Pringle related to him scarred young Mountjoy deeply.
Mr. Shales, the second influenhal teacher, taught science. Shales was an
empiricist with a passionate desire to communicate about nature. He taught about a
rational world with littie room for the spiritual. Yet almost ironically, Mr. Shales
possessed a deep love for people�a love that overflowed to the children he taught.
He cared about his students, even young Mountjoy whose artistic ability he noted and
encouraged. His friendship powerfully impacted Mountjoy, and as he notes,
eventually led him away from the God ofMiss Pringle.
For an instant out of time, the two worids [ofPringle and Shales]
existed side by side. The one I inhabited by nature, the world of
miracle drew me strongly. To give up the buming bush, the water from
the rock, the spittle on the eyes was to give up a portion ofmyself, a
dark and inward and fruitful portion. Yet looking at me from the bush
was the fat and freckled face ofMiss Pringle. The other world, the cool
and reasonable was home to the friendly face ofMr. Shales. I do not
believe that the rational choice stood any chance ofexercise. I believe
that my child's mind was made up for me as a choice between good
and wicked fairies. Miss Pringle vitiated her teaching. She failed to
convince, not by what she said but by what she was. [Mr. Shales]
persuaded me to his natural scientific uiuverse by what he was, not by
what he said. I hung for an instant between two pictures of the
universe; then the ripple passed over the buming bush and I ran
towards my fiiend. In that moment a door closed behind me. I
slammed it shut on Moses and Jehovah. (Golding 1968:217)
Both Pringle and Shales presented young Mountjoy with a particular view of
the world. Pringle's message drew content from the Bible; Shales' drew content from
his rational, empirical view ofnature. Mountjoy's heart was, by nature, drawn to the
God about whom Pringle spoke. But more persuasive yet was the love shovm him by
Shales. For young Mountjoy, Pringle's message was not strong enough to overcome
the influence ofher character. In the end, he chose against a message and for a friend.
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Intercultural Relationships
As the old adage has it, what we are often speaks louder than what we say. We
see this fleshed out in Mountjoy's two teachers. Pringle's character undermines
Mountjoy's desire to believe her message, while Shales' character overshadows his
message and draws the boy like a magnet. One lesson we can draw from Mountjoy's
experience is that at least in some situations, persuasive commurucation depends not
only on the message but on the messenger as well.
This simple tmth suggests powerful implications for the followers ofChrist
who seek to communicate the Good News to unreached peoples. We know already
that the content of our message is vitally important, but this story illustrates that who
and what we are is also deeply significant. How we relate to those we seek to
influence may be, in some cases, the determirung factor in whether or not our message
is embraced.
Crossing a cultural frontier to evangelize an unreached people only increases
the importance, not to mention the difficulty, of relating to people persuasively.
Penefrating a cultural frontier can land would be evangelists in a world radically
different from their own. In this new world, the simplest mles for social behavior no
longer apply as they did at home. What we mean for good may well be perceived as
evil, and the same holds tme for our hosts. The more radically different the new
culture is, the greater the potential problems.
In the case ofmy wife and me, we encountered a host culture radically
divergent from our home culture. We entered a society ofMuslim peasant farmers
where nonliteracy, ill health, and poverty were the norm rather than the exception. We
and the people we wanted to minister to stood on opposite ends of a long spectmm of
possibilities. Each of us was a product of our environment, our upbringing, and our
opportunities, and yet our worlds were radically divergent.
In a context such as this, the lack of a common language is only one ofmany
factors that can interfere with effective communicahon. The divergence in wealth can
create serious problems, as can religious prejudices, or differences in worldviews, or
any of a myriad of other issues. But one of the most problematic of the challenges we
face in a radically different cultural context is leaming how to be the people we need
to be�a Shales rather than a Pringle. Leaming to love people in a persuasive way in a
cross-cultural context is challenging. But despite the difficuhies involved, the nature
and ethic of the kingdom ofGod demand that we make the effort.
The Nature of the Kingdom
The kingdom ofGod that we proclaim in mission comprises a reconciling
relationship: a relationship with God that is available in Christ Jesus. A personal
relationship lies at the core of our Christian faith. It doesn't seem far-fetched,
therefore, to suggest that "commurucating that relationship . . . will also be a relational
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matter" (McDill 1979:27). The kingdom, and hs extension, involves more than
information. It concems life touching life (1 John l:lf). Mayers (1987:8) puts it
succinctly when he says that "the point ofmission is seeing a relationship established
between man and God. To do this one must begin establishing relationships with
other people." God's kingdom, by its very nature, compels us to think in terms of
relationships.
The Ethic of the Kingdom
The ethic ofGod's kingdom also points towards relationship. This ethic is
summed up in what has been referred to as the Great Commandment: "'Love the Lord
your God with ah your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind ... [and] ...
love your neighbor as yourself" (Matthew 22:37-39 NIV). The command to love
pushes behevers toward relationship, first v^th the Lord our God and then with our
neighbor. The addition of the qualifier "as yourself implies that love for neighbor is
more than amicable acquaintance�^the level where we commonly maintain many, if
not most of our relationships (Altman and Taylor 1973). Rather, the command to love
points toward an active interpersonal involvement with one's neighbors.
Interpersonal relationships carry a profound theological significance in
mission. As the emissaries ofGod, missionaries in their relationship to their host
communities symbolize God's attitude towards these communities. This is where
Pringle failed Mountjoy so miserably. A missionary's love for the members of the
host society represents one expression ofGod's love for those people. The life and
ministry of Jesus presents a vivid example of this principle.
The life and ministrv of Jesus. To the Jew of Jesus' day, sharing a meal
together with someone symbolized the sharing of one's life with that person (Jeremias
1971 : 1 15). In this light, the fact that Jesus ate with social outcasts (and others) carries
a profoimd significance. He shared freely in common meals with people fi^om all
strata of his society. When invited for a meal, he visited the homes of folks as socially
disparate as a Pharisee (Luke 7:36f; Luke 14:lf) and a tax collector (Matthew 9:9f;
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Luke 19:lf). Koenig (1985:26) suggests that Jesus thoroughly enjoyed these
occasions and often found in them something akin to the spirit of a family reunion.
His contemporaries, however, stmggled to understand what he was doing eating with
tiie unclean (Luke 5:30). They lacked the vision to see that these meals "with the
publicans and sinners ... [were] an expression of the mission and message of Jesus"
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(Jeremias 1971:1 15-1 16). His mission was "to make God's holy love known;" his
method was "allowing himself to be knovm amid the conditions of ordinary human
life" (Oden 1989:294).
Jesus' friendship with people that his contemporaries considered marginal
constituted part ofwhat the kingdom essentially meant to him.
These provocative associations of Jesus are not incidental to his
ministry. The extension of compassion, loyalty, and friendship across
well-defined boundaries of exclusion was a parable in action, a way of
vividly communicating Jesus' understanding ofGod and the quality of
his mle. (Senior and Stuhlmueller 1984:147)
Bomkamm (1960:81) is in agreement wdth Senior and Stuhlmueller noting that "there
can be no doubt that Jesus' earthly fellowship with tax collectors and siimers has also a
stiong connection with his preaching of the kingdom ofGod."
Harmony between life and message filled the miiustry of Jesus. He understood
the kingdom as a reconciled relationship between God and people, and he taught this
message both in sermon and in his practice of openness to people. His message of the
kingdom and his life of involvement were thoroughly congment (Oden 1989:294).
Love ofneighbor was central in both his life and message. He loved men and
women through openness, involvement, mimstry, and friendship. He loved not as a
means of luring people, but because love itself stood as the central pillar ofGod's
kingdom (Luzbetak 1988:4). Love compelled him even in the face of the social
sfratification of the society of his day. He did not choose to destroy the norms and
sanctions ofhis day, rather he invaded them through love for the glory ofGod
(Bomkamm 1960:1 15; 1973:14). This attitude also prevailed in the mimstry ofboth
Bamabas and Paul.
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Bamabas. At a critical time in the expansion of the Church, the Jerusalem
elders chose Bamabas for an important mission (Acts 1 1 :22f). He was to go to
Antioch and inveshgate the reports that had been filtering into Jemsalem. As amazing
as it seemed, it was actually being reported that Gentiles were believing the gospel and
tuming to the Lord. So in obedience to the Jemsalem leaders' commission, Bamabas
set off to see just what was going on in Anhoch.
When he arrived there, Bamabas soon found himself rejoicing at the evidence
ofthe grace ofGod among the Gentiles.^ Although there were undoubtedly things
about the movement that would have greatly disturbed certain of the Jemsalem
believers (Bmce 1977:133), Bamabas took great joy in what he found. He responded
by settling in Antioch and beginning a ministry of encouragement and instmction.
When he later accompanied Paul to Jemsalem to meet with the apostles and elders
(Acts 15: If), Bamabas took a dynamic stand with his beloved Gentile brothers and
sisters, and testified to the grace ofGod among them.
But the transformation in Bamabas' heart toward the Gentiles still had a few
rough edges�perhaps indicating the depth of tiansformation that had been necessary.
The ragged edges of the transformation can be seen in an incident reported later by
Paul (Galatians 2:1 1-13). Some emissaries of James had arrived in Antioch from
Jemsalem during a time when Peter was also visiting the believers in that city. Peter,
who had been enjoying table fellowship with the Gentiles before the emissaries
arrived, now separated himself from them out of fear of the recently arrived Jemsalem
party (Galatians 2:12). Peter's action had a profound effect on Bamabas and soon he
was also "led astray" (Galatians 2:13). This gut-level reaction by Bamabas surely
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demonstrates the fear and bias that he had had to overcome in order to love the
^
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Gentiles.
Paul. Paul's life and ministry also demonstrated the centrality of love. His
mission strategy is summed up in his own oft quoted words: "I have become all things
to all men so that by all possible means I might save some" (1 Corinthians 9:22). Like
Bamabas, Paul also developed a strong attachment to Gentiles. His ministry kept him
traveling about the Genhle world and thoroughly immersed in it. He was constantly
surrounded by Gentile traveling companions and co-workers, some ofwhom seem
particularly dear to him (Philippians 2:25f). He forged deep bonds of friendship
among the Genhle churches (Romans 16:3f).
One ofPaul's great attachments was to the Thessalonian believers, to whom he
openly confessed his desire to share not only the gospel but his whole life (1
Thessalonians 2:8). In 1 Thessalonians 2:17, we catch a glimpse of the depth ofPaul's
feeling for these Gentiles when he speaks of his "passionate longing" for them." Best
(1986:125) comments here that "Paul's love for his converts is a fulfillment of the
promise of [Mark] I0:29f; he had separated himself from his ovm race and found in
his converts a new family for whom he longed and cared most deeply." Paul, like
Bamabas and Jesus, had broken through his Jewish biases for the sake of the gospel
(Philippians 3:4f). His love for and friendship with Gentiles symbolized for them the
message he proclaimed.
Missiological Approaches to Intercultural Relationships
The nature and ethic ofthe Kingdom, as well as the examples ofJesus,
Bamabas, and Paul, suggest the importance ofdeveloping rich interpersonal
relationships among those to whom we minister. But how do we do that in cross-
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cultural situations when the odds seem stacked against us? Missiologists and field
personnel have wrestled with this question for years and have made some solid
contributions. Four perspectives in particular merit comment: (1) identification, (2)
role adoption, (3) the bicultural community and (4) incamation. These concepts are
not mutually exclusive nor are they easily differentiated at some points.
Identification
During the 1950s and the 1960s, a group ofmissionary scholars associated
with the American Bible Society wrote extensively on the practice ofmissionary
identification. These men, Eugene Nida, William Smalley, William Reybum, and, to
a lesser degree, William Wonderiy and Jacob Loewen, could well be considered the
apostles ofmissionary identification; and one of their most frequently used vehicles of
dissemination was the journal Practical Anthropology. Although the idea of
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identification was not new, this cadre ofmissionary scholars brought a new richness
to the concept as they applied it to the mission endeavor. Several enduring works
emerged during this period including Nida's (1960) systematic presentation of the
concept in the larger context of communication theory. In this work, Nida (1960:162-
163) sums up the philosophy which undergirds missionary identification when he
notes that "our task ... is not to propagandize people into the kingdom ofheaven, but
so to identify ourselves with them that we may effectively communicate 'the Way.'"
Missionary identification has been defined as "the attempt by the missionary to
enter as completely as possible into the life and circumstances ofthe people to whom
he goes with tiie gospel" (Warren 1971:265). This does not imply an extemal
identification (e.g. "going native") so much as an intemal identification characterized
by respect, empathy, and involvement in people's lives (Nida 1960:163; Smalley 1957;
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Chao 1960). A certain self-denial is implicit in such activity (Bavinck 1960:95),
requiring, as it does, "an untiring and genuine interest ... in the whole range of life of
the people among whom one works" (Kraemer 1938:40).
Role Adoption
Role adoption could be thought of as a pragmatic application of identification
theory. The approach involves the attempt to fit into a role that is known and
understood by the host group as a means of facilitating identification at a deeper level.
As Mayers (1987:24) put it,
when an individual or a group enters anothermajor subculture or
culture, the immediate challenge is to find an entry of significance into
the new setting. Role relationships that are appropriate to the overall
purposes of the group will need to be sought out.
Jacob Loewen, both in concert with his wife Aime (Loewen and Loewen
1967a; 1967b) and alone (Loewen 1968; 1976), has written extensively in this area. In
his most comprehensive treatment of the subject, Loewen (1976) suggests that the
basic option for a cross-cultural worker is insider versus outsider roles. Insider roles
become an option only when "the target culture has an existing role pattem into which
the newcomer could readily fit" (Loewen 1976:220). After consideration of the pluses
and minuses inherent in adopting such a role, Loewen (1976:226) concludes that
"since the alienmissionary is an outsider by nature and by his obviously partial
commitment to the people on the mission field, it is probably most honest for him to
settle for an outsider's role." Hill (1990) lauds the conclusion, while McElhanon
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(1991) contests it.
The Bicultitfal Conunuruty
Missionary anthropologist Paul Hiebert proposes something of a different
nature. Hiebert suggests that in order to bridge their cultural differences, missionaries
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and hosts should leam to relate in a functional third culture which he refers to as a
bicultural community. This community is made up ofmissionaries and hosts who
together develop a new culture, one which "draws upon the ideas, feelings, and values
ofboth, a culture that is neither 'nahve' nor 'foreign'" (Hiebert 1985:228). This new
culture lies somewhere between the host's culture and the missionary's culture,
incorporating elements ofboth. Hiebert sees this bicultural community as essential for
effective mission work, for "in order to relate to each other, missionaries and nationals
must create new pattems of living, working, playing, and worshiping�in short, a new
cultural frame" (Hiebert 1985:228). Relationships developed in the bicultural
community become a bridge spanning the cultural gap that separates missionaries
from their hosts and facilitating cross-cultural ministry. Smith (1984:93-100) also
finds value in this type of approach.
Incamation
Another approach to cross-cultural ministry, the incamational model, has
gained in popularity during the last two decades (e.g. Lingenfelter & Mayers 1986).
The model is based on the Incamation ofChrist Jesus and his kenosis (Philippians 2:5-
1 1 ). The idea behind this model is that the Incamation ofJesus becomes our example
for entering into, living in, and ministering within a new culture. Jesus left his home
in heaven to minister here among us as a servant. In like manner, we leave our home
and go to miiuster among others as servants. Though he came from heaven, Jesus
became at home in the language and culture ofPalestine. He became a belonger
(Brewster andBrewster 1981). In like manner, we want to leam to be at home in a
new language and culture�^to be a belonger.
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Summary
Each of the four missiological perspechves discussed above adds something
significant to the understanding of intercultural adaptation. Identification and role
adoption lay a solid foundahon for effective communication. These approaches
attempt to take the problems of intercultural communication seriously and underscore
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the essential need to meet people where they are. In this they have served us well.
My concem with these two approaches is that although they are marvelous places to
begin in cross-cultural ministry, they may not take us as far as we need to go in
relating to a host society.
Hiebert's notion of the bicultural community takes us a bit farther by focusing
not only on effective communication but also on the importance of interpersonal
relationships. The concept of a bicultural community presents a helpful departure
point for initiating the formation ofpositive intercultural bonds. However, the
bicultural community presents us with a problem when a missionary's goal focuses on
ministering to the masses. If, as the model seems to suggest, we focus on relationships
that can be maintained in a new, bicultural community, we will cut ourselves off from
the vast majority of the population who will never, for one reason or another, be able
or willing to enter into this new culture. Ifour desire is to minister to the masses, I
believe we will need more than Hiebert's bicultural community. We will need an
approach to ministry that will help us enter more fully into the lives ofthe common
individuals whom we seek to reach. We will need to move out of the bicultural
community towards a fuller participation in local society, leaming to relate to the host
commumty directly without passing through a bicultural community. Seeking to
relate to the host community directly will provide us opportunities to develop
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competency in the host cuhure, and by so doing become more fuhy bicuhural. Taft
(1981 ;53) refers to biculturalism of this sort as having "two skills in one skull."
Bicultural individuals possess competencies in their own culture as well as a second
culture. Hiebert's notion of the bicultural community could be a step towards
developing competency in the host culture, but should not be seen as an altemative to
the development of that competency.
The strength of the incamational model lies in the fact that it provides a rich
heuristic. It has the potential to generate dynamic, creative approaches to relating to a
host society. On the other hand, the incamational model appears ftizzy in nature. The
fiizziness, in part at least, stems from the unique nature of the Incamation itself
Although Jesus' incamation illumines our minds and stirs our hearts toward cross-
cultural miiustry, the process by which he became an encuhurated human is
nonreplicable.
Geertz (1973a:93-94) suggested a distinction between a "model of reality and
a "model /or" reality. The Incamation fits Geertz' idea of a model ofreahty�^the
reality of the sacrificial love of the Lord Jesus expressed in leaving heaven to live
among and minister to the people ofPalestine. But because his incamation is a
nonreplicable process, the Incamation does not present a model for reality�i.e. the
plan or strategy which enables others to accomplish the same results. Therefore, while
the Incamation stirs us towards second culture competence, the incamational model
does not reveal a distinct strategy for the realization of that ideal.
Identification, role adoption, the bicultural bridge, and incamation all contain
very important insights. But it seems to me that these approaches, when considered
collectively or individually, are not so complete as to obviate the search for new
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insights from other sources. I am particularly concemed with gaining further insight
into the development ofpositive interpersonal relationships across cultural boundaries,
relationships which will symbolize the love of God for those to whom we seek to
minister. For further insight into the nature and development of human relationships, I
would like now to present the work of two anthropologists: Amold van Gennep and
Victor Tumer. I believe their work will provide an illuminating framework in which
to look at intercultural relationships.
The Liminal Experience
The work of Amold van Geimep (1873-1957), a Dutch ethnographer and
folklorist, has had a profound impact on the study of ritual process (Seymour-Smith
1986:285). Van Gennep was a nonconformist whose originality set him apart from the
prevailing theoretical assumptions of his day (Kimball 1968:113; Belmont 1987:507).
His emphasis on dynamic processes differed radically "from mainstream Victorian
anthropology, which emphasized evolutionary phases and the tracking down ofthe
origins of custom" (Myerhoff, et al. 1987:382).
In 1908, van Gennep first published his seminal work on the dynamics of
social transihon: The Rites ofPassage.'^ In this work, van Gennep (1960:2) argued
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that transitions are a fundamental part of any society. He discovered some ofthe
richest corroborative data for his thesis in traditional sociehes where transihons were
often overtly marked by celebrations. Conceming life in such societies, van Gennep
(1960:3) noted that
a man's [or woman's] life comes to be made up of a succession of
stages with similar ends and beginnings: birth, social puberty, marriage,
fatherhood [or motherhood], advancement to a higher class,
occupational specialization, and death. For every one of these events
there are ceremorues whose essential purpose is to enable the individual
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to pass from one defined position to another which is equally well
defined.
Using a comparative, ethnological approach, van Gennep developed the first
conceptual framework for understanding the process of transition between two well
defined positions or states (Hunter and Whitten 1976:190), demonstrating the regular
occurrence ofa three-phase dynamic: separation, liminality, and reincorporation (van
Gennep 1960:191).
Boys' circumcision rites in West Africa, for example, reflect the dynamics of
transition as van Gennep delineated them. Such rites move the initiate from the
position of "boy" to the position of "man" (Figure 2). Camara Laye (1954), a
Maninka from Guinea, has written of his own circumcision experience. As the first
phase of his circumcision, Laye was removed from his family, dressed in special
clothes, and placed in a seclusion lodge with other intiates. This removal and
seclusion corresponds to van Gennep's separation phase in which the initiate is
separated from the normal workings of society.
During the weeks of seclusion, Laye was circumcised and given time to
recover. He and the other intiates received instmction from the tribal elders and were
strictly kept from any contact with females. Only his father could vish him during
most ofthe seclusion period. Laye was no longer a boy, at this point, but not yet a
man. He and the others were wavering between the two worlds (van Gennep
1960:18). This period of seclusion corresponds to van Gennep's liminal phase.
Finally, Laye and his fellow intiates left the seclusion lodge and retumed to
their families. When Laye arrived at his family's compound, his father showed him
which hut would now be his, explaining that Laye was now a man and could no longer
sleep in his mother's hut as he had previously done. A moment ofjubilant sadness
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Figure 2
Van Gennep's Rite ofPassage Structure.
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engulfed both Laye and his mother. Laye had passed into a new status; he had become
a man. Laye's new status corresponds to van Gennep's reincorporation stage in which
the individual rejoins society albeit in a new state.
Zahniser (1991) has suggested that this three-stage dynamic of transhion can
be illustrated by a lock complex on a waterway (Figure 3). The lock allows a boat to
be raised from a lower level ofwater to a higher level�that is, from one state to
another. The boat must first be separated from its original posihon (i.e. the lower level
ofwater), it must wait in a between-the-states condition (i.e. while the lock fills with
water), and finally it must be reincorporated into a new position (i.e. released into a
higher level ofwater). The boat has undergone a three-phase dynamic that facilitated
its transition firom one state to another.
Van Gennep argued that the three-phase dynamic of separation, liminality, and
reincorporation appears universally in human life. He suggested that life itself "is to
act and to cease [i.e. the old state and separation], to wah and rest [i.e. liminality], and
then to begin acting again, but in a different way [i.e. reincorporation and the new
state]" (van Gennep 1960: 189). Van Gennep's model has proven to be a very useful
tool for analyzing various types of transitional processes (Tippett 1987:136).
Victor Tumer
Building on van Gennep's rite of passage model, the anthropologist Victor
Tumer (1920-1983) made some wide-ranging contributions to the way human social
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relationships are understood. Tumer ( 1 974: 13) believed that although van Gennep's
"focus was restricted to ritual ... his paradigm covers many extra-ritual processes."
Tumer's interest focused on the liminal phase of van Gennep's model where he
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discovered "generative and far-ranging" insights (Myerhoff, et al. 1987: 382).
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Figure 3
The Lock System as a Model ofChanging Social Status (Zahniser 1991 :5)
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During the course of his fieldwork in Africa, Tumer observed that the ritual
processes which he was witnessing provided certain special conditions which would
often foster the formation of intimate friendships�i.e. individual participants in a
given ritual bonded to one another. Tumer's investigations into these phenomena
touch on the nature of human social and personal relationships and impact this study at
that point. His analyses are complex and lend themselves to some interpretive debate
(e.g. Alexander 1991), yet for our purposes here, two salient points emerge: (1) human
relationships involve both stmcture and anti-stmcture; and (2) liminality spawns anti
stmcture. These proposhions demand some explanahon.
Tumer's fieldwork and reflection convinced him that human social life
required more than social organization or social stmcture. For Tumer, such a
conclusion meant a radical departure from his traiiung in British social anthropology.
Whereas British anthropology tended to take a static view of culture and to make
social stmcture its focus (Seymour-Smith 1986:259), Tumer opted to view human
society as a dynamic process.
The social world is a world in becoming, not a world in being, and for
this reason studies of social stmcture as such are irrelevant. They are
erroneous in basic premise because there is no such thing as "static
action." ... Such a view violates the actual flux and changefiilness ofthe
human social scene. (Tumer 1974:24�emphasis in original)
In Tumer's view, the "flux and changefiilness" ofhuman society reflects the
interplay of two modalities or dimensions of human social relationships. In the one
modality, structure, humans are differentiated by society's norms. As one textbook
defines it, social stmcture "is the arrangement of people in relation to one another and
the pattems of expectation attached to each position in social relationships" (A.
Johnson 1986:15). These "pattems ofexpectation" define relationships such as father-
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son and professor-student. A key word for structural relationships, therefore, is
differenhahon. Luzbetak (1988:271) suggests that structure can be thought of as "the
established way of life."
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In the other modality, communitas, humans confront one another on the basis
of their common humanity. Tumer (1974:45) considers communitas "a bond uniting .
. . people over and above any formal social bonds." Another way that we might say it
is that communitas transcends stmcture. Communitas belongs to everyone's
experience (Tumer 1974:23 1). In the relationship between a professor and a student,
for example, stmctural norms differentiate the two individuals and create their
respective roles. Their relationship could be thought of as a formal social bond. If,
however, the professor and student were to share some experience that helped them
think of themselves first as comrades and equals rather than as professor and student,
Tumer would contend that communitas has occurred. In this example, communitas
has transcended the formal social bond. Commonality, therefore, is a key term for
communitas. Both these modalities of human social relations, stmcture and
communitas, are essential and universal (Tumer 1969:177).
This understanding ofhuman relationships grew out ofTumer's observation of
African ritual where he witnessed the transforming potential ofcommunitas. These
observations fostered the development ofhis "human sociality" model (Tumer
1974:282) which posits that stmctural features alone do not provide an adequate
explanation of the nature of human social life. Tumer (1974:269) summarizes this
insight:
A major stumbling block in the development of sociological and
anthropological theory has been the almost total identification of the
social with the social stmctural. Even informal relations are considered
stmctural. Many of them are, of course, but not all. . . . What seems to
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be the case is that the social has a free or unbound as well as a bonded
or bound dimension, the dimension of communitas in which men
confront one another not as role players but as "human totals," integral
beings who recognizantly share the same humanity.
Stmcture and communitas are not rivals but partners, each with a different
nature and function. Both are necessary for an adequate understanding of human
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sociality. Communitas emphasizes human commonality�the unbound, integral
equality of each vis-a-vis all. Stmcture emphasizes the roles, specialization, and
organization that enable society to provide for its members. Both dimensions play
active roles in constituting society; they are in "a constant interplay ... on various
levels" (Tumer 1974:293). Structure enables society to meet the needs of individuals;
communitas provides the energy and renewal that are necessary to persistently dwell
within stmctural constraints. Tumer (1969:203) concludes that "society ... seems to be
a process rather than a thing�a dialectical process with successive phases of stmcture
and communitas. There would seem to be�if one can use such a controversial term�
a human "need" to participate in both modalities."
Stmcture and commuiutas may be viewed as juxtaposed in a complementary
and synergistic fashion. But although stmcture is easily detectable (being seen, for
example, in the social arrangements, the role expectations, and the obligations of any
society), the locus of communitas is more evasive. Tumer (1974:285) suggests,
however, that liminal conditions are the breeding ground of communitas. In Table 1,
some of the antithetical characteristics of liminality and stmcture suggested by Tumer
(1969:106-107) are displayed
As van Gennep before him, Tumer sees liminality as the middle phase of a
three-phase dynamic of transition. Tumer (1967:94) underscores that the middle
phase of liminality "has few or none of the attributes of the past or coming state." For
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Table 1
Characteristics of Liminality and Stmcture (Tumer 1969:106-107)
Liminality Structure
transition
totality
homogenity
equality
absence of property
absence of status
absence of rank
humility
no distinctions ofwealth
unselfishness
foolishness
simplicity
Acceptance ofpain and suffering
total obedience
sacredness
silence
suspension ofkinship rights
state
partiality
heterogeneity
inequality
property
status
distinctions of rank
just pride of posihon
distinctions ofwealth
selfishness
sagacity
complexity
avoidance of pain and suffering
obedience only to superior rank
secularity
speech
kinship rights & obligations
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this reason, hminality disturbs our reliance on normal structural posihons and confuses
our social and personal equilibrium. Liminality creates a condhion which is "neither
really in nor really out of [one's] normal culture" (Luzbetak 1988:270). During these
periods of transihon between two states, one is no longer this but not yet that�
"betwixt and between" as Tumer (1967:93) put it.
A man who has lost his job as a machinist finds himself in such a transitional
state (Figure 4). No longer a machinist, he has no idea what his future posihon might
be. He is in transition: no longer machinist; not yet anything else. Whereas his former
status ofmachinist gave a certain "shape and predictability" to his life (Nichols
1985:402), his transitional state provides little of either. In such cases, the liminal
period of a transition becomes an "intermediate no-man's land" (Tumer 1987:386).
Liminality of this sort, Tumer contends, often spawns new creativity at several
levels. As he notes, "liminality may perhaps be regarded as the Nay to all positive
stmctural assertions, but as in some sense the source of them all, and, more than that,
as a reahn ofpure possibility whence novel configurations of ideas and relations may
arise" (Tumer 1967:97).
In the case of the machinist, the liminality in his life may, for example,
sensitize him to the plight of others he knows who are out ofwork. He may even
discover a new bond with someone he never liked before because they now share the
turmoil of unemployment. The former machinist is still in transition and still doesn't
know what his new position will be, but the liminal conditions of the "betwixt and
between" period have brought a new sensitivity and a new fi-iendship into his life. As
the setting of communitas, liminality plays an important role. Where one fmds liminal
conditions one finds new possibilities for communitas. The following incident related
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A. The basic model:
separation reincorporation
old
state
N\N\N\NW\ new
\l\r\N\N\r\N\l state
B. The machinist's experience:
lost job finds new job
I I
machinist
WWWWW state
Figure 4
The Dynamic of a Transihon Experience
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by Smith illustrates the point. In it we see the development of a new relationship
between missionaries during the liminal conditions of a Chinese prison camp.
When foreign missionaries were intemed in prison camps during war in
China, they developed a very close knit culture that was different than
the English, Swedish, American, Norwegian, Methodist, Baptist,
Lutheran cultures in which they had been living. Those who had been
opposed to each other became participants in a new Third Culture
where they could be friends�often to their mutual surprise. (Smith
1984:94)
Summarv
To sum up, Tumer's model of human sociality underscores the fundamental
necessity ofboth stmcture and communitas in human relationships. Stmcture is the
organizing principle that provides the basis for human communication and
productivity. Its focus is differentiation as seen, for example, in the many different
statuses and roles in a given society. Communitas, on the other hand, speaks of
commonality and develops under liminal conditions. That is, the ambiguity of
transitional periods often brings people together in new ways, ways that emphasize
human conunonality rather than difference.
Tumer's two-dimensional model suggests that the problem ofmissionary-host
relationships might be better understood ifboth stmctural and liminal realities were
considered. On the basis of this model, ifbonding is to occur between missionaries
and hosts, two things need to happen. First, missionaries must find some sort of a
stmctural relationship with their host society. A stmctural relationship will validate
missionaries presence among their hosts, and provide opportunities to develop
relationships and minister effectively. As we saw above, identification, role adoption,
and to a lesser degree a third culture approach can help meet this stmctural need. The
second thing that needs to happen according to Tumer's model is that missionaries
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need to find ways to make use of liminal situations to promote communitas. If this
could be accomplished, bonds rooted in human commonality might be established
between missionaries and those to whom they minister. These rich bonds could, in
tum, open new avenues of effective ministry among a host community.
The Research Questions
Now that we have explored Tumer's conception ofhuman sociality, we are
ready to present the research questions for this study. The study focuses on an
investigahon ofTumer's model of human sociality as it pertains to intercultural
bonding between missionaries and hosts. To accomplish this goal, the study
investigates a particular case of such intercultural bonding: my ovm experience in the
village ofTariya.
The investigation addresses two research questions. The first question
concems the overt claim that Tumer makes conceming the nature of human social
relationships. According to his model ofhuman sociahty, both stmcture and
liminality are essential factors in all these relationships. This assertion, however, has
not yet been substantiated in the realm of intercultural bonding. The initial task of the
present study, therefore, is to establish whether, as Tumer contends, both structural
and liminal qualities were present in the intercultural bond we are investigating. The
first research question of this study, therefore, is the following:
Research Question 1 : Can it be estabhshed through analysis that both stmctural
qualities and hminal qualities were present in this developing bond?
Once this question is answered satisfactorily, the study then seeks to answer
the interpretive question of how the stmctural qualities and Ihninal qualities
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contributed to this intercuhural bond. It is not enough to know these dynamics were
present; we must also understand what role they played. The second research
question, then, is the following:
Research Ouestion 2: What role did stmcture and liminality play in the
development of this intercultural bond?
The study below addresses these two research queshons. The first of the
questions is an analytical question which seeks proof that, as Tumer's model predicts,
stmcture and liminality were both present in the case under investigation. The second
ofthe two questions is an interpretive question which seeks to explain the influence
these two factors had in the development of intercultural bonds.
Thesis
The research I carried out supported the thesis of this study that both stmctural
and liminal realities played significant roles in the interpersonal bonds my wife and I
developed among our host commmuty in the village of Tariya.
Missiological Implications
This study touches on an issue of significance for missionaries since
interpersonal relationships play a key role in their life and work. As we saw above,
missiologists have recognized this principle and have addressed the problem of
intercultural relationships in a number ofways, including the emphasis on
identification, role adoption, bonding, and incamational ministry. This study, while
recognizing the value of each of these approaches, gives consideration to a model of
interpersonal relationships which has not yet been mined for insights in the area of
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intercultural bonding. Tumer's model, with its emphasis on liminality, offers a fresh
perspective on this important subject.
As we saw above, there are significant theological and biblical reasons for
emphasizing how missionaries relate to the host community. The nature and ethic of
the kingdom ofGod as well as the examples of Jesus and his followers underscore the
importance of relationships between missionaries and hosts. Beyond these reasons,
however, there are at least two practical ways in which a better understanding of the
nature of intercultural bonding would contribute to the life and work ofmissionaries.
First, good relationships in the host community offer essential social support to
missionaries, help them adapt to the host society, and provide them the opportunity to
become a belonger in their new context. Relationships become the means for
strangers to integrate into the host society and effectively meet their ovm basic social
needs (Hammer et al. 1978:390). Friendships within the host community can help
missionaries deal with the tremendous stress of cross-cultural life (Fleming and Baum
1986) and thus find greater satisfaction with their life and work. By providing key
support in the critical areas of stress and satisfaction, good missionary-host
relationships could potentially extend the career ofa missionary.
Second, good interpersonal relationships within the host community increase
the credibility ofmissionaries and help them develop into more effechve cross-cultural
communicators. A recent survey conducted by Grady and Kendall (1992), for
example, underscores the importance of interpersonal relahonships in the success of
church planting efforts. Their study indicates that a key ingredient in the success of 85
successful church planters was the development of friendships in the host
communities. The authors note that positive interpersonal relationships increase
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credibility, and missionaries who work at increasing credibility generally plant more
churches.
Interpersonal relahonships within the host community contribute, therefore, to
both the well-being ofmissionaries and the effectiveness of their ministries. Tumer's
model with its emphasis on liminality offers promise as a means of better
conceptualizing these relationships. Even though we acknowledge that cross-cultural
adaptation and relationship development is a highly individualized process (Church
1982:562; Kim 1989:288), there is reason to believe that the insights gleaned from
Tumer's model in this study will (1) further our understanding of the factors involved
in the development of intercultural bonds, (2) help us constmct a useful model of how
these relationships develop, and (3) suggest specific applications for those
missionaries who feel the need, for both biblical and practical reasons, to seek closer
relationships within their host communities.
Contributions to the Bodv ofKnowledge
The present study will contribute to the general body ofknowledge in the
following ways.
1. It will test the validity ofTumer's model of human sociality in an area,
intercultural bonding, in which it has not heretofore been applied.
2. It will develop a research methodology for the controlled investigation of
personal experience.
3. It will produce a cultural analysis of social life and relationships in the
village ofTariya which will be generalizable to other villages throughout
Upper Guinea and beyond.
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4. It will extend and enrich the Brewsters' widely disseminated model of
intercultural bonding through the introduchon ofTumer's notion of liminality.
5. It will produce a new model for conceptualizing intercultural relationship
development, and generate applications for missionaries in their relahonships
with their host communities.
Summarv
In this chapter, we have looked at the significance of intercultural relationships
between missionaries and their host communihes. We have looked at theological and
biblical reasons for the importance of these relationships, and have explored ways in
which missiologists have approached the subject. We have also probed the work of
van Gennep and Tumer in order to gain an understanding of the nohon of liminality.
Now that this material has been laid out and the research questions have been
presented, we will tum our attention to the development ofa research methodology for
the study.
CHAPTER 3
The Methodology of the Study
As we saw in the last chapter, Tumer's model of human sociahty with its
emphasis on both stmcture and liminality offers a possible approach to understanding
the development of intercultural relationships. In an effort to ascertain the usefulness
ofTumer's model for missionary-host relationships, the study below applies the
model to a particular experience of intercultutral bonding. The goal is to discover
whether stiiictural and liminal condhions were present in the development of this bond
and if so, how they effected the development ofthe bond.
The particular case which the study below investigates is my own experience
of intercultural bonding during the years (1988-1996) my wife and I were associated
with the village ofTariya. In order to carry out a more intense investigation of a bond
and its development, the study focuses primarily on one particular relationship: the
relationship between my host and me. This relationship has been chosen for its
particular depth and richness. These attributes should prove to be a fmitful medium
for the investigation ofTumer's model.
The Analytical Framework
In order to investigate this example of intercultural bonding, an analytical
framework must be established. In this chapter, the framework will be presented and
developed. As we will see below, the framework for the research is composed of
several different components. We'll be looking at each of these components briefly in
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order to elucidate how the study will progress. In broadest terms, the study below
represents a qualitative research project which uses case study methodology.
Qualitahve Research
Researchers in the social and behavioral sciences may take many different
approaches to investigating research questions. Three common approaches to such
investigation are quantitative research, critical research, and qualitative research (Carr
and Kemmis 1986). Quantitative research finds its philosophical roots in positivism
and concentrates on questions ofhow much or how many. It uses experimental
methodology and deductive inquiry to search for quantifiable results. Critical
research, on the other hand, is rooted in Marxist and feminist ideology and focuses
ahnost exclusively on questions of oppression, power, and privilege.
As opposed to these two common types of research, the study below represents
a qualitative research project. Qualitative research investigates questions ofnature or
essence. It makes use of an inductive approach to investigate processes and
experiences in a particular setting. Denzin and Lincoln (1994:4) suggest the following
differentiation between this approach to research and the quantitative approach.
The word qualitative implies an emphasis on processes and meanings
that are not rigorously examined, or measured (ifmeasured at all), in
terms ofquantity, amount, intensity, or frequency. Qualitative
researchers ... seek answers to questions that stress how social
experience is created and given meaning. In contrast, quantitative
studies emphasize the measurement and analysis of causal relationships
between variables, not processes.
Qualitative research has historically incorporated a broad mix of research
methods, types of data, and analytic approaches. Even though it takes many different
forms, all forms ofqualitative research possess a core group of at least five identifiable
characteristics (Merriam 1998:5-8). First, qualitative research finds its philosophical
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roots in the view that reahty is the product of the interachon of individuals with their
social world. Qualitative research seeks to understand this reality in its context.
Second, the primary instrument for data collection and analysis in qualitahve
research is the individual researcher. Qualitative research does not make primary use
ofquestionnaires, surveys, and other similar instruments (although they may play a
role in a qualitative research design). A third aspect of qualitative research is that it
most often involves field research. The researcher physically goes to the research
setting to do research.
Fourth, the qualitative researcher most often approaches data primarily
inductively rather than deductively. Finally, whereas quantitative research produces
an analysis replete with numbers, statistics, and percentages, qualitative research
produces an analysis which is rich in verbal description. It makes use ofwords rather
than numbers (Merriam 1998:8).^'*
With its emphasis on process, context, description, and meaning the qualitative
research strategy meshes particularly well with the goals of this study.
Case Studv
Merriam (1988:6) has pointed out that "broadly defined, research is systematic
inquiry, . . . [and] case study is one . . . research design that can be used to study a
phenomenon systematically." The qualitative research project below makes use of
case study methodology. Case study methodology seeks to investigate and describe a
particular boimded phenomenon (Stake 1994). The phenomenon in question might be
almost anything: a person, a group, an event, a cultural practice, etc. Most case study
research investigates a contemporary phenomenon in its real-life context (Yin
1994: 13). Because the investigation is bounded, case study methodology provides the
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opportunity for (1) an intense, focused analysis of a phenomenon, and (2) a rich
description of its context and its important variables. The case study, as Merriam
(1998:41) notes,
offers a means of investigating complex social units consishng of
multiple variables of potential importance in understanding the
phenomenon. Anchored in real-life situations, the case study results in
a rich and holistic account of a phenomenon. It offers insights and
illuminates meanings that expand its reader's experiences.
Strengths of case studv methodoloev. Several strengths of case study
methodology make it the methodology of choice for this study. First, case study
methodology is particularly useful in studying social processes (Yin 1994:3). It
provides a framework for impacking the numerous significant variables influencing a
given phenomenon. For this reason, it provides an effective means for investigating
"how" and "why" questions (Yin 1994:16). It also provides an effective tool for
exploring the effect ofcontext on social action and relationships (Miller 1992:168).
Second, case study methodology has the ability to handle numerous different
types of data simultaneously (Yin 1994:8). Interviews, documents, observations and
other types ofdata integrate well in a case study investigation.
Problems with case studv methodology. Two potential problems vsdth case
study methodology are (1) the generalizability of the results and (2) bias on the part of
the researcher. These problems, and the fact that case studies can take a very long
time to complete, have led some to see the methodology as inferior to either
experimental research or survey research (Yin 1994:9). However, I don't think this
conclusion is justified for the following reasons.
It is tme that because case study methodology focuses on a particular, bounded
case, the results may seem unique rather than generalizable. But there are several
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ways in which a particular case study can lead to a broader apphcation. First, a case
study can demonstrate how the reader should or should not respond in a similar
situation (Merriam 1998:30). In other words, even though the case study focuses on a
particular, bounded phenomenon, it can illustrate principles that may be applicable in
another context. In some cases, these principles become new theories to test.
Second, through evaluation, summary, and conclusion, the case study can explain
why a particular innovation, for example, was successful or unsuccessful (Merriam
1998:30). Such a presentation allows readers to evaluate the potential usefulness of
the irmovation in their own contexts.
Finally, a case study can shed light on a general problem through its investigation
ofa particular instance (Merriam 1998:30). Stake (1994:238) has pointed out that
"case study can usefully be seen as a small step toward grand generalization."
We may conclude, therefore, that although a case study investigates a single,
bounded phenomenon, it has the potential to speak to a wider context. Yin suggests
that Whyte's (1993 [1943]) Street Comer Societv illustrates this potential well.
Street Comer Societv ... by William F. Whyte, has for decades been
recommended reading in community sociology. The book is a classic
example of a descriptive case study. ... The study has been highly
regarded despite its being a single-case study, covering one
neighborhood ("Comerville") and a time period now more than 50
years old. The value of the book is, paradoxically, its generalizability
to issues on individual performance, group stmcture, and the social
stmcture of neighborhoods. Later investigators have repeatedly found
remnants ofComerville in their work, even though they have studied
different neighborhoods and different time periods. (Yin 1994:10)
Bias in the researcher is also a particular concem in case study methodology. The
bias of the individual researcher has the potential to seriously skew the results of the
study since the researcher's role is cmcial in both data gathering and interpretation.
Skewing could occur, intentionally or unintentionally, in either or both of these
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activities. But as Yin (1994:10) is quick to point out, bias is not unique to case study
methodology.
What is often forgotten is that bias also can enter into the conduct of
experiments . . . and the use of other research strategies, such as
designing questionnaires for surveys ... or conducting historical
research. . . . The problems are not different, but in case study research,
they may have been more frequently encountered and less frequently
overcome.
For this reason, Yin (1994:10) concludes that "every case study investigator
must work hard to report all evidence fairly." In the study below, I have made a
concerted effort to present evidence, analyze it, and draw conclusions fairly and
honestly.
Because of its strengths and in spite of its weaknesses, case study methodology
provides a uniquely powerfiil methodology for the research project below. The case
study which follows draws methodological insights from three particular types of case
studies: (1) life history, (2) experiential analysis, and (3) micro-ethnography.
Life Historv
Life history is a type of case study which deals with all or part ofan individual
life (Bogdan and Biklen 1982:61-62). This approach has proven useful in
demonstrating the nature of cultural systems and their processes as their effects are
manifested in an individual life (Maines 1992: 1 138). The typical life history is a
product of two participants: an informant and a researcher The informant provides
the data through the retelling ofhis or her life experiences. The researcher analyzes
and edits the material, piecing together the informant's account and other available
data. The goal of this approach is "the construction of a set ofexplanations that reflect
one person's subjective experiences toward a predetermined set ofevents" (Denzin
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1970:415). The results of the researcher's work have at times been published as an
autobiography ofthe informant (Lewis 1963; Radin 1926).
While the life history approach to case study helps guide the methodology of
this study, there is a significant difference involved. Whereas the life history is
normally the product of a researcher and an informant, in this study I am active in both
domains. Obviously I am the researcher in the study below, but at some points I fdl
the shoes ofthe informant as well since a portion of the study uses my personal life
experience as data. So while the life experience emphasis of the life history
methodology is incorporated in this study, the personal element present in the study is
a significant departure from life history methodology. For strategic input on this
personal element we must tum to another type of case study: experiential analysis.
Experiential Analvsis
A second type of case study that influences the research methodology in the
present study is what Reinharz (1979) has referred to as experiential analysis.
Experiential analysis emphasizes the importance of the researcher's experience as a
source ofdata. Reinharz formulated her notion ofexperiential analysis after her
research experience in an Israeli village. The village was subject to periodic rocket
attack and Reinharz' research was projected to describe and analyze the way village
families coped with the intermittent shelling. But as she began the project, she found
that being in the dangerous village environment forced her to consider her ovm needs
for safety and security.
For this study my plan was to observe and converse with people in the
field and then coordinate these observations and conversations with the
literature I could locate on my retum from the field. An additional
source of information was discovered in the field: my ovm coping
strategies. This vehicle for understanding became available to me since
my researcher role did notmake me immune to the hazards threatening
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the population. Since 1 was subject to the same environmental
influences as the population, 1 became an appropriate subject for study.
(Reinharz 1979:337)
This insight opened a new avenue for understanding life in this Israeli village. What
she experienced as she daily coped with the potential rocket attacks helped her grasp
what it was like for the villagers who lived under that constant threat.
Experiential analysis is predicated on the involvement of the researcher in the
context he or she is investigating. It represents the "pursuh of directness and
immediacy" (Reinharz 1979:362) in the research project. The analysis reflects not
only objective or detached data coUechon but personal involvement and reflection as
well.
A sociological experiential analysis accepts what is
phenomenologically given in experience and then orders, interprets,
and associates this material with other aspects of the social
environment. The relationship between experiences and the situations
that engendered them is sought. The interplay of reflexive, experiential
data and the social situations that generate them are explicated. . . .
(Reinharz 1979:362)
Reinharz sees her experiential approach to research not only as a legitimate
sociological enterprise, but one which brings a new vitality and credibility to what she
considers "antiseptic" sociology (Reinharz 1979:367).
To be immune from the oppression, stress, or risk caused by one's
subjects is to skew one's understanding completely. On the contrary,
experiential study depends on the change or trauma occurring within
the researcher. Such change is the penetration of the researcher by
social reality. The explication of that penetration is experiential
analysis. (Reinharz 1979:367)
Reinharz makes a sttong case for experiential analysis, but the analysis of
personal experience as a form of data is not unique to her. Nash and Wintrob (1972)
trace the growth of this practice as the epistemological foundations of ethnography
shifted gradually away from naive empiricism. The attempt to make use of such data
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has been referred to in various ways, including "self-consciousness" (Nash and
Wintrob 1972) and "the personal approach" (Honigmann 1976). In a recent work,
Strauss, a sociologist with an extensive background in qualitative research argues that
"experiential data are essenhal data" and urges would-be researchers to "mine your
experience, there is potential gold there" (Strauss 1987: 11). These other voices serve
to strengthen Reinharz' argument in favor ofexperiential analysis.
It is true that the inclusion of experiential data may introduce a greater degree
of subjectivity into a study. But as Reinharz, Honigmann, and others have suggested,
when this data is handled carefully and with integrity, it can add to rather than detract
from the value of the study. Honigmann (1976:244) notes under what circumstances a
personal or subjective approach may add credibility to a study.
The personal approach rests on the premise that under certain
circumstances value lies in the very uniqueness and nonrepeatability of
a particular investigator's version of reported events. The
circumstances under which such value is apt to be present include the
investigator's being properly qualified for the task, having something
fresh or intereshng to say about a significant topic, and having the
integrity to say only what he or she believes to be tme.
A sfrong experiential element will be found in Chapters 5 and 6 of the study
below. The incorporation of this experiential element will bring an enhanced vitality
and credibility to the case study by introducing a first-person account ofa developing
relationship.
Micro-Ethnography
Another form of case study which helps mold the methodology of the study
below is micro-ethnography. This approach to the presentation of data and its
interpretation was used successfully by anthropologist Jules Henry in his study of
mental illness and its effects on families (Heiuy 1973). Henry's micro-ethnographic
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approach in this study could be described as the exegesis of episodes. His presentation
included actual episodes from family life which he had observed. After introducing
the actual episodes as data, Henry analyzed and interpreted each episode to underscore
the sahent points which that episode demonstrated. In my opinion, the value of
separating the episode as data from the analysis and interpretation in this manner is
that it provides the reader the luxury ofevaluating each component on its own merit as
well as in relahon to one another. Making a study accessible to the reader like this can
only increase its credibility.
There are at least two other positive aspects to Henry's research methodology
in his study ofmental illness. First, he focused on naturally occurring episodes of
family interachon and took the context of these episodes seriously. The fact that the
episodes he chose occurred naturally in the context of daily life, and that the context of
these episodes was taken seriously yields a rich, credible analysis of his research topic.
His focus on episodes is congment with the call by several scholars for an episodic
approach to the study of personal interaction (Ginsburg 1986:61; Delia 1980:102).
The second aspect ofHenry's methodology which I value is his focus on the
micro level. By thoroughly investigating micro uiuts (i.e. episodes in family life), he
was able to piece together a larger composite picture of the effects ofmental illness on
a family. Rather than starring on a macro level and working down, his approach
started on the micro level and worked up. This method of research produced a
comprehensible analysis that led in tum to credible conclusions.
Summary
In summary, the present study is a qualitative research project which makes
use of case study methodology. It has been influenced by three types of case studies:
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life history, experiential analysis, and micro-ethnography. From the life history
model, the study below has embraced the focus on life experience and its analysis as a
means ofgaining an understanding of social and cultural processes. From the model
ofexperiential analysis, the present study has adopted the emphasis on the researcher's
personal involvement and reflection during the research process. From the model of
micro-ethnography, the present study has appropriated an episodic approach to the
presentation and analysis of the data in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
Sources ofData
Data for the case study below emerges from two primary sources: participant
observation and documents. These two sources of data, although disparate in nature,
mesh well in case study methodology.
Participant Observation
The primary method for gathering data in this study was participant
observation. The material on social stmcture in Chapter 4 was gathered in this way, as
was the cultural information in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. As the name suggests, participant
observation as a data gathering technique sfresses two activities: (1) participation in
the activities or situations being investigated, and (2) observation of the activities of
the other participants in the event. Participant observation has formed the backbone of
ethnographic research since the days ofMalinowski (Atkinson and Hammersley
1994). In his landmark study among Trobriand Islanders, Malinowski (1961) departed
from the common practice of the anthropologists of the time by living in a village
where he could observe and participate in the everyday life ofvillagers. The close
contact generated by his constant presence in the village helped him understand and,
in some measure, appreciate the villagers' daily life, customs, and beliefs.
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Malinowski's focus on understanding the actual daily life of the Trobriand Islanders
led him to the conclusion that "minute, detailed observations . . . made possible by
close contact with native life" (Malinowski 1961 :24) were an essential element of
ethnographic research.
Spradley (1980:58-62) suggests four types ofparticipant observation based on
the degree ofparticipation by the researcher. Passive participation entails observation
but little participation. The researcher may be present at the scene of the activity but
not interact significantly with participants. Moderate participation suggests that the
researcher participates to a degree, but the focus remains on observation. Active
participation involves the researcher directly in the activities studied with the goal of
understanding the nature of the activity at a deeper level.
Spradley's fmal type ofparticipant observation is complete participahon. This
level ofparticipation is only open to us in situations where we were already actively
involved as participants. For example, a man who enjoys and is actively involved in
church-league softball could decide to do ethnographic research on the phenomenon of
church-league softball. Whereas he was formerly only a participant, now he becomes
a researcher as well as a participant. He enjoys complete participahon as a player
while also researching the phenomenon. Obviously this type ofparticipant
observation would be possible for a researcher in a very limited number of areas.
In terms of Spradley's typology, the participant observation I did for this study
was an active participation. I lived in the village ofTariya for an extended period of
time, and like Malinowski, observed and participated in a wide range of daily
activities. Because my wife and I had made it clear that we wanted to leam from the
vihagers, they took pains to teach us and to include us in all marmer ofactivities.
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One important facet of our participation was our commitment to leam the local
language. Moreover, the approach we took to language leaming led to wonderful
opportunities for participant observation. For several reasons, upon arrival in Tariya
we opted for an approach to language leaming that left us without a language
coach/tutor and dependent on our village friends to help us understand and leam. We
essenhally leamed monolingually without the benefit of a common second language.
Our approach focused on comprehension and leaming in context as opposed to the
more production-oriented approaches ofBrewster and Brewster (1976), Larson
(1984), Marshall (1989) and otiiers.^^
Leaming language in this way strengthened our opportunities for participant
observation in two ways. First, by depending on our village friends to help us
understand, we underscored our role as leamers and developed relationships ofmutual
trust. The tmst that was thus developed gave our village friends the confidence to
share both their language and their lives with us. Second, because of the focus on
comprehension and leaming in context, the villagers set the agenda for what we
leamed and when we leamed it. Our leaming grew out of concrete situations from
daily life, hi this way, I was introduced to an incredible amount ofunsohcited
information, hi fact, I was first exposed to much of the background material presented
in Chapters 4-7 in the context of concrete daily situations that arose spontaneously.
Documents
In addition to the data gathered through participant observation, a wide
assortment of documents also provide a rich source of data for this study. These
documents include field notes, joumals, and letters written home by both my wife and
me during our stay in Tariya. The most prominent sources of documentary data.
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however, are: (1) cassette letters sent to me by my host while 1 was furloughing here at
home;^^ and (2) the transcript of an oral account of the events of our first term which
my wife and I recorded shortly after we completed that term in 1991. This transcript,
which runs to well over one hundred pages, chronicles some ofwhat appeared to us at
the thne to be the significant events of our first three years in Tariya. The text ofeach
ofthe episodes investigated in Chapters 5 and 6 come from this transcript. The text of
each of the episodes investigated in Chapter 7 come from the cassette letters.
Analvsis of the Data
The analysis of the data for this study takes two different forms. In Chapter 4,
the discussion focuses on the stmctural features of village life. Chapters 5-7 revolve
around the exposition of a series of episodes in light of Tumer's characteristics of
liminality.
Chapter 4 represents an ethnographic analysis of select principles of social
stmcture in the village ofTariya. As Merriam (1998:157) suggests, ethnographic
analysis of this sort uses classification systems "to order data regarding sociocultural
pattems." The data for the analysis in this chapter comes from the knowledge I
acquired through the process of active participant observation described above. I was
actively involved with the village ofTariya from 1988-1996. My wife and I spent
most of that time living in the village, either with our host family or in our ovm hut
adjacent to our host family's yard.
The knowledge of local social stmcture that I gained through those years spent
in the village is presented in Chapter 4 in terms of several models. All the primary
models are my own with the exception of one borrowed from Evans-Pritchard (1969).
While the models and interpretations are mine, the information they contain is by no
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means unique to this study and could easily be triangulated and substantiated through
a number of quality published works. Among the most helpful of these works are
Camara (1992), Conrad and Frank (1995), Hopkins (1971), Launay (1972; 1975;
1979; 1982; 1992), and McNaughton (1988).^'
In contrast to Chapter 4, the analysis in Chapters 5-7 takes a very different
approach. In these chapters, the data sources were analyzed through the use of content
analysis procedures conducted at two levels. The initial level of analysis was used to
select promising episodes. The second level of analysis investigated these episodes in
depth to substantiate the presence or absence of liminal characterishcs. These two
levels of analysis demand further explanation.
Selection ofEpisodes
Procedures known as content analysis provide a means of analyzing texts.
These procedures help researchers make rehable and valid inferences from the texts
they are investigating (Stone and Weber 1992:290). Although some forms of content
analysis can be very complex, the procedure "does not have to be complicated"
(Bemard 1988:299�emphasis in original). In its most basic form, content analysis
simply provides a systematic framework for exploring the content of a text. In this
study, content analysis procedures represent the analytical tool for the exploration of
the text accounts of episodes in Chapters 5-7. Tumer's model ofjuxtaposed
characteristics of stmcture and liminahty provides the systematic framework for this
analysis.
As mentioned above, this analysis was carried out at two levels. The initial
level of analysis consisted of a search for episodes with some liminal quality or flavor.
The objective during this level of analysis was not detailed investigation of the data
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sources. The objechve, rather, was a more cursory investigation of these sources with
a view to selecting a group of episodes which, for one reason or another, merited a
detailed investigation forthe presence of liminahty.
This level of analysis was carried out in several steps. The first step was to
read through the available documents a number of times. Once I had begun this
reading, I quickly found that the transcript of the summary account of our first term
which my wife and I had made in 1991 was very promising, as was a group of cassette
letters which 1 had intermittentiy received fi-om my host Benjamin. At this point, I
took time to transcribe those letters of his which I had not heretofore transcribed. This
corpus of letters and the transcript of our account gave me several hundred pages of
text to explore. I continued carefiilly reading these texts with Tumer's characterishcs
ofhminahty in mind. Anything I discovered in the texts which had a possible
connection to one ofTumer's characteristics was coded. Later these coded sections
were drawn together and classified according to the characteristics they displayed.
Some ofthe episodes appeared to possess excellent prospects for the second level of
analysis. Some others, however, did not appear to be particularly good candidates.
Some of those in this second group were simply too short, while others lacked
adequate detail. As a group, they lacked the richness which the other group of
episodes seemed to possess. The episodes which appeared to be less rich in length or
detail were laid aside in favor of those which possessed these desirable characteristics.
During this first level of analysis described above, I made use of a software
program called "The Ethnograph." This program is designed for content analysis of
texts (Seidel et al. 1988). My experience with this program was mixed. It is tme that
once I had entered all the texts and subsequently coded them, the program provided a
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Speedy tool for classifying and organizing the results of the coding work I had done. I
was thus relieved of some of the mechanical aspects of the content analysis procedure.
But I would have to say my overall experience with "The Ethnograph" was
negative. In the first place, I found that a considerable investment of time was
required on the front end to leam to use the software. After I had gained some
understanding of the program, another considerable investment of time was necessary
to entermy texts into the database and code them according to the program's
parameters. The payoff for all this investment was a simple sorting procedure that
could have easily been done by hand. In short, the help generated by "The
Ethnograph" was not commensurate with the time I invested in familiarizingmyself
with the program and developing the necessary database.
I was also disappointed that the program could do little more than sort my
material according to code. Richards and Richards (1994) refer to this process as
"code-and-retrieve." As they go on to note, the process of code-and-retrieve, which
several early software programs sought to facilitate, does not deal with the text in the
way that is the most essenhal for content analysis.
Most social science theories find their support in the content ofthe
data, not the stmcture of textual records. Management of records by
use of code-and-retrieve in such cases offers help, but that help is
limited to retrieving all the passages coded with something relevant to
the theory in question, so that the researcher can reflect on them all
together.
This is not an insignificant contribuhon. The ability to retrieve
aU the text about a certain topic or topics shongly supports the
development ofnew insights. The computer can do this quickly and
efficiently.... But this conhibuhon to the researcher's ability to access
data should not obscure an important dishnchon: that between the
textual level ofwork, which is where code-and-retrieve methods
operate, ... and the conceptual level ofwork, where theories about
people and the world are expressed, where evidence and argument are
brought to bear. (Richards and Richards 1994:448�emphasis in
original)
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My chief frustration with "The Ethnograph" was that it worked exclusively on
the textual level. It offered no real help in the most crucial aspects of content analysis.
Richards and Richards go on to point out in their article that this was a common
problem with early software programs, but that several newer programs are offering
more help on the conceptual level. I expect that were I to do my computer-assisted
content analysis today, a more helpful program could be found (perhaps a newer
version of "The Ethnograph") and, given my increased computer experience, my
experience would be more positive.
This first level of analysis, then, involved muhiple readings of the texts, the
coding ofthe text in accordance with Tumer's characterishcs, the gathering ofthe
texts which contained some indication of liminality, the evaluation of these texts as to
their adequacy for detailed investigation, and the choosing of those texts which I
would use for the second level of content analysis.
Analvsis of the Episodes
Once a group of episodes was chosen through the inihal level of analysis, each
of these episodes was subsequently investigated in depth through a second level of
analysis. This analysis was carried out inductively with particular emphasis given to
the historical and cultural background of each individual episode. In this way, not
only was the text itself studied repeatedly, but the various facets of its context as well.
Attention was given to particular words, cultural practices, cultural innuendoes,
proverbs, social relationships, historical relationships�in short, anything that might
further elucidate the episode. All of this inductive analysis had as a goal the
substantiation ofthe presence or absence of liminality in each episode. This careful
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analysis ofthe text and context is reflected in the presentation of the episodes in
Chapters 5-7.
Interpretation
In Chapter 8, we will evaluate and interpret the findings from the earlier
chapters. The goal of this chapter will be to answer the second, interpretive question
ofthe research focus. We will be trying to detemiine what impact stmcture and
liminality had on the relationship we are investigating.
To do this, we will be looking at intemal material, i.e. the findings in Chapters
4-7 along with other items, as well as some material from other sources. Brislin
(198T.2) has argued for the interdisciplinary study of the problems created by
intercultural contacts, noting that "research findings and the wisdom of accumulated
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experience firom one type of intergroup contact can be helpful in analyzing others."
Thus in this chapter we will be looking at material from a number of different sources.
Ideas generated by this material will provide insight into how we might credibly
interpret the findings of the earlier chapters.
Validitv and Reliabilitv
Validity and reliability are concems in every research project. The question of
validity refers to the credibility of the study. As Janesick points out, validity in
qualitative research has a different focus than validity in quantitative research.
Validity in the quantitative arena has a set of technical microdefinitions
ofwhich the reader is most likely well aware. Validity in qualitative
research has to do with description and explanation, and whether or not
a given explanation fits a given description. In other words, is the
explanation credible? (Janesick 1994:216)
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Questions about validity arise in three areas in a qualitative research project: (1) the
collection of data; (2) the analysis procedure; and (3) the conclusions drawn (Guba
and Lincoln 1981 :378). Was the data collected in a suitable fashion? Was the data
analyzed in a reliable way? Do the conclusions flow from the analysis in a credible
manner? These are the kind of questions that probe the validity of any qualitative
research.
More than one writer has stressed the contribution that prolonged fieldwork
makes to valid research in the areas of data collection and analysis. Pelto and Pelto
(1978:33), for example, have noted that prolonged fieldwork "facilitates the
differentiation ofwhat is valid firom what is not, and the assembling of contextual
supporting information to buttress claims to validity." They also suggest that after
prolonged exposure to the field situahon the researcher develops an intuition that
contributes to his or her ability to see sigiuficant pattems in daily life (Pelto and Pelto
1978:36). Other writers have noted that prolonged ethnographic field work not only
provides the opportimity for the collection of quality data in natural settings and
concrete situations, it also provides an unparalleled opportumty for on-site reflection
and analysis over a long period of time (LeCompte and Preissle 1993:342�quoted in
Merriam 1998).
I feel I am well qualified hi this regard. My seven plus years of living in the
village ofTariya as a language and culture leamer provides a rich background for the
present research. This field experience provides me with an understanding of village
life which facilitates the analysis in the chapters below. My field experience involved
years of participation, discussions, observations, and reflection with local friends, and
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provides a unique opportunity for further reflection on the problem this study
investigates.
Shaw discusses three indications of validity that can be a useful tool in
evaluating this study. These three indications are "(1) the ... test of general
credibility and honesty, (2) the narrative's plausibility as it relates to [the reader's] past
experiences, and (3) the general test of intemal consistency" (Shaw 1980:228). The
data, the analysis, and the conclusions in this study lie open for the application of these
three tests by each reader.
Reliability has traditionally referred to replicability in quantitative research.
The question has been whether the same results would be reached if the experimental
research were repeated. If a piece of research was replicable, it was said to be reliable.
This approach may work well in quantitative research, but it is not a productive
way to think about the issue of reliability in qualitative research�primarily because
human behavior is notoriously inconsistent. This inconsistency does not lend itself to
replicability. For this reason, Lincoln and Guba (1985:288) suggest that rather than
think in terms of replicability of the findings, we think in terms of their dependability
or consistency. With this kind of an approach,
a researcher wishes outsiders to concur that, given the data collected,
the results make sense�^they are consistent and dependable. The
question then is not whether findings will be found again but whether
the results are consistent with the data collected. (Merriam 1998:206)
When the findings demonstrate consistency with the available data, they can be
considered reliable.
Merriam (1998:206) proceeds to delineate three techniques researchers can use
to assure reliable results.^" First, researchers must clearly lay out such factors as the
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theoretical position which drives the study, their personal relationship to the people or
problem being studied, and the context in which the data was collected.
Second, multiple types of data should be collected and multiple analysis
procedures should be employed. This is a form of triangulation. Third, researchers
must present their data coUechon methods in detail, as well as their analytic
procedures. The point of these three techniques is to make it possible for readers to
follow the trail of the researcher throughout the investigation. "Ifwe cannot expect
others to replicate our account, the best we can do is explain how we arrived at our
results" (Dey 1993:251�quoted in Merriam 1998:207).
I have sought to follow these three principles in this study. The theoretical
backdrop of the study has been discussed, as has my relationship to the people of
Tariya, and in particular, my relationship to my host Benjamin. The village ofTariya
as the context of the study has been presented, and will be discussed from several
different aspects in the following chapters. The various types of data which will be
used have been discussed, and I've presented the approach I will take in the analysis
of this data. I tmst that by making use of these techniques my readers will be able to
followmy trail easily and to ascertain clearly how I arrive at my results.
CHAPTER 4
Structural Aspects of the Local Society
Victor Tumer's model of human sociality suggests that a dynamic mix of
structure and communitas lies at the root of all social relations. In this chapter we will
explore some of the prominent stmctural aspects which affected our relationships in
the village ofTariya. In the following three chapters the focus will be on the elements
of communitas.
Social stmcture has to do primarily with the way members of a society
organize themselves with respect to one another, the world, and other forces. The
anthropologist Raymond Firth (1958:82) explains that
life in a community means organization of the interests of individuals,
regulation of their behavior towards one another, and grouping of them
together for common action. The relationships thus created between
them can be seen to have some kind ofplan or system, which may be
called the social stmcture.
The system to which Firth refers provides a society with an established way to handle
the exigencies of life (Luzbetak 1988:271)^' and forms the framework through which
the large majority of a society's members channel their lives (Benedict 1934:1 13).
Tumer's model reminds us, however, that the element of separation is inherent
in social stmcture. Separation surfaces in a society as the social stmcture defines and
labels positions for people (e.g. boss and worker), establishes the arrangement of or
relationship between these positions (e.g. worker subservient to boss), and delineates
the roles each must perform (e.g. boss orders and worker obeys) (Beals 1979:135). In
this example, the social stmcture effectively separates the boss and worker by
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differentiating their positions and dehneating the interrelationship of these positions.
Because structure functions in this way, separation and differentiation emerge as the
operative terms for structure in Tumer's model.
Every human society possesses a stmcture that defines and labels positions,
arranges the relationships between them, and defines the roles each must perform.
Before investigating some of the stmctural features ofManinka society, some general
information about the Maninka people would likely prove helpful.
Introduction to the Maninka ofTariva
The Maninka ofTariya proudly trace their herhage to the ancient kingdom of
Mali in the westem Sudan. As the French historian Person concludes, the impact of
ancient Mali has been an abiding one:
Despite a certain dialectical diversity, the Mande^^ language is striking
in its homogeneity throughout the vast territory it occupies [today].
This situation appears to be tied to one important historic phenomenon:
the hegemony of the Mali empire from the thirteenth to the sixteenth
century. (Person 1982:47�my translation)
This great kingdom, founded by the warrior-king Sunjata^^ in 1234 AD,
remains the focal point ofManinka identity. Sunjata and his vast empire had a
tremendous hnpact onMarunka society. One scholar, himselfa Maninka, has gone so
far as to suggest that "the customs which gave birth to Mande social stmcture date to
the epoch of Sunjata in the thirteenth century.... Very little change in the stmcture of
Mande society has occurred since that period" (Konare 1981:133�^my franslation).
The wordManinka itself literally means "citizen ofMali."
Today, although the Maninka ofTariya are, for the most part, nonliterate and
little fraveled, they nevertheless possess a profound understanding of their place in the
world. Information about the larger worid has flowed in from various sources to fuel
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their thinking. Their long history of exposure to Islam represents one major source of
informahon about the larger world.^'* A more recent yet very influential source of
informahon was their exposure to French colonizers.^^ In addition, the Maninka have
traditionally been fervently involved in the long-distance trade of gold, salt, kola and
other commodities. These trading links have provided a source of information and
understanding of the outside world as well.^^
These various sources of information coupled with the ancient organizational
principles mentioned by Konare have contributed to a particular conception of the
social organization ofthe world. This view of the world not only stmctures village
life but also provides the individual Maninka with a model for understanding where he
or she stands in the world.
The Social Organization of the World
Members ofTariya society view themselves through a series of levels that
allow them to root themselves firmly in the world (Figure 5). The levels displayed in
Figure 5 are not exhaustive, for as Hopkins (1971:101) has pointed out, numerous
levels ofvarying sigiuficance exist in differentMande societies. The discussion below
will, however, survey the levels that are centrally important to Tariya villagers. These
individuals see themselves as, successively, a part ofa family yard {lu) a sub-lineage
{bonkono), a lineage {kabila), a specific town or village {so), a specific
kingdom/region Qamana), a clan (jamu), a tribe {Maninka), the black race (farafin),
and finaUy a member ofthe human race {adamaden).
Figure 5
Social Organization of the World
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The Family Yard
The family yard or lu forms the most basic unit ofTariya society. Although
the term refers most often to the geographic space of the family yard, at times it can
also be used to refer to the family itself A lu not only provides a villager with the
security of a home, it also provides the intimacy and safety of one's most immediate
family. The lu thus serves as something of a safe haven for the villager. The family
compound displayed in Figure 1 (page 8) is an example of a lu.
A lu most often begins as the polygynous expression of a nuclear family, i.e. a
man, his wives, and his children. In some cases, however, two or more brothers and
their families may begin a new lu. As the children of the founder or founders mature,
the sons take wives and remain in the lu, while the daughters marry and leave to live
in their husbands' lu.
Although the lu begins as a tightly related and mutually supportive family,
succeeding generations of children often stmggle to maintain the same level ofunity.
Animosities develop as half-brothers and cousins who no longer have fathers and
uncles to maintain control over them fall to jockeying for influence and control.
Factions develop, and sub-uiuts within the lu become increasingly more significant.
These factions seem to regularly develop along matemal lines. Sons of the same
mother tend to support one another and work together, while sons of different mothers,
i.e. half-brothers and cousins, tend towards relationships ofaihmosity. Strife or
overcrowded conditions may eventually result in the departure of one faction to bmld
a new lu.
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Sub-lineage
A sub-lineage or bonkono is made up of several lu which are directly related
through the male members to a significant ancestor. Tracing one's family through
male ancestors is both natural and important to the patrilineal villagers of Tariya. Fox
(1967:114) has pointed out that patrilineal systems like the one in Tariya often
"manage to combine residence, descent and authority very neatly." His observation
certainly rings tme in this case. As we have already seen in the lu, the typical Tariya
man resides where his father resided. Moreover, he fathers sons who will receive his
name and become part of his lineage, and he has a voice in village affairs. The typical
Tariya woman on the other hand has left her family's home to live in her husband's
home, bears children who will receive her husband's name but not hers, and has
virtually no voice in village affairs.
The members of one's bonkono are the closest members of one's extended
family beyond the lu. A bonkoriD may function at times as a family in various
cooperative efforts as well as in bearing responsibility for its members' behavior. For
example, when a teenage neighbor of ours in Tariya refused to marry a young girl who
was carrying his baby, his bonkono family stepped in to try to force the young man
mto submission. The young man's father was no longer living, and the bonkono
family namrally assumed his responsibility. As his extended family, they had an
obligation to the young girl's family to try and bring the young man in line.
The bonkono family also functions as one of the primary sources of support for
the individual. For example, work groups composed of bonkono members often take
tiims building and repairing each group member's huts during the dry season. This
help is vitally important, for a man cannot build and roof his hut without help. When
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our co-worker Beth Roberts was ready to move out of her host's yard, members of her
host's bonkono joined together to build her a new place of her own.
Lineage
A bonkono forms a sub-group of a lineage or kabila. Like the bonkono a
kabila is composed ofmales (with their wives and families) who are descendants of a
common ancestor. The difference between a bonkono and a kabila is simply that the
common ancestor of the kabila group is further removed from them than the ancestor
ofthe bonkono group. The kabila, therefore, comprises a larger group of people that
subsumes several different bonkono groups.
The kabila occupies a central place in the social structure of Tariya, taking
responsibility for adjudicating problems and disputes as they appear. The most
important funchon of the kabila, however, is its supervision of the vital rituals
surrounding birth, passage to adult status, marriage, and death.
When a child was bom in our family yard, for example, both the child and its
mother were ritually confined to the mother's house for the first seven days. On the
eighth day, a naming ceremony took place under the auspices of one ofthe elder
women of the kabila. The baby's head was shaved, the child's name was spoken for
the first time, and the Islamic call to prayer was whispered into its ear. All this took
place under the careful scmtiny of the elder woman who was present as the
representative ofthe kabila. This event constituted the baby's passage to full status as
a person.
Rivalry may set one kabila against another from time to thne. During our
village stay one kabila asserted itself against the others by constmcting its ovm
mosque. The constmction work was done entirely by members of the kabila, and after
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the construction was completed, a religious teacher from the same kabila was installed
as the alimami or prayer leader of the mosque. Tensions between the three vihage
kabila ran high during and after the construchon of the rival mosque. Yet after much
discussion, it was decided that no reprisal would be attempted as long as the
breakaway group agreed to continue attending the central mosque for Friday worship,
the cenfral rehgious event of the week.
Tovm or Village
Three kabila comprise the village or so of Tariya. Each of these three kabila
consider themselves to be direct descendants of the founder of the so. The principal
members of all three share the same family name, Conde, and all have equal access to
positions within the village political system. Elders have proudly proclaimed in my
presence that all of the Tariya Conde are children of one man.
The so often functions together on projects which benefit the entire
community. On this type ofproject, men work in age-groups^' which cut across
kabila boundaries. An age-group includes every male of the town bom within a
period ofapproximately three years. These men are considered as a social urut, and
were, in theory at least, circumcised together sometime before their teenage years.
The commuruty works together in age-groups, for example, to maintain the road into
Tariya so that market tmcks can come from the city thirty-five kilometers away.
Recently the building of a new area health center in Tariya brought the
autonomous nature of each area so into focus. Some neighboring villages sent aid for
the project, reckoning that the project was for the benefit of the entire area. Other
villages refused to help, reckoning that the project was primarily for the benefit of
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Tariya. Each so made hs own decision based on its percephon ofthe nature ofthe
building project.
Kingdom or Region
Local history has it that Tariya belongs to a kingdom orjamana established by
the first Conde to arrive from Mali. Today the kingdom, called Baladuu ("Bala's
land") comprises at least twelve Conde towns which spring from the four sons ofBala.
While the towns are far-flung and lack organizational ties, there are nevertheless
moments when all ofBaladuu rises up as a unit for some purpose. We witnessed one
such occasion during the 1993 national elections when a movement developed that
sought to compel all ofBaladuu to vote as a block for a favorite son candidate.
Clan
Baladuu is an ancient Conde kingdom, but it is not the only one. Just a bit to
the south ofTariya nestles the village ofTete. This village lies at the heart of another
Conde jamana, Monaminin. While the Conde ofBaladuu and Monaminin do not
consider themselves related at any of the levels already mentioned, an important
relation nevertheless exists. By virtue of the fact that both are Conde, they recognize
each other as members of the same clan orjamu.^^ In so doing they acknowledge a
common, though unknown ancestor and thus a kinship bond. All Conde, wherever
they are found, belong to the same jamu. Ajamu might be important, for example, for
a long distance trader as a means of securing a host or sponsor in a new location.
The Maninka People
Some thirty differentjamu make up the Maninka people group. Many ofthe
people included in this designation are not ethnic Maninka. Some of them have been
dominated and assimilated by the Maninka in one marmer or another at some point in
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their history. Others have of their own volition adopted the Maninka language and
identified themselves with the Maninka people. Shll other peoples are hnked with
ethnic Maninka through clan names which correspond to Maninka jamu names.
Ethnic groups such as Kisi, Kuranko, Lele, Jalonke, and others could be considered
Maninka in this broad sense.
The farafin
The Maninka represent a part of the vast farafin or "black skin" community of
the world. A Tariya Conde perceives a degree of commonness between himself and
any other member of the world's black community, for all farafin sprang from one
common ancestor.
Adam's Children
Thanks perhaps to Islam, a Tariya Conde understands the common humanity
ofall people. All humanity descends from grandfather Adam {benba Adama) and
grandmother Eve {ma Hawa) and is collectively referred to as adamaden ("Adam's
children"). Local wisdom holds that black-skitmed people and white-skinned people
(faragbe) descend from two brothers. The older brother became the ancestor of all
white-skirmed people, while the younger brother became the ancestor ofall black-
skinned people. This account of two brothers dovetails in an intereshng way with
other Marunka accounts of brothers in which the older brother had the place of
privilege while the younger brother had physical prowess. For example, the great
warrior-king Sunjata mentioned above is regularly porfrayed as a younger brother who
was persecuted by an older half-brother (Laye 1984: 107f).
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Analysis
As this brief survey has shown, the Maninka ofTariya view the world through
successive levels which stretch from the most basic level of the family yard to the
most expansive level of all humanity. Each of these levels is defined by the
individual's relationship to certain others. A theme^^ of alliance and opposition
emerges firom these relationships and mns through Tariya society. At each of the
levels, certain individuals are included (alliance) and certain individuals are excluded
(opposition). Each level from lu on out determines its in-group on the basis of relation
to a particular relative or ancestor. Those individuals who are properly related to this
relative or ancestor make up the in-group of that level, be it the lu, the kabila, etc.
These individuals form an alliance to tackle whatever issues or problems need to be
addressed at that level. Those who are not properly related to the requisite relative or
ancestor fall de facto into the out-group at that level. These folks constitute what 1
will call the opposition.
Something of this alliance and opposition theme can be seen in Table 2. The
in-group at each level is made up of descendents of a particular individual, meets in a
particular location to address certain problems, and is juxtaposed to certain other
individuals who comprise the out-group at this level. For example, while living in
Tariya, we periodically gave gifts to our host family for various reasons. Most often
when these gifts were given, they were intended for everyone in the lu. It was up to
the leaders ofthe family to determine how these gifts would be dispersed to the
individuals making up the lu. The married brothers of the family would meet in the
house of the oldest brother and decide how the gifts would be dispersed. Since this
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Table 2
Alliance and Opposition
Level Alliance
Group
(in-group)
Opposition
Group
(out-group)
Meeting Place Sample
Activity
lu polygynous
nuclear family
All other lu house of the
father or oldest
brother
divide gifts
Bonkono fellow
descendants of
one of4 half-
brothers
The other 3
bonkono
house of the
bonkono leader
build Beth's
house
Kabila fellow
descendants of
one of two co-
wives
The other 2
kabila
house of the
kabila leader
build new
mosque
so Descendants of
tovm founder
All other
Baladuu tovms
house of the
sotii
build new
hospital
Jamana descendants of All other
Bala Condes
various tovms:
usually by
representative
Promote
favorite son
candidate
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was a situation conceming only the people making up the lu, folks outside the lu were
not consulted and had no right to intervene in this decision.
Folks who make up the out-group at any level form the opposition to any given
issue taken up by the in-group. Obviously, issues vary considerably, some being
highly volatile, some being altogether mundane. Opposition tends to vary
accordingly, ranging from active hostility to complacent disinterest. In the case of the
lu dispersing a gift, the opposition would simply be disinterested. A common
expression, anta te ("it is not our thing"), encapsulates this type of disinterest.
However, some issues are met with keen interest by the out-group or opposition. At
times this interest develops into open hostility. As an example, the issue of the new
mosque mentioned above proved highly volatile. Although the kabila who was
building the new mosque, i.e. the alliance or in-group, contended that they were
building it simply because some of the in-group members lived too far away from the
main mosque to hear the prayer call, those outside the kabila took serious offence at
this project. Harsh words were exchanged publicly, and in private more anger was
vented. In the end, however, the out-group could not stop the in-group from
completing their new mosque.
These two cases, the lu dispersing gifts and the kabila building a mosque,
demonsfrate how the theme of alliance and opposition takes shape. This theme
appears to prevail at every level mentioned above. The tree diagram in Figure 6
attempts to illusfrate this theme.
Another facet ofthe alliance and opposition theme emerges from Figure 6 as
well. This second feature suggests that an in-group plus its closest relatives from one
level make up the in-group at the next level above. For example, a lu is made up of
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Grandfather Adam
faragbe farafin
ME
other black Manding
races
other Conde
clans
other Baladuu
kingdoms
other Tariya
towns
other Malita
lineages
other jin kono
sub-lineages
other JB
yards
BENJAMIN
Figure 6
Alliance and Opposition
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brother and half-brothers, but they and their closest relatives make up a bonkono at the
next level. In tum this bonkono and their closest relatives form a kabila. The alliance
and opposition theme exhibhs this dynamic quality throughout all layers until all
ultimately come together in Adam. At each level, then, the in-group fmds less and
less closely related people in the out-group. The gap between in-group and out-group
continues widerung at each subsequent level. The widest gap, of course, occurs at the
highest level where grandfather Adam represents the only tie between faragbe and
farafm.
As one moves up the levels, then, one finds less commonality and deeper
divides between in-groups and out-groups. Stmcturally speaking, therefore, no more
fundamental division exists according to our friends' view than that which lies
between them and us. The faragbefarafm cleavage point represents the most
fimdamental cleavage of all. According to the theme of alliance and opposition, one
would suspect that this would represent a serious challenge to building any sort of
meaningful relationships. As we shall see, however, other stmctural forces were at
work to help overcome this fundamental gap.
In summary then, we might highlight three salient points. First, our friends
view the world through a set of social levels that stretches from the family unit out to
include all ofhumanity. Second, a theme of alliance and opposition operates at each
level, and as one moves higher through the levels the gap between the in-group and
out-group continues to widen. Finally, according to this view of the world, the gap
which exists betweenfarafm (e.g. our host society) andfaragbe (e.g. ourselves)
represents the widest gap ofall.
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Social Stratification
While everyone in Tariya views the world through the same basic set of levels,
not everyone occupies the same social posihon. One need not scratch very deeply to
discover a stratificafion in local society that effectively distinguishes three social
positions: (1) members of the founder's lineage, (2) members of castes orjiamakala,
and (3) outsiders or lonlan!^^ As might be anticipated, these three strata play
interlocking roles in local society. Their relationship to one another could be
illustrated by a series of concentric circles as in Figure 7. The system of social
stratification represents the second stmctural feature ofTariya society that concems us
in this study.
The Founder's Lineage
The founder's lineage is composed of direct descendants of a village's
founder."^' In Tariya, the founders are descendants of a man named Musa and all share
his clan name: Conde.'*^ A founder establishes a village {ka so si), and because of this
work, he and his descendents retain a permanent right to provide leadership and gamer
special privileges. In her studies of a Mande village in the Gambia, for example,
Haswell found the founder's lineage to be "the privileged class" (1953:1 1) which
carefiilly controlled the best farming lands (1963: 1). We found a version of the same
phenomenon in Tariya.
In a sense a village belongs to the founder and his descendants. This
conception finds its roots in the notion that an original alliance was stmck between the
founder of a village and the ruling spirits of that previously unsettled area (Weil
1971a:250-251). An older writer reports the following example ofjust such an
alliance.
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Figure 7
Social Strata in Tariya
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Tradition reports that Mpyeni Kuhbah investigated the area in queshon
and decided to locate there. To this end, he offered a sacrifice to the
spiritual powers of that area and asked for permission to settle on the
land that they controlled. When one of the chickens he sacrificed died
on its back with its tail to the sky, Mpyeni knew he had received
confirmation from the spirhs. As a result, he, along with his family,
founded the village that bears his name�Mpyela. By virtue of the
various sacrifices, he had become the intermediary between the occult
powers and the gods; priest of the land and master of the soil.... At the
present time Mpyeni 's descendant continues to exercise the functions
of chiefand priest. (Labouret 1934:44-45�my translahon)
The founder's lineage forms the backbone ofTariya society, providing the
leadership and continuity which holds together the social order. The town chief as
well as the leaders of the lineages and sub-lineages all emerge from the founder's
lineage.
Within the founder's lineage, members find themselves hierarchically arranged
according to tvvo principles: age and generation. Each member of the group knows his
precise standing in regard to every other member of the group. According to the age
principle, each is either the older {kodo) or younger (doonen) ofeach other member.
To be older implies that one is a nearer descendant of the town founder and thus
accorded due respect fi^om all those younger. To be younger means that one must pay
the honor due to those who are one's elders and thus one's superiors.
The importance of age mns deep in the Maninka psyche. My wife and I saw
this played out in our host family while we were living with them. Until children (and
especially sons) reach the age of six or seven they are seldom disciplined in Tariya
society. During the years that we lived with this family, I very rarely saw my host
discipline his young son about any of his behavior. He would tolerate behavior that to
us was unbearable. The one exception to my host's laissez-faire approach, however,
concemed the principle of age. He would tolerate no laxness in this area on the part of
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his young son. He constantly disciplined his son to call his older sisters "my older" (n
kodo) rather than use their names. On several occasions, I heard my host threaten to
beat the child if he conhnued calling his sisters by their names. The youngster thus
leamed the value of respect for age early on.
Generations also fall into a hierarchical arrangement. A simplified version of
this arrangement is depicted in Figure 8. At the outset, the founder belongs to the
mling generation. Leadership of the community will remain in his hands until he dies.
When he dies, there will no longer be any living member ofthe first generafion.
Therefore the leadership of the community will pass down to his sons in the second
generation. In Figure 8, the founder has three sons. Among the three, age will
determine who assumes leadership, the older always having authority over the
younger. Leadership ofthe community will remain with this generation until all three
ofthe sons have died. When they have all passed away, leadership will pass down to
their sons in the third generation. Among these sons, age will once again determine
who will take authority. When that leader dies, the leadershipwill pass on to the
oldest living member of his generation. Ifby chance he has outlived all other
members ofhis generation, the leadership wall pass on to the eldest member ofthe
next generation. This process will continue as long as the village exists.
The dual principles of age and generation operate at each level ofTariya
society to determine leadership. The village, the lineages, the sub-lineages, and the
family compound are each led by the oldest member ofthe presiding generation. For
example.
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1
Village Founder
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Generation
2
Generation
3
Son #1
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \
Son
#1
Son
#2
Son #2
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/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \
Son
#1
Son
#2
Son #3
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \
Son
#1
Son
#2
Figure 8
The Generation Principle"*^
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on the village level, the oldest member of the presiding generation of the founder's
lineage inherits the position of sotii ("town owner"). He leads the town, and, in
principle, will hold his position for life.'*'* The sotii has responsibility for all traditional
and social matters in the village. He alone can convene the village meeting of elders
where problems are discussed and decisions made. The meetings themselves convene
in the hut ofthe sotii. Before the advent of Islam, he may also have been the high
priest of the village.
Indeed, in a certain sense, one can say that the sotii is more than simply the
leader ofthe village, he is the village. He stands in the founder's stead as the
embodiment of the entire community. For example, when citizens ofTariya disputed
with the govenunent about paying a head tax, the govenunent threatened to anest "the
whole village," cart them off to the city, and throw them in jail. When I jokingly
asked a friend how the govenunent could realistically anest the whole village, he
somberly replied "if they take the sotii haven't they taken the whole village?"
In summary, then, one could say that in a special sense the village belongs to
the founder's lineage. The lineage provides the backbone of leadership, organization
and continuity necessary for the village to continue. They do not function alone,
however, for the castes and outsiders also play important roles in village life.
The yiamakala
While its tme that the founder's lineage forms the backbone ofvillage society,
theJiamakala help give shape to the social body as a whole. The jiamakala or people
of caste'*^ can be found throughout the Mande world (J. Johnson 1986:22). Often
associated with the occult, these occupational specialists gamer fear, respect, and
sometimes disgust. Being outside the tight strictures of the founder's lineage.
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Jiamakala experience freedom of behavior. For example, they do not acknowledge the
age and generation differences among the fomider's lineage. They may call even the
sotii by his first name�something no one of the founder's lineage would dare do. For
such reasons, it has been suggested that "everything is permissible for the jiamakala"
(N'Diaye 1970:44�my franslahon).
Dieterlen (1955:40) provides mythical evidence for four paradigmatic castes
among the Mande: bards/historians (jeli), blacksmiths (nunaka), leatherworkers
(karanke), and musicians (fina). Although each of these four castes still function in
Mande society, only bards and blacksmiths are conspicuous in Tariya.
Blacksmiths are the most numerous jiamakala group in Tariya. At least nine
of their work huts can be found around town. These huts vary in size and
constmction, but have the common purpose of providing a workplace for the
blacksmith which is both dry and equipped with two necessary items: a fan (in the
place ofbellows) and some sort of anvil. The blacksmiths produce farm implements
ranging from kiuves and hoes to ox-plows and yokes. The production of these
implements requires both metal and wood working skills. The tools these blacksmiths
manufacture meet an essential need in a farming community like Tariya.
h has been suggested that "the blacksmith occupies the summh ofthe
Jiamakala hierarchy" (N'Diaye 1970:72�my franslation). Certainly the senior
blacksmith in Tariya holds several significant positions. He functions as the
spokesman for village leaders as well as their messenger. In addition, he often serves
as the master of ceremonies at public events and crafts the ritual masks used by
dancers in important local events. Moreover, he is one of two town criers and a
sought after circumciser. For the most part, he is a respected, well-liked individual.
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The bard/historian also performs a multi-faceted role in Tariya. As need arises
he may become an ambassador, a mediator, an historian, an entertainer, a seer, or an
omen-reader."*^ In Tariya, he is the master ofceremonies at all public events which he
attends (e.g. burials, circumcision festivities). The common denominator in all his
activities is speech. The bard/historian is a master of oral arts. His speech activities
and the blacksmith's differ in that the blacksmith is a craftsman who sometimes fills
speech-related roles, whereas the bard/historian is a specialist in speech-related
activities.
Although they offer other specific services to the community, the chief
contribution of the jiamakala to local society lies in the realm ofmediation.
McNaughton (1988:40) summarizes the extent of this mediation in regards to
blacksmiths:
Smiths shape social and spiritual life ... as intermediaries. They
intervene and negotiate .... We can characterize them as coming
between individuals, between individuals and situations, and between
individuals and the forces at work in the [Mande] uiuverse.
As it pertains to Tariya, McNaughton's remarks can be extended to cover the
bard/historian as well. Essentially both blacksmiths and bard/historians are
intermediaries.
As a society, Tariya abhors direct confrontation. Even in the simple act of
buying a sheep I once found myselfwith two intermediaries while the seller had at
least two as weh. (In fact for a long time afterwards I was not sure which ofthe other
individuals had actually been the owner of the sheep I bought!) In such a society,
mediation is prized. The jiamakala thus fill a valued slot in Tariya society. The fact
that they stand outside the founder's lineage proves to be a positive feature, enabling
them to provide valuable mediation without suspicion of political ambition (Hopkins
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1971 : 107). While the founder's lineage provides the leadership and continuity for
local society, the jiamakala help keep the society functioning smoothly through their
vast array ofmediation skills
The Ionian
The third stratum ofTariya society consists of individuals outside both the
founder's lineage and the jiamakala. Collectively knovm as Ionian ("stranger, guest,
outsider") these folks have come to the Tariya community from outside.
The Ionian stratum in Tariya contains two distinctive types of outsiders:
immigrants and sojoumers. Immigrants come to Tariya searching for some
opportunity they previously lacked. Some have come for family support from their
mother's family, a few have come for commercial interests while others have come for
some other benefit which Tariya promises. For example, during the hme we resided
in the village, a young Koranic teacher immigrated to Tariya. His home village
offered limited opportunhies due to its isolation and poor soil. He made the decision,
therefore, to settle his family in Tariya where he had a good friend who could help him
get started. As we ourselves did, this teacher spent his first years in Tariya living in
the family yard of his host.
Individuals, like this teacher, who immigrate to Tariya, tend to integrate into
local society. Part of the reason lies in the needs of the immigrants for the services
which only the conunuiuty can provide. For example, when his children reach the
proper age, the immigrantwill need to have them circumcised, or if a death occurs in
his family, he vsill need to have the community's help with the burial. He will also
need the good will and aid of others with his farm if he is going to make a go of it. In
a real sense his own well being becomes intertwined with that of the community.
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Interestingly enough, several of the more prosperous individuals in Tariya are
immigrants. For example, only two men in Tariya have made the pilgrimage to Mecca
and both are immigrants. The man generally recognized as the wealthiest man in the
village is also an immigrant. Each of these individuals has thoroughly integrated into
local society, one is in fact the village imam.
Sojoumers form a second constituent group in the Ionian stratum. These folks
have no intention of remaining long-term in Tariya. Rather, their interest lies in the
work they have come to do. Teachers and other govemment workers fall into this
category. These individuals are often of different tribal background and generally
have no abiding interest in the village of Tariya. Due primarily to personal preference,
therefore, they seldom deeply integrate into local life. Sojoumers certainly at times
receive services from the community (e.g. the community would never refuse to bury
any faithfiil Muslim), but on the whole they have less overall use for, interest in, or
attachment to the Tariya society than do the immigrants.
Regardless of the duration of their residence, however, neither immigrants nor
sojoumers will ever be anything other than Ionian. Although they may come to be
known affectionately as duuren ("child of the land, native"), they and their
descendants will remain firmly entrenched in the Ionian stratum. A local proverb
states this succinctly noting that "the one who was bom here and the one who came
here are not the same."'*' This is simply a way of underscoring the permanent nature
of the strata classifications: a member ofthe founder's lineage will always be a
member of that lineage; dijiamakala will always be a jiamakala; and a Ionian will
always be a Ionian.
Throughout the Mande world, outsiders are received well. Being no exception
to the rule, Tariya society makes room for Ionian, in part because of the contribution
they make to the commuruty. The local culture considers people a major resource and
understands tiiat a community increases in numbers and in strength as it includes
outsiders. As one villager expressed it, "it's good when the number of people increase
for all of them are not going to fail."'*^ That is to say, more people present more
opportunities for success.
An increase in numbers not only provides greater opportunity for success, but
also accords greater influence and strength to those who have the greater backing.
Another local proverb explains that "when you see one goat knock another down in a
head-butting contest, you know that the victor had his rear end backed up against a
wall for support."'*^ The goat gains the support he needs to fell his opponent from the
wall. In the same way, people standing behind a person give that one added sfrengtii
and influence in daily life. So the strength of numbers with its accompanying growth
in opportunity and influence represents one reason for the warm reception accorded
sfrangers.
But the stranger brings other resources as well. As Simmel (1950:402) noted,
a sfranger's position in regards to the host culture "is determined, essentially, by the
fact that he has not belonged to it from the beginning, that he imports qualities into it,
which do not and caimot stem from the group itself" These outside resources are one
ofthe sfranger's special gifts to a local society. Sfrangers by their very nature bring
outside knowledge and outside alliances along with them. They may also bring
material resources to their new community. Outside knowledge, outside alliances, and
new material resources add vitality to the host community. ^�
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Ionian make a contribution to the host community, but they must never forget
their place. They are guests and outsiders, and owe loyalty and support to the local
community. Indeed, apart from providing additional resources the role ofthe Ionian
centers on loyally supporting the host community.
The notion of loyalty and support manifests itself, for example, in the political
processes. Weil, in his study ofpolitical power in a local Mande society, found that
the roles of Ionian and founders interlock in the political realm. In principle, the
founders initiate and promote political decisions while the Ionian make various
contribuhons to the proposals (Weil 1971a:254). But whether or not Ionian choose to
contribute during the decision process, their primary role revolves around loyally
supporting the founders "so that decisions may be peacefully made and carried out in
the interest of the whole community" (Weil 1971b:284).
Summarv and Analvsis
As we have seen, Tariya society divides into three strata: the founder's lineage,
Jiamakala, and Ionian. Both the founders group and the jiamakala group possess
rigid parameters. One enters these groups only by being birthed into them. Everyone
not birthed into one of these two groups falls naturally into the third stratum: lonlan.^^
The inclusive nature of the villagers toward outsiders demonstrates the local
conviction that people are a major resource. It appears that this also reflects a major
cultural theme of inclusion. Whereas the alliance and opposition theme manifests
itself in in-group/out-group divisions, the theme of inclusion operates to promote
opeimess towards individuals who are not of one's group. The central stmctural
feature for the inclusion of outsiders is the Ionian jatii or host.
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The Stranger and His Host
The theme of inclusion provided a path whereby my wife and 1 could enter into
the local society. The local folks were willing for us to be added to the village as
Ionian and gave us this opportunity. The first step towards our inclusion in the village
was finding a host. The story ofhow the village assigned us our host was related in
Chapter 1, pages 5-9.
The Lonlan Jatii�Lonlan Relationship
As mentioned above, individuals considered lonlan fall naturally into two
camps: immigrants and sojoumers. While immigrants and sojoumers might be
dissimilar in many particulars, in one very important way they are identical: each is
united to the local society through the agency of a lonlan jatii or "host." The lonlan
jatii represents the vital link between the community on the one hand and the lonlan
on the other. The lonlan jatii�lonlan relationship is one ofmutual obligation as well
as mutual benefit.^^
The Function of the Lonlan Jatii
Not surprisingly, the lonlan jatii has no direct parallel in Westem culture. The
translahon "host" captures part of its meaning, underscoring the centrality ofthe
support aspect of the lonlanjatii role. As host, the lonlanjatii provides personal aid
ofvarious sorts while the lonlan gets established in the host community. Such aid
often takes the form ofa house, meals, etc.
As Person (1968:105) points out, however, it is totally inadequate to think of
the lonlanjatii simply as host. The lonlan jatii could also be thought of as a sponsor.
As sponsor, the lonlan jatii represents the interests of the lonlan to the commuruty.
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serving as the advocate ofthe lonlan. This understanding of the role rings true with
the literal meaning of lonlan jatii, "outsider's friend."
A third aspect ofthe lonlan jatii role is reflected in the common French
translahon tuteur. The word tuteur suggests more the idea of guardian than host. A
guardian protects and instmcts one who has not yet reached the place of caring for
himself In much the same way, the lonlan jatii protects and instmcts his guest who is
ignorant of the local society's inner workings. A local proverb highlights the
ignorance of the lonlan by noting that "the lonlan has big eyes (i.e. he stares at
everything) but he does not have any idea what he is seeing."^'
The ignorant lonlan also has the precarious problem ofhaving no fixed
residence. The term lonlan itselfmay be derived from luntan which literally means
"without a /w" (Montrat 1935:123).^'* As was noted above, the lu represents the most
basic element ofMande social organization. It is the place of security. So to be
without a lu puts one in a dangerous position. The lonlan jatii shelters the lonlan by
providing him roots in the lu of the lonlan jatii.
The Responsibility of the Lonlan
The responsibility of the good lonlan can be summed up in a single world�
loyalty. This notion was introduced above in the discussion ofthe lonlan stratum.
The responsibility the lonlan has to demonstrate loyalty fmds its most fundamental
expression in loyalty to the lonlan jatii. This loyalty includes supporting the lonlan
jatii in whatever way possible. However, it also necessitates that the activities ofthe
lonlan be channeled through the lonlan jatii^ for the lonlan jatii represents the
designated charmel for the outsider's passage into the host society (Figure 9). As the
designated chaimel, the host's role of support, promotion, and protection serves to
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Figure 9
The Lonlan Jatii
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make the outsider and the outsider's various resources available to the local
community. It is incumbent, therefore, as Launay (1982:4) notes, "that the [lonlan]
act through the hosts rather than take direct initiatives."
The lonlan becomes, in a sense, an addition to the pool of resources to which
the lonlanJatii can lay claim. This is not to say that the lonlanjatii owns the lonlan in
the strictest sense of the word. Yet lonlan, complete with all their personal resources,
enter a village through the auspices of the lonlanJatii, and the lonlan must honor this
relationship through loyalty. One way to view it is that good lonlan will, by their
support and loyalty, make their lonlanJatii a more important person in the conununity.
Estabhshing the Relationship
The lonlanJatii�lonlan relationship may be established in several different
ways. Quite often it is determined by a prior relationship. Strangers may come to
Tariya to be near friends or relatives. In such cases, the friend or relative will become
the lonlanJatii. In the case of the Koranic teacher mentioned above, he had had a long
friendship with a fellow student during their years of training. When they completed
their studies in Mali
and retumed to Guinea, the teacher made the decision to come to Tariya rather than
retum to his home village. His longtime friend, a native of Tariya, became his lonlan
Jatii.
If there has been no prior relationship, the lonlanJatii will be determined after
the arrival ofthe lonlan. Most often a newcomer will be referred to the administrative
chief (duutii) who will either become the lonlanJatii hunselfor will find someone else
to take the responsibility. This pattem is commonly used in dealing with the various
civil servants who come and go.
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Of course a lonlan jatii�lonlan relationship may develop spontaneously. In
two different cases I have gone to other villages on some errand where I knew no one
personally. In both cases, the men who I initially visited on my errands have become
my lonlan jatii in that village. We have seen this pattem repeated as well in Tariya.
As it tumed out for us in Tariya, we received a lonlan jatii based on the prior
relationship of our team leader and the old Christian man. During the meeting referred
to in Chapter 1, pages 1-9, the elders collectively decided that the old Christian man's
family did have, so to speak, a claim on us based on the prior relahonship.
Summary
Whether because of the resources they bring, the strength they add to the
community, or simply because they are a gift from AUah,^^ outsiders are welcomed
into Maninka communities. The villagers' openness, however, does not imply a
haphazard approach to the process of inclusion into the community. Rather, the
acceptance and incorporation of the lonlan rests upon the shoulders of his lonlan jatii.
The lonlan jatii charmels the lonlan into the social life ofthe community.
Entrance into a host community, then, begins with one relationship ofmutual
obligation and mutual benefit. A good lonlan jatii protects, promotes, and aids both
the lonlan and the interests of the lonlan. A good lonlan remains loyal to the lonlan
jatii, channeling all activities through that individual.
Conclusion
This brief look at stmctural aspects of the local society in Tariya suggests that
two dynamic themes as well as the institution of the lonlanjatii come into play when
an outsider enters a Maiunka commuruty. The first theme, alliance and opposition,
emerges from the local view of the social orgaruzation ofthe world. The theme exerts
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a centrifugal pressure that may at times tend towards splintering or exclusion. The
second theme, inclusion, emerges from the social stratificahon of the village and is
manifested in the behavior of villagers towards outsiders in general. This theme exerts
a centripetal pressure which draws people into the whole. The theme ofalliance and
opposition exposed the fundamental gap between the host community and us. Yet the
theme of inclusion was at work to pull us into the community.
In the midst of this mix of positive and negative themes, we were assigned a
lonlanJatii who would become our only legitimate channel into the host society. As a
social inshtution, the purpose of this relationship was to tie us into the social stmcture.
Aspects of stmcture, then, provided us an entrance to the local community, although
not an altogether unambivalent one as we shall see.
CHAPTER 5
Liminality and Communitas: Initial Encounters
As we saw in the last chapter, our status as white Westem expatriates living in
a small Mamnka village was ambiguous. On the one hand, the Maninka
acknowledged that white Americans and black Maninka both descend from Adam and
Eve. Such a recognition in an African kinship context means more than it might in a
Westem context. That is to say, from the Maninka point of view a real tie existed
between white and black because of their common ancestors.
Yet the experience of the Maninka with white expatriates in the past had not
been amiable. White Europeans, known locally as tubabu, presumed greatly upon
West Africans during the colonial era. Local folks who had lived through those days
did not have fond memories of colonial masters (Guinea gained their independence
from France in 1958). The disparity in the villagers' minds between their
acknowledged common ancestry with whites and their suffering at the hands ofwhite
colonial masters contributed to the stmctural backdrop ofour experience in Tariya.
hi spite of this negative backdrop, my wife and I were able to develop positive
interpersonal relationships with villagers in Tariya. In the next three chapters, we will
search for Ihninal conditions which may have contributed to this experience. In these
three chapters, we will be looking at a series of episodes that reflect various aspects of
our time in Tariya. The central characters of these episodes are our host Benjamin and
myself These episodes will be probed for the presence of liminality according to the
characteristics originally presented in Table 1 and reproduced below in Table 3.
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Table 3
Characteristics of Liminality and Structure
Liminality Structure
transition state
totality partiality
homogenity heterogeneity
equality inequality
absence ofproperty property
absence of status status
absence of rank distinchons of rank
humility just pride ofposihon
no distinchons ofwealth distinctions of wealth
unselfishness selfishness
foolishness sagacity
simplicity complexity
acceptance ofpain and suffering avoidance ofpain and suffering
total obedience obedience only to superior rank
sacredness secularity
silence speech
suspension of kinship rights kinship rights & obligations
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The texts ofthe episodes will be presented in their original version with only
slight editing. At some points I have added a bit of information in brackets to help the
reader follow the line ofthe story. In other places I have used an ellipsis to omit
material that did not contribute directly to the episode. This too was done in an effort
to help the reader better follow the line of the story.
The approach of the investigation of these episodes will be inductive, with
much attention given to placing the episode in its historical and cultural context. After
the text of the episode is introduced, the historical and cultural context will be
discussed at some length. Following this discussion, I will present the characterishcs
of liminality which emerge from the text and context of the episode. Each of these
elements of liminality wdll in tum be discussed briefly.
We will now look at the episodes chosen for this chapter. These are arranged
in three sections dealing with transition, sharing, and pain.
Section 1 : Transition and Confusion
Our visit to the village to discuss our possible installahon there with the elders
had inadvertently occurred during the month ofRamadan. Throughout the month of
Ramadan, Muslhns fast each day from dawn to dusk. During our village visit, several
of the villagers enthusiastically suggested that we move to Tariya before the end ofthe
month in order to witness the huge end ofRamadan celebration. As in otherMuslim
societies aroimd the worid, the end of the fast ofRamadan ushers in one of the biggest
celebrations of the year. Unfortunately, we had made a previous commitment to look
after some things for our team leader before moving to the village. When we
explained that this prior commitment would preclude our move before the celebration,
somebody suggested that we at least come out and spend a night or two during the
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celebration. We thought this would be a great way to begin our relationship to the
village, so we made plans to spend a night during the end ofRamadan celebration.
About two weeks later we returned to the village according to plan for this
ovemight stay. On arriving, we innocently visited the administrative chief {duutii)
first. His house had been the site of our prior meeting with the village elders. The
following episode picks up there.
Episode 1
We went to the duutii' s place. We really didn't know anything about
[proper protocol]. 1 had made the plans to come back for our first night
with Daniel [the local school teacher]�I hadn't really talked to
Benjamin. We just assumed we'd sleep in our own house [in
Benjamin's concession]. But we hadn't been long at the duutifs
[house] when he asked us whether we wanted to [spend the night] in his
[personal] hut or the one next door [to his]. It was [an] either/or
question [with no] middle ground. So we said [we'd sleep] in the one
next door [to his]. His wives set to fixing that one up for us. We didn't
know but what it was the [town's] plan for us to stay there that night�
that [perhaps] that's what everybody had [collectively] decided. [At
any rate,] they were fixing the place and they got it all ready for us.
They [finished the preparations and] put the door cover down. It was
there for us. That was [to be] our quarters.
[After visiting with the duutii a bit] we went down the hill to
Benjamin's place. ... I don't remember how it first came out [that the
duutii was expecting us to spend the night at his place], but we saw the
first case ofBenjamin getting angry. . . .
From our point ofview we felt bad because we thought we
should go back personally and apologize to the duutii�or ask the
duutii if it was okay ifwe stayed with Benjamin. Benjamin said, "No!
I'll send a message! You're staying here."
I don't know if he ever did send a message. I don't know that
he didn't, but I don't know that he did. At that time we still would
have been thinking in terms of the duutii being the chief�probably
more important in the eyes of the town than he really is�and that
maybe we were being offensive by the line that we were taking. We
never saw him again that day. He never came down to see us. . . . He
did send us some food later. We went in the house [at Benjamin's] one
hme and there was some food sitting there. They said that it had come
from the duutii. (Page and Page 1991:lines 2334-2416)
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Context and cultural background
On our retum trip to spend our first night in the village of Tariya, we quite
naturally retumed to the duutns, house. His yard had been the contact place on our
previous visits, and we were still operating on the assumption that he was the town
chief. Since we wanted to work within the confines of local stmcture and display the
proper respect, we therefore went back to his house as our initial stop.
During the course of our visit that moming, a visit which we had intended only
as a polite greeting, the man pointedly asked us which of two huts we'd like to sleep in
that night. We felt that he had placed us in a position in which we could not defer to
our original plan of sleeping at Benjamin's house. We saw no opportunity to express
our original plans. Feeling a bit overwhelmed by this tum of events, we made a
choice of huts. In order that he not have to vacate his own hut for us, we opted for the
second hut which had been offered. All of this transpired before we ever saw
Benjamin that morrung.
We didn't realize at the time of this incident that we had become a flash point
in a conhnuing local controversy. In effect, the govemment was vying with the
village elders to sponsor us in the village. Because Tariya was the center of an
administrative district, the national govemment maintained a strong presence there. A
mid-level govemment official, the sous-prefect, resided there in an official capacity.
Teachers and other civil servants rounded out the official govemment presence in the
village. By and large, this govemment contingent viewed us as official guests who
should be hosted by the duutii as their representative.
On the other hand, there were the villagers who, represented by the elders, had
granted us permission to reside in their village. These elders, in keeping with their
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cultural practice, had assigned us to Benjamin as our host (see Chapter 1). As far as
this group was concemed, we represented guests in the traditional sense, and
Benjamin had been given responsibility for us. As we saw in Chapter 4, the
relahonship between host and guest is a relahonship ofmutual obligations and rewards
which the Maninka jealously guard.
As this story reflects, we unwittingly blundered into violating this relationship.
While wanting to enter the village in a culturally appropriate manner, we had
unknowingly aligned ourselves with the govemment by approaching the duutii first.
As opposed to the traditional chief {sotii) who was widely respected, the duutii could
best be thought of as a govemment liaison charged with various administrative tasks
such as tax collection and civil judgments. The person who filled this role was
nominated by the villagers and ratified by the govemment representative. The duutii
represented the next level down from the official govemment persormel. While a
well-respected person often fdled this office, the job tended to trap incumbents into
the unenviable position ofhaving to side with the govermnent against their fellow
villagers. Over the course of time, therefore, the duutii tended to become a
govemment flunky in the eyes of the other villagers.
We unknowingly walked into the pohtical wrangle between the villagers, the
govemment, and the duutii. Although from our Westem perspective, our initial visit
to the duutii that day seems innocuous, the Maninka take such situations very
seriously. As described in the last chapter, Maninka custom dictates that a guest can
only properly enter a local community through a host. For this reason, the host's
house represents the guest's legitimate "port ofentry." A Maninka proverb declares
that "there are three things one never entmsts to someone else: your wife, your money.
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and your guest.
"^^ This proverb teaches that if one entrusts any of these three to
someone else, they will be eventually lost to you. Thus the Maninka jealously guard
their guests under their own care just as they do their money and their wives. An
action like our visit to the duutii demonstrates a complete lack of respect for one's host
and shames him before his peers.
So our initial stop at the duutii' s house that day insulted local values. But
because of our recognized ignorance at this time, this insult would have been easily
overlooked had it not been for the duutii having offered us a place to sleep that night.
When the duutii offered us lodging that first night, he was properly executing his
official duty to lodge govenunent guests. Yet from the villagers' point ofview, he
was encroaching upon the host-guest relationship which they had previously
established for us. If indeed Benjamin was our host, then it was his responsibility (and
privilege) to lodge us. We already had a house in Benjamin's yard: that much had
been settled in our previous visit. When the duutii infringed upon that established
situation, he created a difficult situation for us.
The conflict between the village and the govemment smoldered behind this
offer, but so did a problem generated by the alliance and opposition theme described
in the last chapter. Benjamin and the duutii were members ofdifferent and rival
kabila. The two kabila refused to cooperate at many significant points in village life.
One example of their rivalry and lack of cooperation was the young boys'
circumcision ritual�one of the central rituals in village life. Rather than cooperate in
the staging of this important event, the two groups regularly staged two separate
events. The fact that Benjamin and the duutii were members of rival groups no doubt
added fuel to the personal affront that Benjamin felt. Yet even if there had been no
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personal affront, the fact that someone would invite us to lodge outside our ovm kabila
group when the town itselfhad assigned us to this group represents a significant
departure from local custom.
Although the villagers were apparendy quick to forgive us ourfaux pas in
approaching the duutii first that day, ill feelings lingered a long hme between
members of our clan (our host family included) and the duutii and his clan. He rarely,
if ever, visited me unhl I had moved out ofBenjamin's family concession and into my
own hut two years after my arrival.
Elements of liminality
In the above episode, several characterishcs of liminality can be seen. In the
following paragraphs, 1 want to draw out three characteristics which Tumer lists
(Table 3). These three are (1) transihon as opposed to state; (2) total obedience as
opposed to obedience only to superior rank; and (3) himiility as opposed to just pride
ofposition.
1. Transition as opposed to state. The contrast between transition and state lies
at the heart ofTumer's model of human sociality. Individuals in transition exist
somewhere between their former state and their emerging state. Ambiguity clouds
their status. They have been separated from what they were, but not yet introduced
into what they will become. Their worldview has been assaulted, leaving them to
cope with the dissonant results (Bermett 1977:50).
Individuals living in a non-transitional or state condition, on the other hand,
find that they have a non-ambiguous status among their fellows. This status makes
certain demands upon them of course, but it also provides a framework in which they
can live with some degree of security.
no
Human living contains liberal doses of both transition and state, each of us
receiving altemating exposure to transitions and states throughout our lifetime (Tumer
1969:97). During this particular incident, my wife and 1 found ourselves in the
ambiguity of transition. The major transition, of course, was from our home culture to
village life. Alongside this major upheaval, however, ran a second stream of
transition: the transition from official govemment guest to traditional stranger. While
the first of these transitions was thrust upon us by the nature ofcross-cultural ministry,
we inherited the second when we inadvertently became involved in the political
maneuvering of the village. We could have likely agreed to become official guests of
the govermnent and circumvented this fransition. We felt at the time however, and
still do, that being recognized as traditional strangers would provide us a more fmitful
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platform forministry�not to mention a richer experience of village life. So we
made the choice to persevere towards the goal of recognition as traditional strangers.
Being somewhere between a goverrunent guest and a traditional stranger made
us, in Tumer's terms, liminal entities because as he notes, "liminal entities are neither
here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by
law, custom, convention, and ceremorual" (Tumer 1969:95). This condition persisted
for months, perhaps even the full two years we spent living in the family compound. I
remember a fiiendly visit with the duutii months after the faux pas of the above
episode when he asked me if the time had not yet come for me to leave the family
compound and build a house on the tract ofland set aside for govermnent buildings in
the village.
Transitional situations such as the ones in which we found ourselves provide a
rich environment for new leaming and new behavior. For us, the ambiguity of
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transition back and forth between govemnient guest and traditional stianger yielded
fertile opportunhies of underscoring our preference to identify with the tradhional
society. Because ofour education and our ability to speak French, villagers assumed
our more natural allegiance to be towards the govemment. Thus when our preference
for close ties with the village became evident, they responded to us warmly.
2. Total obedience as opposed to obedience onlv to superior rank. In his study
of ritual practices, Tumer made the observation that initiands are often thrown into
positions that demand total obedience from them. Situations such as the ritual
seclusion during the Maninka circumcision event demand this kind of total obedience.
During this ritual, the initiands are no longer what they were (a boy in the case of the
circumcision rite) but not yet what they will be (a man). As they walk through the
transition, they find themselves secluded and under the care of elders who represent
the total community�i .e. "the whole gamut of the culture's values, norms, attitudes,
sentiments, and relationships" (Tumer 1969:103). These elders demand total
submission and obedience from the initiands.
Their behavior is normally passive or humble; they must obey their instmctors
implicitly, and accept arbifrary punishment without complaint. It is as though they are
being reduced or ground down to a uniform condition to be fashioned anew and
endowed with additional powers to enable them to cope with their new station in life
(Tumer 1969:95).
Initiands in these conditions must demonsfrate submission and total obedience
for at least two reasons. First, the attitudes of submission and obedience display the
initiands respect for the community in which they are about to receive a new status.
Second, these attitudes place them in the proper position to receive the new
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infonnation the elders want to pass on to them. In response to the submission and
obedience of the initiands, the elders will instmct them with the informahon they need
for success in the new status they are receiving.
My wife and 1 found ourselves in a situation analogous to the initiands. As
noted in the previous section, not only were we caught up in the ambiguity of a cross-
cultural move, but the tension between the goverrunent expectations and the village
expectations also engulfed us in transitional ambiguity. We responded with
obedience. When the duutii made his attempt to lodge us that first night, we made no
overt protest. We accepted his apparent claim upon us. Although his actions did not
please us, we acquiesced and chose one of his proffered huts.
After we arrived in Benjamin's yard and he leamed what the duutii had done,
he demanded that we lodge that night in his yard. Again we acquiesced. I must admit
that our obedience in both cases grew at least in part out of (1) fear and (2) our
ignorance of any other possible recourse. But at least in part it grew out of our own
predisposition to honor the local way of life. We had come to leam, and obedience
seemed more congment with that goal than any other response. Total obedience
meant we submitted to the representatives ofour new society whether it pleased us or
not. By taking this attitude, I believe it proved easier for the villagers to relate to us.
3. Humility as opposed to just pride ofposition. As noted above, the initiands
often exhibit passive or humble behavior. As the liminal forces challenge them and
their prior way of looking at life, they are expected to remain humble and passive,
allowing these forces to work their way with them.
The neophyte in liminality must be a tabula rasa, a blank slate, on
which is inscribed the knowledge and wisdom of the group, in those
respects that pertain to the new status. The ordeals and humiliations,
often of a grossly physiological character, to which neophytes are
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submitted represent partly a destmction of the previous status and
partly a tempering of their essence in order to prepare them to cope
with their new responsibilities and restrain them in advance from
abusing their new privileges. They have to be shown that in themselves
they are clay or dust, mere matter, whose form is impressed upon them
by society. (Tumer 1969:103)
A good example of this kind of humility can be seen at one strategic point in
the Maninka circumcision rite. The day before the young men are actually
circumcised, the town rejoices with them in a huge dance and celebration. At a
sttategic moment in the celebration, the tovm bard publicly presents the boys one by
one�each dressed as a young girl! Dressing in such a fashion represents a detestable
behavior that would never be tolerated outside of this ritual. But during this liminal
period, it must be humbly endured. In fact, as one watches each initiand leap and
shout his way across the public square in response to his introduction, it appears to the
observer that this liminal situation must not only be endured but enthusiastically
embraced.
In his study ofwhat he called total institutions, Goffman recognized such
activity as part of the process which ships iiutiands of any advantage they held in their
previous state and leveled them all to a common subservience (Goffman 1962�cited
in Tumer 1969: 108). The stripping and leveling act as the prelude to the reception of
new information. The leveling and stripping process including the humility of
acceptance on the part of the initiands created an enviromnent of total rather than
partial involvement in the liminal period and the new emerging state.
This type ofhumility played a part in the way we managed this political salvo
at the outset ofour village experience. Our response to the duutii's overture to lodge
us reflects this attitude, as does the later response to Benjamin's refusal to accept our
lodging with the duutii as legitimate. We accepted and acted upon what we were told
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to do. Although we did not want to lodge with the duutii, we passively accepted his
demand and hoped for a poshive outcome rather than dispute with him. And although
we later hoped for an amiable handling of the situation by Benjamin, we bowed to his
gmffness and hoped for a positive outcome. In the same way the circumcision
initiands humbly embraced their distasteful dress and did what they were told, my
wife and I humbly embraced our circumstances and did what we were told.
This passive acceptance cast us into situations where we had to completely
tmst (1) others and (2) the process itself for positive outcomes. Rather than strive
against the situation, we released ourselves to total involvement in h.
Conclusion
Throughout the early days of interaction with the village ofTariya, we
possessed a strong desire to demonstrate our respect for local values and sensitivities.
With each visit to the village, we made what we assumed were respectful visits to the
local leaders we knew. Yet as so often happens in cross-cultural interaction, our
ignorance of local values led us into a serious blunder. In trying to show the proper
respect to the man we perceived as village chief, we unwittingly threw gasoline on the
smoldering flame of a local controversy. The govemment assumed we would want to
rest under their care because we were educated French-speakers. Our visit to the
duutii fed this underlying presupposition, and led the duutii to offer us lodging. On
the other hand, the villagers, personified in the elders, had already received us into the
community as traditional strangers and assigned us to a host. In this transitional
ambiguity, several areas of liminality were highlighted: (1) transition; (2) total
obedience; and (3) humility.
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Section 2: "Eating Together"
Another reveahng episode took place the same day as the housing episode we
just reflected upon. It revolves around a common meal we shared with our host family
the evening of that first day in the village. Although the episode appears simple, this
appearance of simplicity belies its significance.
Episode 2
We wanted [Daniel] to stay and eat with us, but he had been with us all
day and he really wanted to go home to see his family. We could
understand that. Benjamin's family tried to make him stay because . . .
they had decided that maybe it wasn't good [for us] to be all alone.
They knew they couldn't talk to us either. So they were wanting him to
hang aroimd. But he finally said he wanted to go to his house. So he
left us there. We were just getting settled down and going to eat some
of the rice [which had been given to us] when Saki called to us from
outside. I guess they had talked it over among themselves outside and
called us to come and eat with the family. So I carried the rice out. I
remember asking them what I should do with this and Benjamin saying,
"Non, non" or something like that. We never did eat any of the rice
there. They started teaching me how to eat to. That's what they were
all eating. They had finished eating; they eat really fast. So they were
all watching me.... Benjamin, in his broken French, started telling me to
eat this to. You have to eat it with your right hand, and my right hand
is super sensitive to heat. I stuck my fingers in that stuff and it was hot
and I sort ofhollered and started shaking my hand. I said, ^'C'est
chaud, c 'est chaudl" [I was] not laughing�I mean [my hand] was
really getting bumed. They all just broke out laughing and Benjamin
grabbed my hand and stuck it in [some] water and got it cooled off
When they all finally stopped laughing, then they changed the pots of
to, and there was another pot that wasn't hot. So I ate it. I don't
remember how I did at it. That would have been the first time I ever
tried to [eat] to, of course. My right hand doesn't work very well, but I
guess I did well enough. (Page and Page 1991 :lines 2690-2746)
My wife and I separated when we came out to eat with the family. While I
walked across the yard to eat with the men in front of one of the brothers' huts, Ruth
Ann walked over and sat down with the women and children in front of the
matriarch's hut. This is her story.
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They wanted me to sit on the bench I think. They didn't think we
would know how to sit on a low stool so they had a narrow high bench
that I sat on. They wanted me to eat, so I ate some of the food. I
remember the conversation was such that they were trying to get me to
talk and 1 couldn't understand and was feeling real overwhelmed and
alone. I think I might have even cried a little bit. It was dark out there,
but I imagine they could see better than I could. They could probably
tell that I was intimidated. I remember Deba holding my hand. I don't
remember if she said any comforting words or not; I wouldn't have
understood that. I just remember her holding my hand. (Page and Page
1991:lines 2777-2796)
After the meal and back in the hut for the night, Ruth Ann's story continues:
I imagine it wasn't just the bed that bothered me, but just all the
thoughts ofthe day. Even though some things had been very good
about the day, and I was excited to be sleeping in a hut, shll that supper
time experience�I felt so overwhelmed by not knowing what to say. It
was so overwhelming that I think I cried some before I went to sleep
and I lay there a long, long time before I went to sleep. (Page and Page
1991:lines 2819-2829)
Context and Cultural Background
After a full day ofactivities during our visit for the end ofRamadan
celebration, Daniel escorted us back to Benjamin's family yard at dusk. Daniel had
been our companion and guide for the day, primarily because he spoke French and
could communicate easily with us. Daniel had been away from his family the entire
day because ofus and was anxious to retum home. Benjamin's family tried to prevail
upon him to stay since he facilitated communication between them and us. No one in
Benjamin's famhy spoke French (other than his brother Saki who was visiting
ovemight from Abidjan), and conununication between us was difficult. Daruel fiUed
an important gap in that regard.
The difficulty in communicahon added to another concem that some of the
villagers had: the fear that we would get lonely and leave. The Maninka have a sfrong
aversion to solitude. It represents something extremely unpleasant and distasteful to
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them. For this reason, an important aspect of caring for and entertaining guests is to
make sure they do not suffer lonehness.
Thus our friends were concemed that we not be left alone. They wanted to
include us, but we presented them with quite a problem. Not only did we represent a
class ofpeople to which they were not accustomed to relating personally, but a
language barrier also hindered our interaction.
Outdoors in the yard that night, the family ate as they regularly did: the men
and boys gathered in front ofLot's house, and the women and giris in front ofNan's.
Lot was hie oldest brother in the yard after Benjamin. Apparently before we came, the
men regulariy ate in front ofBenjamin's father's house�the house in which we now
lived. Because of our presence the men had moved across to Lot's house in order not
to be eatmg in front of our house. Nan was the eldest ofthe two matriarchs in the
yard�i.e. wives ofBenjamin's deceased father.
After Daniel left to retum home, we remained in our hut alone. A generous
bowl of rice and sauce sat on the table to one side ofthe hut. It had been provided for
our evening meal. Traditionally, the good host would make every effort to honor his
guest by providing him a meal of rice such as our hosts had done. Rice was not
plentiftil among these people but it represented the meal of honor for a guest. A host
who couldn't provide such a meal would be shamed. An important guest might
receive rice every meal, which, while perhaps not appealing to us Westemers, would
be a culinary freat for mostManinka.
The fact that we were left alone in the house with the rice should not be
constmed in a negative sense. Even though the Maninka consider solitude something
to be avoided, they regulariy set an important guest apart for meals. While it might
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seem incongmous to us, the Maninka show deference to a guest by providing a special
meal and setting the guest apart to enjoy it alone. At times this practice seems almost
sacred. Time and time again villagers have steadfastly refused to join me in partaking
in one of these special meals. Whether they have purposefully set me aside to eat in a
special location alone or have just wandered away leaving me alone about the time the
meal arrives, I regularly ended up eating alone when I visited another village. At
times it is as though the hosts have felt that the honor of providing the meal will
somehow be diminished if they share it. So rather than being an affront to us as
guests, the fact that our meal had been provided inside the hut while the family ate
outside represented an ahempt to honor us.
As we settled down to eat some of this rice, Saki called us from where the men
were eahng in the front yard. They wanted us to come and join the family to eat. As
mentioned above, Saki was a brother ofBenjamin who was visiting from Abidjan,
Cote dTvoire. Although nonliterate, he had leamed a little French while in Abidjan.
He had fraveled with us that day from the city to Tariya for a quick visit to see his
family.
Being ignorant of the special importance of the rice that we had been given, I
carried the food along with me when we responded to Saki's call. I thought that since
this rice had been given to us, we could simply contribute it to the rest ofthe family
meal. But the men were eating to. To is the everyday staple for the Maninka. During
the leaner times of the year, they will eat nothing but to day in and day out for weeks
or months. During prosperous times they will still eat to once a day on the average.
To is a very stiff porridge most often made with manioc (cassava) in the Upper Guinea
region, although it can also be made with com, millet, or other grains. It is eaten by
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hand by tearing a small handful of it from the mass in the common pot, dipping it in a
sauce and swallowing it.
To holds such a central part in Maninka life that many villagers consider eating
to to be an integral part of their Maninka identity. Even though most folks have been
pleased with the local customs my wife and I have adopted, they have been quick to
point out that we will never really be Maninka because to is not the staple of our diet.
While to represents an important part ofManinka life, hosts experience great
embarrassment when they have nothing other than to to serve to important guests. I
have seen villagers refuse to give to to missionaries even when the missionaries have
requested it, saying in effect that it was not a proper food for such folks. Social
protocol demands that rice be given to a guest if at all possible.
Indicators of liminality
In this simple episode conceming a common meal, several indicators of
liminality can be detected. We will be looking at: (1) absence of status as opposed to
status; (2) equality as opposed to inequality; (3) no distinctions ofwealth as opposed
to distinctions ofwealth; and (4) simplicity as opposed to complexity.
1. Absence of status as opposed to status. As has been menhoned before, my
wife and I had a particular status as white Americans or tubabu. Tubabu conjured up
images of the French colonial masters, and, unfortunately for us, had been expanded to
include all whites. Status conditions like this need to be overcome if commuiutas is to
be reached, but they prove extremely difficult to circumvent. Tumermakes mention
of the problem and a possible remedy:
As regards the relationship of communitas, there are those who, in the
exercise of daily authority or as representatives ofmajor stmctural
groupings, have little opportunity to deal with their fellow men as
concrete individuals and equals. Perhaps in the liminality of life crises
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and status changes, they might fmd an opportunity to strip themselves
of all outward tokens and inward distinctions of status distinction and
merge with the masses.... (Tumer 1969:202)
The episode we have before us illustrates a case where something of a status
reversal occurred in daily life. By circumventing the acknowledged protocol for
feeding strangers and overcoming the doubts and fears conceming tubabu, our family
allowed us the privilege of reversing our lofty status. In a few minutes time, I went
from the tubabu held in awe to the boob who made a mess out of eahng to. This
reversal led naturally to a second area of liminality.
2. Equality as opposed to inequality. The perceived inequality on the part of
the villagers between themselves and tubabu presented us with a difficult problem to
overcome. As it tumed out, gathering with our family around a bowl of to provided
one moment when the stmctural inequality was negated. We sat on the ground around
a bowl of their most basic food, eating the same food from the same bowl. The
symbolic equality was only enhanced when I became a laughingstock.
3. No distinctions ofwealth as opposed to distinctions ofwealth. The subject
of wealth greatiy complicated our attempt to live alongside the villagers of Tariya. At
every turn, we were reminded of their fundamental poverty and our great wealth. Our
wealth proved very hard for them to look beyond, while their poverty proved a daily
challenge for us.
Wealth influences even the food one eats. We saw this fleshed out in the lives
ofcivil servants in Tariya who refused to eat anything but rice even though buying
rice consumed much of their monthly salary. Wealth, then, may divide people even at
the point ofwhich foods they eat.
12]
When we ate to whh our family the evening of our first ovemight visit,
distinchons ofwealth were minimized. Again, the fact that the men had a laugh at my
expense only enhanced the experience. Even the luster and influence ofwealth can be
minimized when its owner proves himself hopelessly inept at even the most basic of
skills. Distinchons ofwealth were suspended for a moment, and we were able to
relate to one another on the basis of our common humanity.
4. Simplicity as opposed to complexitv. The moment together around the bowl
of to with its absence of status and wealth dishnctions also represented a liminal
moment of simplicity. As their daily staple, to is the most basic of all foods for the
Maninka. We in the West have grown incredibly complex in our dietary habhs, and
for us, no one item carries the same kind ofweight as to for the Maninka. As a basic
component ofMaiunka life, to represents something extremely important to the
villagers. When we gathered together around a bowl of to, the complexities which
existed between us were momentarily forgotten. The simple was in focus for a
moment rather than the complex.
Conclusion
During the years after this event, eating to was not unusual for us. But the
power of this simple episode lies in the fact that it was a radical break from tradition.
At the particular moment of this episode, when local standards decreed that my wife
and I should be served special food and enjoy it alone, we were invited to share the
everyday food of peasant farmers. The fact that our family was willing to make this
break with custom, and to make it for tubabu guests, represents something very
significant. I believe that much of the openness and warmth of our relationships
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together over the next few years began that first night when they decided to extend this
extraordinary offer.
The attitude of our host was fundamental in this episode. He made the
decision to step out of the structural mode, out of the status quo pattem of dealing with
guests. He took a risk, not knowing how we might respond. 1 don't know why he
made this choice, unless perhaps it had something to do with the willingness we had
demonsttated to accept his hospitality and live in his village. But whatever inspired
him to take this step, by so doing he allowed us all to put away distinctions of status
and wealth and to come together in a moment of simplicity and equality.
Section 3: Physical Ordeals
My wife and I were held in high regard by the villagers. Being wealthy,
healthy, educated, and white gave us a unique position in a village ofnonliterate,
peasant farmers. A position of sttength like ours in the village can generate some
interesting liminal twists. In his studies. Turner found a particular fascination for
rituals ofwhat he called status reversal. These rituals tended to humiliate individuals
ofhigh status and elevate individuals ofhumble status. One such ritual, for example,
was the installation rite for a new king among the Ndembu. The ritual consisted of the
king-to-be being led away and secluded, harangued and humiliated for an extended
period of time, forced to perform manual labor, and finally installed as king.
Informants explained that "the chief is just like a slave on the night before he
succeeds" (Turner 1969:101). Tumer came to realize that this status reversal was a
liminal experience that prepared the king-to-be to more adequately handle the
responsibilities of his position as king. It was a liminal moment which fostered
communitas between the king-to-be and his future subjects before he ascended to a
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position of preeminence. From this and many similar cases, Tumer (1969:200)
constmcted the principle that "the liminality of the strong is weakness."
In this section we will be looking at two episodes which have to do with
weakness. Both episodes revolve around the common theme of pain. The first
episode concems the pain associated with physical labor. The second episode in this
section concems the pain of a scorpion sting. Both episodes brought unexpected
reactions firom the community.
The first episode begins after we had lived in Tariya for a short while. We
found that after we had been isolated there for several weeks, we needed a break and
had gone to spend a few days in the larger city two hours away. This episode picks up
upon our return to the village.
Episode 3
When we came back from our stay in [the city] I went to [Daniel's]
field for my very first time. It was a field that was just across the back
creek in town, maybe the best part of a mile from our house�probably
a fifteen-minute walk. He was going to plant peanuts. It was a piece of
land that someone had loaned to him. . . . Daniel was not a real skilled
farmer . . . being a schoolteacher all of his life. He had arranged for a
team ofoxen to come that day . . . rent[ing] the oxen and the plow for
2500 francs [for the] day. [This] is what you'd pay for five men [to
work] for a day. . . . The 2500 francs doesn't get your ground plowed it
just gets the oxen. You have to plow it. Daniel didn't knowmuch
about plowing. .. . Oxen are rare enough that not everybody is
especially good at plowing. Madi, his son, is good at it. He'd done a
considerable amount of it and knew how to do it. ButMadi was sick
that day. The oldest son of the [govemment official] came instead. He
didn't know a whole lot but he knew as much or more than Daniel.
The plan was for him and Nami, Daniel's third son, to do the
plowing. . . . We got there and . . . [Daniel] tried to get me to sit in the
shade while they worked. That was a pretty standard way for the
Africans to deal with us when we tried to participate. Their idea of
participation for us was to sit in the shade and watch. . . .
Half of the land had to be cleared before the oxen could plow it.
Daniel said he wanted to do that and he tried to get me to sit and watch.
I was more interested in helping. I picked up some tools and started
working alongside him. . . . He kept trying to get me to stop . . . [but]
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after a while he settled down and accepted it. . . . [We] worked for about
an hour or [maybe] a couple of hours; it was hard on me. The sun was
really hot and I hadn't been used to physical work for a while. Bending
over to chop stuffwas hard on my back and 1 would get sort of dizzy, 1
worked blisters onto my hands, so once in awhile I'd sit down and rest.
Daniel . . . kept encouraging me to rest once in a while. Finally, he
decided to go back to town.
We walked back to town. When I showed [Daniel] my
blisters�by that time they had not only raised up in blisters but the
skin had come off; they were open sores, raw skin�at first he was
apologetic and feeling responsible. [But] I said, no, that I had done it
because I had wanted to. . . . It would heal up and help me get used to
working.
On the way back, periodically we would pass somebody along
the way and, after he got his mind calmed down that he wasn't
responsible . . . then he wanted to show [the blisters] to everybody.
[We passed] one particular group of . . . three or four ladies... . Daniel
called [one of them] over and made a special point of telling her that I
had worked along side him in the field. Then he had me show her my
hand. There were two or three of these little open blisters. . . . Then she
said something to Daniel. He laughed and translated it for me. She had
said, "What a surprise! [I] didn't know that white people could do
anything but drive cars."
That was the story of those blisters. Word got out everywhere
that I had gone to the field�that was the first thing that was amazing to
people; that I had actually gone to the field. But then that I had actually
done some work was even more amazing and the testimony of that
work was the bhsters. Everybody wanted to see them. It was just
amazing. Word traveled all over about [the blisters]. About two weeks
later . . . [when] my blisters hadn't completely healed yet, I made my
first trip to [the neighboring village of] Sinaduu. The first thing we
did�^Daniel was along�was call on the duutii [of Sinaduu]. Daruel
wanted to introduce me to the duutii. The first thing the duutii said
was, "I've heard about your sores; show them to me." . . . There was
quite a crowd of people in his house that aftemoon and he told them all
about what he had heard aboutmy sores. Then Daruel gave them a
speech about who we were and what we were doing and about the
sores. . . . [Daniel] told them that I was like a marabout�a religious
teacher. [He told them that] I was ofupright character and they didn't
need to be afraid ofme ... . That was my first trip to Sinaduu. (Page
and Page 1991:lines 4312-4500)
The second episode in this section also concems pain and took place not long
after the first episode. This particular day we had gone to work in a small garden plot
given to us by Daniel. This plot ofland was right on the edge of town, probably a ten-
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minute walk from our house. He had gone along with us to plant sweet potatoes in his
field adjacent to om- garden.
I had gone to the garden with some shoes on . . . but they were really not
very useful. They were [getting] in the way so I had taken them ofif and
was digging with my short-handled hoe tuming this ground over [while
barefooted]. All of a sudden I felt something that felt like a bee sting, a
pretty severe bee sting. 1 looked down and I saw a scorpion crawling
away. ... I killed it [with the hoe].
I [had] heard a lot about how bad [scorpion stings] hurt, but this
one just felt like a bee sting right at the moment, a bad bee sting. But
knowing what people said about [such stings], I thought 1 had better tell
Daniel and just see if there's something you're supposed to do... . So I
nonchalantly walked over to tell Daniel that a scorpion had stung me. . . .
Daniel jumped into action. Here I was thinking that it wasn't going to
be much at all. But even just walking over there ... it was starting to
hurt worse. Daniel asked me if I had killed the scorpion and I said yes
and showed him [the remains of it] on my hoe. He took it right away
and said the first thing you do is to take the scorpion and mb the juices
of it over the sting. ... He looked around for something to [use to] put a
toumiquet on my leg, but he couldn't find anything [like a cloth] so he
used a sweet potato vine and tied my leg off. He squished the scorpion
real good and put that juice on the sting. All the time it's getting worse
and worse .... I guess within another five minutes it was hurting really
bad, and in another five minutes after that it was agony.
So then [Daiuel] took off for town to look for some gasoline... .
He saw Seda and some other man on the path, and while he was gone
to get the gasoline, he sent Seda over to [stay with] me and he started
massaging my leg. ... It was starting to hurt really bad, and [the pain]
got all the way up in my groin and it was awful by that point. You
could tell they were concemed. Daniel got back with some gasoline
and put that on [my leg]. By that point I was pretty much writhing on
the ground. He took me back to tovm [on the back of a bicycle] .... It
hurt so bad that when we came to his house, about two-thirds ofthe
way to our house, I just said, "can't we stop here and stay in your
house?" So that's where we stopped. We spent ... a couple of hours
there....
After I had been there a few hours and it was relatively quiet,
we made the decision to try to get me down to the house. ... It didn't
hurt too bad getting dovm there and getting in the house and getting sat
dovm, etc. Daniel left us there and went back to the field. It wasn't too
much longer after that it started getting real bad again, and it got worse
than it ever had I think. . . . Finally it reached a point where I just
couldn't stand it anymore, and I had to send after Daniel and see if
there wasn't something we could do. It was just agony. . . .
[Daniel] came back and then people started arriving from the
fields and Benjamin came in [too] .... By that time, it was dark, about
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6:30 or 7:00. I was lying in bed and 1 was just rolling around�it hurt
so bad and the whole house was full of people. ... So everybody was
there and everybody was worried. It was hurting so bad. That's when
about supper time Benjamin asked if I had had anything to eat. . . .
When he was told that I wasn't hungry ... he got angry at Ruth Ann
and told her to get out [to the kitchen] and fix me something to eat.
They tried everything [to help me with the pain]. They had a
regular cycle there for awhile of people fanning my foot. . . . One after
another they would come and fan for awhile and take their tum. . . .
They tried everything they thought of They put more gasoline on it.
They put honey on it. . . . After supper, Daniel went back out and
around town just to see if anybody had any ideas. They were just at
wits end for what to do. . . .
Finally he came back. It must have been 9:00 or 10:00 o'clock
by this time. He came back with two pills he had found. One was ... a
painkiller and the other was something that was supposed to help you
sleep. . . . Of course, they wanted me to take the sleeping pill. I was
more interested in the pain pill at that point. . . . But they didn't want to
give me the one that might keep me from going to sleep. So they gave
me the one that was supposed to put me to sleep. It was supposed to
work in thirt}' minutes or so. Well, we waited an hour, and it never did
anything�it was just constant pain. And I finally just said to Daniel,
"Look, now we've tried everything. We haven't gotten anywhere�^this
thing isn't going to put me to sleep. Let's try the other one; it might do
something." ...
I think about the only people left [with us in the house] at this
point were Benjamin and Futu, and Daniel. I finally convinced Daniel
to let me take this pain pill. And I took it and within about fifteen
minutes I guess, I was getting drowsy. . . . My last memory is laying
[sic] back on the bed with Futu and Benjamin and Daniel and Ruth Ann
were collectively sfretching the mosquito net out over the bed. And I
fell asleep and slept all night. . . .
[The next moming], I wanted to do something nice for [the
three guys who helped me so much�i.e. Benjamin, Daniel, & Futu]... .
I bought some kola nuts . . . two real big ones for [each of them]. I gave
Benjamin' s to Deba [the elder of his two wives] .... I think she
understood that I was trying to say thank you for what Benjamin and
she had done in being so much of a help and staying with me and all.
She gave me this lecture and I don't know all that she said, but one
thing came out real clearly: that Daniel was my friend, but Benjamin
was my lonlanJatii and that I wasn't to forget that. (Page and Page
1991:lines 4835-5411)
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Context and Cultural Background
The Maninka ofTariya live in a harsh environment and work hard to survive.
Upwards of 90-95% of them fmd themselves with no recourse other than subsistence
level farming to provide for their families. During most of the year, long hours of
labor in the fields fill their days. The common farmer possesses no automation, no
oxen, no fertilizers, no herbicides, and no pesticides. Rather his primary tool is a
small hoe with a handle some 1 8-24 inches long. The sun beats down upon these
farmers as they labor, backs bent, with their short handled hoes. The image of bent-
back toil has become synonymous with farming for the Maninka, and they use the
verb bidin ("to bend") as a metaphor for it. To say that a young man has "bent over"
{a bara bidin) implies that he has begun farming for himself There is no better
picture of the Maninka farmer than the image of the solitary man bent over his short-
handled hoe working the ground under the merciless West African sun as the sweat
rolls off his body and clouds of obnoxious insects swarm about him. Such is the
reality ofdaily life for most of the folks ofTariya.
The few months of the dry season when the farm work eases, they must labor
to build and maintain their fanuly' s group of huts. For the normal family, it is a rare
dry season when they have no building work to do. This work involves making
bricks, cutting and preparing thatch, gathering all the necessary palm and vine, and
orgaiuzing the actual building activities. Those individuals who have the good fortune
to avoid building activities during the dry season often spend that time at the gold
mines where they toil under the blazing sun hoping to find a little gold to augment
their meager income. Most find virtuaUy nothing.
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Out of this context of toilsome labor, an ethos of hard, physical work has
evolved. The Maninka ofTariya value a man or woman who accepts the challenge of
hard work. They refer to such a one as kise ("brave, courageous"), while the one who
avoids work is fuware ("good for nothing"). Those who are known to work hard
gamer the respect of others; those who are known to avoid work eam derision.
The Maninka ofTariya accept physical pain as part and parcel of the work they
value. Work involves pain. But physical pain is not relegated to the arena ofwork.
Rather pain represents an ubiquitous reality in the Maninka world. To live is to
encounter pain in some form. Living much closer to nature than we in the West can
imagine, the Maninka find themselves exposed to dangers on many fronts: diseases
and infections of all kinds, lethally poisonous snakes, biting insects which cause river
blindness and malaria, stinging insects which leave victims reeling in pain. The
Maninka face these and other daily challenges protected for the most part only by
traditional health care practices. Death, hunger, and physical pain are ever present and
inescapable realities in the Maninka world. People are expected to bear up under the
portion of each which they receive.
The story of the scorpion sting touches on the subject of pain. It represents a
departure from the normal routine of adapting to a new culture and language. In this
episode, my wife and I encountered an environmental danger for the first time.
Scorpions were plentiful in and around the village and stings were not uncommon.
When local people are stung, they generally retire to their hut to wah out the pain.
Sometimes a friend would drop in to offer condolences, but since the stings were not
uncommon, a scorpion's victim received no special attention. The lack ofattention
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reflected the atthude that scorpion shngs, though excruciatingly painful for the victim,
represented simply a part of life in the village, and that this too would pass.
The significance ofmy shng, however, as reflected in the abundance of
attention I received, is that (1)1 was an important guest and that (2) I was a tubabu.
This event scared my village fi-iends, and thus generated a lot of attention for me. We
often encountered the sentiment that a difference existed between our humanity and
the humanity of our friends. We lacked the tolerance for the environment that came
naturally to the Maninka. They realized this fact, and they realized that there would be
some special challenges to us living with them in the village. This after all was a new
experiment: not only for us but for the villagers as well. The villagers who were old
enough to remember the colonial days when white people last lived in Guinea, would
remember them living a lifestyle very different from the one that we had adopted. The
lifestyle adopted by the colonizers helped negate much of the harshness of the
environment, and helped them more easily survive in Upper Guinea. Many folks from
the village doubted whether we would be able to tolerate the village enviromnent. The
reason for their doubts was simple: they had never before seen a tubabu live in a
village.
For this reason, the scorpion sting generated considerable concem. The fact
that I was having such a difficult time with it served to augment those concems. The
people reflected these anxieties with their almost constant attention. Our host family
maintained a constant vigil�sometimes completely filling our hut as I writhed on the
bed. Even a stranger to town had heard about the sting and came to express his
concem. The villagers perceived danger in the situation because ofmy violent
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reaction to the sting. Danger, therefore, represents the prominent theme in this
episode.
Tumer concluded that the presence of threats and dangers, ordeals, and severe
disciplines represent one of the main ingredients in the emergence of communitas
during tribal initiations (Tumer 1969:154). That conclusion can be generalized
beyond the context of tribal initiations to say that danger, ordeals, and similar
situations prove to be fertile breeding grounds for communitas in all contexts.^^
Indicators of liminality
With the context of (1) an ethos of hard, physical work and (2) a wodd of
frequent pain in mind, I want to highlight the presence of three indicators of liminality
in the two episodes of this sechon: (1) acceptance ofpain and suffering as opposed to
avoidance of pain and suffering; (2) absence of rank as opposed to distinctions in rank;
and (3) no distinctions ofwealth as opposed to distinctions in wealth.
1. Acceptance ofpain and suffering as opposed to avoidance ofpain and
suffering. In the Ndembu ritual referred to above, the king-to-be elected to submit to
the pain involved in the status reversal. He could have refused it, but in so doing he
would have missed an experience with his fellow villagers which would prepare him
for his new position as king.
In our case, we were under no compulsion to join in with our friends in their
labors. In fact, as the events in the episode above suggest, they would have been quite
content for us to rest in the shade and watch them work. Yet somehow we sensed that
in so doing, we would never be able to break out of the tubabu mold. The
presuppositions our fellow villagers held about tubabu would have severely hindered
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US in developing interpersonal bonds with them. So we decided to join in their
activities when opportunihes presented themselves.
As this episode illustrates, that decision invariably led to encounters with a
degree ofpain and suffering, and placed us outside the generally perceived domain of
the tubabu. This is seen clearly in the first story where the old lady thought tubabu
could do nothing but drive cars. Our decision to join in their labors made for some
uncertain moments for our fellow villagers. As reflected in the first story, Daniel was
uncomfortable when I began to work alongside him. Although I did not realize it until
years later, Daniel decided to leave work early that day and go back to town with me
because of his concem for my well-being. He feared that if he allowed me to keep
working alongside him I would get sick. Though we had to work through many
situations like this, villagers appreciated the efforts as demonstrated by the reactions in
the neighboring village of Sinaduu.
Our decision to live simply among the other villagers represents another aspect
ofour attempt to break down existing prejudices. This decision, however, did make us
more vulnerable to many of the same ills other folks faced there. The scorpion story
represents one example. That sting hurt terribly, but in the end it resulted in villagers
being able to see our humaiuty and relate with us more closely. After the sting, we
shared, albeit in a small way, a new commonality with them. We later saw the same
phenomenon occur when my wife miscarried in the village. Because of their many
miscarriages, the villagers could relate deeply with our pain. Thus the miscarriage
provided another opportunity for them to see and relate to our humanity.
2. Absence of rank as opposed to distinctions of rank. Rank often divides
individuals. We recognized early on that education represents one ofthe dynamics
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which ranks and divides individuals in many parts ofWest Africa. Among the
Maninka, two classes of people exist: the educated and the uneducated. Many of the
educated held themselves aloof, above any kind ofphysical labor�particularly farm
labor. They deemed labor of this nature to be the lot of the uneducated. Typifying
this athtude, one would often see male students who have let the fingernails of their
left hand grow quite long. Some like to color these nails with nail polish. Since these
long nails are incomparible with farm work, their presence boldly testifies that these
individuals do no farm work.
The prevalence of this prejudice convinced my wife and me that although we
would naturally be assigned a place among the educated, we had to live in such a
manner as to demonstrate that we felt no superiority towards the uneducated. Towards
this end, we found that working with our hands helped us greatly. Physical labor is a
great leveling force. Joining with others in the performance ofmenial or laborious
tasks strips away the luxuries of rank. E. Stanley Jones (1979) made this discovery in
his ashram movement.
3. No distinctions ofwealth as opposed to distinctions ofwealth. Physical
work represents an area in which a great disparity exists between the poor and the
wealthy. The poor may have no option but to labor, while the wealthy may make use
ofhis wealth to avoid labor. WTiereas the size and quality of a poor farmer's farm
most often rests solely on his own strength and perseverance, a wealthier farmerwill
hire day labor to help with the cultivation of his fields�augmenting his fields and his
harvest, hi larger tovms, the wealthier individuals would refuse to farm at all unless
they enjoy the work. One can almost detect a functional class system consisting of the
large class ofpoor individuals who farm out of compulsion and rely solely on their
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own strength versus the class of wealthier individuals who either do not fann at all or
augment their farming with hired labor.
Without a doubt, we belonged to the class ofwealthier individuals. We were
far and away hie wealthiest folks in the village. Unlike most ofour fellow villagers,
we always had food, always had good clothes and shoes, always had batteries for our
flashlights and kerosene for our lamp. Our wealth relieved us from many of the daily
ills they faced. It would have been a small thing for us to use our wealth to avoid
physical labor. At the time we moved to Tariya, a day laborer could be hired for less
than the equivalent of $1 .00 per day. But we realized that hiring labor would only
have reinforced the differences between us and our neighbors. So partly out of a
genuine interest in their work and partly out of a desire to draw near them, we chose
not to use our wealth in that manner. We chose to join our friends in their work.
Although we obviously would never be able to work as they could, the fact that we
wanted to share it with them would communicate our interest in them.
Additional insights
A couple of other significant things happened during this episode. First, there
was never a suggestion that we call for outside help. Over and over again leading up
to this episode, when we were sick or it looked as though something wasn't going
right, someone would invariably suggest that we call our colleagues in the city to
come out and help us. Living in Tariya, we were about thirty-five kilometers from the
city where the bulk of our missionary team lived. Some medical help was also
available there. Since we were very much on our own in Tariya, our village fiiends
generally encouraged us to call the other missionaries for help at the least sign of
trouble.
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This hme, however, was different. There was never any mention of sending
for any help from the other missionaries. One possible reason, of course, is that, even
though I was having a severe reaction to the sting, the villagers were relatively sure
that it would pass. They knew that the torment from scorpion stings would abate
sooner or later. But on the other hand, the very fact that they chose to try to treat the
problem themselves communicates something significant. The villagers did all they
could. They came; they watched; they comforted; they tried to help. For example,
they fanned my foot continuously for upwards of three hours hoping that the fanning
would somehow help relieve the pain. Although not a common practice, the folks
tried it hoping it might help. They also put expensive honey on my foot more than
once. This was not a normal remedy either, but folks sacrificed their prized honey in
hopes that it might help me. The fact that they chose to take responsibility for us
themselves rather than send for our missionary friends suggests that they were
begiiming to see us as part of their community.
A second noteworthy thing about this episode is Benjamin's reaction to my
wife. His reaction indicates the gravity ofthe situation. Village society is patriarchal,
and the man is the recognized mler of the family. Women in general, and particularly
wives, are to be subservient. Benjamin, being the oldest brother in our family, was the
head ofthe entire family concession (lu). All the women of the family, at least in
theory, were to be subservient to him. Yet he never treated Ruth Ann with the same
harshness wdth which he might treat the other wdves in the family. In this incident,
however, a crisis emerged in Benjamin's mind when he discovered that I had not been
given food. Tmth was, I was in far too much pain to consider eahng. But for the
villagers, neglecting to eat does not represent a legitimate option in a situahon like
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this. From their perspective, not eating is a sickness in itself and only compounds the
problem.^' It is a powerful negative force that must be avoided. So when Benjamin
came in and discovered that I had not yet eaten anything, he got very angry with Ruth
Aim and ordered her out to the kitchen to prepare some food for me. He considered
that by not eating, I was compounding the danger of the situation. As a result, he
assumed his natural position in the family and reacted to Ruth Ann as he would have
to any ofthe other wives in similar circumstances�he angrily ordered her to go
prepare food.
Summary
In this initial chapter on communitas, I have discussed the liminal attributes
present in four episodes from the early period of our village sojoum. The episodes
included an incident with the duutii, a common meal with our family, a trip to the field
that eamed me some blisters, and a nasty scorpion sting. In these four episodes, we
have seen evidence of transition, total obedience, humility, absence of status, equality,
no distinctions ofwealth, simplicity, acceptance ofpain and suffering, and absence of
rank. According to Tumer's model, each of these represent liminal characteristics as
opposed to stmctural characteristics (Tumer 1969:106).
In the next chapter, we will be looking at another group of episodes in which
liminality plays an important role.
CHAPTER 6
Liminality and Communitas: Further Adventures
In the last chapter, we explored several episodes from our early days in the
village ofTariya. The investigahon in that chapter highlighted some of the liminality I
experienced in the beginning months of our sojoum. To begin by looking at the
hminality ofmy experience was a logical point of departure for I was the sfranger in
the sfrange land. While villagers certainly had to deal with the quirks of the strange
guests in their village, the preponderance of the initial turbulence was ours rather than
theirs. They were, after all, still on their own home turf and still in control. No matter
how frightened or apprehensive some of them may have been (and some certainly
were), they still outnumbered us a couple of thousand to two! In those early days we
probably presented more amusement than anything else to most of the villagers.
But if liminality is the powerful facilitator of interpersonal bonding that Tumer
suggests it is, we would expect to discover liminality at work in both sides of an
intercultural bond. Interpersonal bonding is after all a two-way affair. I expect,
therefore, to find liminahty playing a role in both parties�though not necessarily at
the same moment nor necessarily in the same way. In the last chapter, we saw clearly
that liminality stmck me early on in my village experience while Benjamin remained
relatively untouched. It stands to reason, however, that liminality would affect the
local person, in this case Benjamin, later in time. After all, he is on his own home turf,
playing by his own culture's mles, and speaking his own language. To use a sports
metaphor, he has the home field advantage. Certainly at the outset of our relationship
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at least, Benjamin also has the support of the village in his new role as host, for the
village elders have officially welcomed us into the village and assigned us to live in
his concession. For this reason, Benjamin enjoys a position of strength and security.
The first episode we will look at in this chapter comes from relatively early in our
relationship and will demonstrate the position of strength in which Benjamin found
himself as our host.
As we will see in the remainder of the chapter, however, Benjamin's position
does not remain secure indefinitely. We will see him facing his own share of
liminality�again, not necessarily in the same way as I do nor at the same time, but
liminality just the same. This liminality can be seen developing as we work together
towards building a house for my wife and me.
This chapter, then, while searching for more liminality in my own later
experiences in the village, will also reveal how liminality eventually catches up to
Benjamin as well. The first episode will show Benjamin working out of a position of
strength and security as he carries out his responsibilities toward us as our host in a
potentially troubling situation. The following episode, however, will paint a different
picture. In this lengthy episode we will view Benjamin in situations where he must
feel his way along as the host of the tubabu. Things do not go especially well for him.
He takes some hits in this episode, but remains committed to fulfilling his
responsibilities to us. We will now take a look at the first episode which deals with
the deceit of a young visitor.
Section 1: "The Social Ordeal"
As we saw in Chapter 4, strangers in a Maninka village live in a vulnerable
position with little or no family connections and few social alliances. Particularly at
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the outset, they may stand virtually alone. This places strangers in a very weak
position, but good hosts aid their strangers by protecting and providing for them in
their new environment. The following episode illustrates how Benjamin filled this
role for me in a particularly delicate incident.
Episode 1
Sunday moming ... Benjamin had come [to visit me] and sat
right down on the mat right beside the bed and we were just visiting. . . .
We were talking and visiting [when] this young teenage boy [who] had
been coming around a lot [arrived] .... [He] had been coming around a
lot, in fact he was sort ofa nuisance, but we didn't rightly know what to
do about it. . . . [He] was the apprentice of the [sorcerer] there in town.
And that particular Sunday moming, he came with the [sorcerer's]
son. ... He and the boy and a third boy came . . . while Benjamin was
there [with me].
He was coming to collect his money for this Walkman [i.e. a
cassette player] .... He had left it there a day or two before. Actually
we didn't communicate real well with Mudu . . . but I had realized at
one point that he was asking me if I wanted to buy [the Walkman] ....
He had left this tape player just telling me to keep it for him. I don't
know why, but I was just a little bit [suspicious] .... I had [left] the tape
player right there where he put it [on the table] and I . . . hadn't touched
it again. I had my suspicions about what was going to come of all this.
So he came [that moming] and his story ... to Benjamin and to
the [sorcerer's son] . . . [was] that I was going to buy this thing. What
[had] happened was that he had tom this thing up. He had stolen it
from the [sorcerer's] son basically and tom it up and then when he got
caught, he [tried to extricate himself from the problem by saying that he
could] sell it. And so he told them that I had said that I would buy it,
all along knowing that I had said I wouldn't. But because ofthe
communication problems and all, I guess he figured he could either get
some money out ofme for it or make it look like I was lying... .
Anyway Mudu kind of got caught in his ovm net ri^t there
[that moming] because here he [had] arrived with this boy, the owner
of the tape player, so he couldn't back out of [confronting me]. . . . But
it was at a moment when Benjamin was there. . . . Mudu [proceeded] to
tell his story through the third fellow [who had come with them], as
they do using intermediaries. [This fellow then retold] the story to
Benjamin . . . who had become my de facto intermediary because he
was there. . . . Benjamin heard all the story and tiuiied to me and said,
"This is what they say; what do you say?" So I told him my story: that
I had told Mudu I didn't want the thing, that I [had] had no intention of
giving him any money for it, that rt was right there where [he] had left
it, and that Mudu was lying. . . .
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Benjamin took control of the situation�he was mad. He had
realized what Mudu was up to. . . . He took ... the other fellows into his
house first and left Mudu sitting in our house. ... It appeared that he
wanted to get the story from them without Mudu being there, without
him intermpting. And it was after he had gotten their side of the story
. . . one of them . . . [called Mudu to join them]. [After a bit], Benjamin
came back and he said, "It's finished. Mudu will never come here
again." And he didn't! He had basically told Mudu that our yard was
off limits to him....
We never did have any more problem with him. Whatever
Benjamin told them really stuck. . . . We found out later that when the
tmth of the situation came out over him stealing that tape player from
the [sorcerer's] son, that the [sorcerer] himselfbeat Mudu real bad and
sent him away, ran him off (Page and Page 1991 :lines 5432-5595 )
Context and Cultural Background
This story illusttates the potential social danger which faces all strangers in the
Maninka environment. We were involved, not from our own choosing, with a teenage
apprentice of the local sorcerer. This young man had tried to present himself as an
English speaker and a special confidant of ours. For whatever reason, he was the sort
of fellow we had leamed not to trust fully. Over a period ofweeks, he spent more and
more of his time at our house. We really did not know what to do with this young
man who was presenting himself to everyone else as a very special friend of ours. He
continued to monopolize our time while openly deceiving other villagers into thinking
that he could speak and understand our language. The villagers held him in high
regard for this ability, while his actual English vocabulary consisted of about five
words. We endured this situation for weeks until finally the incident reported in the
episode above occurred
This episode involves an attempt by Mudu to swindle me. He had stolen a
Walkman radio from the son of the sorcerer with whom he lived. While he had the
machine in his possession, it had been damaged and no longer worked. When the
owner ofthe radio discovered that Mudu had taken it, Mudu was unable to retum it in
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working condition. He schemed his way out of the crisis by assuring the owner that he
could sell it to me as it was and recoup the loss. Since many of the villagers
recognized Mudu as our special friend, the owner agreed to allow Mudu to make good
the loss by selling the radio to me.
That Sunday moming, Mudu, the ovmer of the radio, and a third young man
who was to act as their intermediary came to my house. Unfortunately for Mudu, they
arrived to find Benjamin sitting in my house. Mudu had thus stumbled into an
awkward situation. In the local society, business of almost all sorts is carried on
openly; that is, when business needs to be transacted, discussions are held in front of
whoever is present at the moment. Anything else is considered deceptive. Whoever is
present will be called upon to witness the discussion and may even be asked for input.
So in principle, another person's presence in my hut the moming Mudu arrived with
his entourage would not effect the purpose of the visit. Mudu could not, therefore,
avoid proceeding with his mission without raising the suspicions of his associates.
Yet Benjamin's presence left Mudu dangling between two unpleasant oprions.
If he proceeded with his accusation against me, he would now be forced to do it in the
presence ofmy host�an individual who was charged to protect me. If he backed
down and did not bring up the matter, the sorcerer's son would have reason to doubt
his story. Apparently the latter seemed more daunting than the former, so Mudu
proceeded with his mission. He made a presentation, asserting that I had made a
commitment to buy the radio, and that they had come to collect the money.
Mudu had set me up well. The radio in question was laying on my table in full
view ofall present as though I had indeed made some kind of commitment towards it.
Mudu also realized that at this point in my stay in Tariya, my ability to defend myself
14]
was very limited. Folks who had had no exposure to me would have a very hard time
following my garbled attempts at speaking Maninka. He knew our limitations and
habits well because he had spent so much hme at our house. He had shrewdly set me
up to look guilty, knowing that I would not be able to present an adequate defense.
Fortunately, however, Mudu's visit had coincided with Benjamin's. Owing to
the amount of time we spent together and an innate ability for communication which
Benjamin seems to possess, he was the one person in town who could understand me
fairly well when I spoke Maninka. This meant, of course, that I would have a chance
to defend myself in the face ofMudu's accusations. Benjamin also knew that villagers
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often asked us to keep things for them. He recognized, therefore, that the mere fact
that the radio was lying on the table meant nothing.
Mudu's intermediary (the third young man) listened to Mudu's presentation
and then repeated it to Benjamin who acted as my intermediary. Having listened to
the enhre story from both Mudu and his intermediary, Benjamin then tumed and
repeated the whole story to me. When he had finished making the presentation, he
asked me to respond with my version of the facts. I made my derual.
Benjamin moved swiftly to further clarify the issue. At this point, there is no
doubt he believed me rather than Mudu, but he moved to investigate the matter more
deeply in an impartial manner. He called the other two boys out to his own hut, and
there, out of the presence and influence ofMudu, he questioned them about the matter.
After having heard and evaluated their stories, he called Mudu out to join them and
investigated his story further. Benjamin came to the conclusion that Mudu had lied
about my commitment to buy the radio. Because he had tried to swindle me.
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Benjamin made the radical decision to ban him from the yard. Banishment of this
nature was rare in Tariya where maintaining community was a prime value.
Elements ofLiminalitv
In this episode we see Benjamin moving forcibly to fdl his role as host by
protecting me from one who wants to swindle me. Liminality does not seem to touch
Benjamin in this episode. Rather his achons are founded on the basics of his stmctural
role as my host. His position is secure; his achons decisive.
The following case of liminality, however, can be detected in my experience
during this episode.
1. Absence of status as opposed to status. As brought out in Chapter 4, age
represents one of the most important organizing principles in the village ofTariya.
The elder has an innate right to respect from the younger; the younger owes deference
to the older. I found out personally, one day, when I jokingly told one of the
matriarchs in our family that she was not telling the tmth, that a significantly older
person should never be confronted or challenged, even in the face ofa known lie. The
elder lady was deeply offended by myfauxpas, even though she realized I was joking
and she knew she had indeed lied. I was, however, guilty, for in challenging someone
significantly older than myself as I had done, I had ignored one of the cenfral
principles of local social organization.
The same principle applies in the case before us. Mudu was openly
challenging a person old enough to be his father, accusing me of lying and cheating
him. By local standards, a person ofmy age should not have been challenged by a
teenager like Mudu. Normally Mudu would have had two possible recourses if I had
indeed reneged on a promise to buy the radio. First, he could have simply forgotten
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about it, considering that, in respect to the generational organization ofthe village, I
was a father to him. If, however, he wanted to pursue the case rather than let it go, his
second option would have been to find someone older, someone ofmy generation, to
act as an intermediary for him.
For Mudu to challenge me openly as he did indicates a lack of status on my
part. Our status was a curious thing. On the one hand, we held a high status because
we were white foreigners. On the other hand, we were obviously out of our element in
village life and were considered by many to be rather stupid bumblers�a decidedly
low status position. This episode illustrates how this worked out in daily life. Mudu
treated me as someone without status, a fellow villager for whom he had no respect.
Although Benjamin helped me in this episode, there were many other times when
nobody rescued us. At those times, we simply had to accept the low status position
people accorded us.
Section 2: "Building a House"
After being out of the country for several months due to an illness, my wdfe
and I retumed to fmd that some of our colleagues, both missionary and Guinean, feh
we should consider building our own house. They sensed some problems in us
continuing to live within the confines of one extended family. The driving force
behind their opiiuon was some observations made by one of our Guinean colleagues.
When visiting the village at various times, he had observed that not everyone had easy
access to Benjamin's concession. If, for example, some tension existed between
Benjamin and a fellow villager, that person would not be welcome in Benjamin's
concession. This would effectively mean that such a person would not have the
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freedom to come to our house within Benjamin's concession. The imphcations of
such a situation concemed our Guinean brother.
The arguments to move did not inihally impress us. We felt the poshives of
living within a family unit outweighed the negatives. Out of deference to our
colleagues, however, we investigated the situation. Over the course of the next few
months we talked with many ofour village friends including our family members.
During one discussion with Benjamin, he reaffirmed that the house in which we were
living was indeed ours. He stated that he had had no time limit in mind when he had
invited us to live there, and he did not feel the need for us to move. In answer to
queries about who was welcome to come to our house, he reassured me that whoever
visited our house would be welcome. He asserted that he looked forward to our
continuing to live with his family. Nevertheless, he was not opposed to our building a
house ifwe preferred. He would support whatever choice we made.
All of these talks took place in the fall of 1989. Since houses are buih with
sun-dried mud bricks, house building needs to take place in the dry season when rains
will not spoil the bricks before the work is complete. The work may begin as early as
late January (i.e. when the harvest work has been completed) and continue through
April or possibly May. Therefore ifwe intended to build a house during the fast
approaching dry season, we had to make a decision in time for plans to be made. I
found it a difficult decision to make. Partly as a concession to our colleagues,
however, and partly because my wife thought life might be easier for her ifwe had our
own house, I finally opted to build.
After the decision to build had been made, we began to consider where we
would build, what kind of house, and whom we could call upon to help. Benjamin
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worked with me in all these areas, constantly offering his counsel so that 1 might know
what to expect in the village context. The following episode, in four parts, relates
some ofour early disappointments and fmstrations as we worked on this project
together.
Episode 2a
In this first installment of the episode, we begin to see that the decision to build
issues in an unpredictable transition period.
Nan remembered that the old man JB had said that when the
hme came for building a new house it was to be built in this certain
location in the back yard where there [were] mango trees at the
moment. There really wasn't much room there ... [but] that's the way
[the family] felt like we should go. We never did feel real good about
that but we gave it tacit approval and talked about it for awhile. It was
during this time that Benjamin sent to his circumcision group, his age
group, and asked for their help and was actually making plans for how
we would go about building at this [site]. We bought some kola and
sent to [his age group]. The age group sent back and said no they
wouldn't help with it.
Benjamin wasn't real sure why that happened. It sort of caught
him off guard. He had fully expected they would [help]. So next we
started exploring our options about what should we do. . . . We didn't
know exactly what should be the next tum. Benjamin thought we
should send ten kola nuts over to the next town to a friend I had over
there who was the duutii�the govemment chief in the next town. I
bought the kola nuts and then we went away for the weekend expecting
that they would be sent over there. But . . . while we were away
Grandfather [decided] we were getting out of line by going outside of
the tovm like that so early on. It so happened that the chiefofTariya,
the sotii, was a friend ofmine. So Grandfather said the proper thing to
do was to send the ten kola nuts to him before sending out of town
anywhere. So they sent the ten kola nuts to him and he too refused [to
help]. (Page and Page 1991:lines 8323-8371)
Context and Cultural Background
Many, ifnot most, outsiders who settle in Tariya take up their first residence in
a borrowed house in their host's concession. Eventually, however, most strangers who
wish to reside long term in the village will, with the help of the host and their friends
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and alliances, build a house of their own. In a very small number of cases, the
stranger will build a house within the host's concession where he has been living.
Most concessions, however, lack adequate space for such an option. If the concession
provides ample room for the stranger to build, and if a strong relationship exists
between the stranger and the host, the stranger might consider building within the
concession. But the Maninka possess a strong spirit of independence, and it is the rare
outsider who would choose to build in the host's concession rather than be on his own.
Building within the host's concession thus represented the exception rather than the
rule.
Nevertheless, we considered several possibilities of building within the
concession. The problem of space loomed large however. Although JB, the deceased
patriarch of our extended family, had indicated a future building site in the back yard
as Nan, his wife, recalled, the site seemed inadequate. Actually JB had probably
intended this site for future family expansion rather than outsiders, since it later came
to light that he had designated another piece of ground for any outsiders who might
want to settle with his family. Regardless, the family would have viewed honoring his
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instructions as important, and they made the site available to us.
My wife and I knew the back yard site would not be adequate for our needs,
but we did not know how to express a refusal in poshive terms. Not knowing what
else to do, we waited about giving our approval to the site and continued to talk about
building�^hoping that other opporturuties might present themselves.
Being well aware of the seasonal constraints for building, however, Benjamin
knew we could ill afford to drag our feet on making preparations to build. All the
materials, although available at no cost, had to be gathered from the surrounding
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forest.^^ The gathering and assembhng of these materials, not to menhon the brick-
making and actual constmction, required great amounts of labor. Building a place (i.e.
two huts) for us, then, demanded that Benjamin tap all available possibihties of help.
So he began to plan. His first step was to request help from his circumcision group.
This group represented most ofBenjamin's closest friends and many of his allies.
They had been together as a recognized group since their circumcision some forty plus
years earher. Such groups often helped each other with large projects like the building
ofa house, and owing to the fact that Benjamin was one of the leaders of the group,^^
he was confident of their help.
To make his request for help, Benjamin sent ten kola nuts along with an
intermediary who would solicit the aid of the group. Kola nuts play an important part
in cementing relationships in many areas ofWest Africa and are often used in making
requests. They are seen as a token of goodwill and as an encouragement to consider
the proposal which accompaiues them.
The group's refusal ofBenjamin's request caught him off guard. But perhaps
because of the perceived shortness of time, he did not take time to investigate their
refusal. He began instead to concentrate on other options. Benjamin's next idea
involved an appeal to a friend ofmine in a neighboring village. A favorable response
from this powerful man would have gamered a great deal ofassistance. Our
Grandfather vetoed this plan, however. Grandfather was an important man in the
village, and the leader of our larger family unit {bonkono). Although Benjamin did
not always appreciate his input. Grandfather had the power to change our plans.
When he realized we had made plans to request aid from another village, he
unilaterally changed those plans for he saw the potential for strong, negative reactions
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from our village leaders ifwe went outside the village for help. Sinaduu, the village in
question, and Tariya, although closely related, often vied with one another for
preeminence. Aid from Sinaduu at this point in the building enterprise would have
greatly shamed our village�particularly if aid from Tariya had never been sought. So
Grandfather redirected our ten kola nuts to the sotii ofTariya. The sotii represents the
enhre village and makes decisions, usually vsdth the counsel of the other village elders,
as to what the village vsdll and will not do. The present sotii in Tariya had been a close
friend ofmine since my early days in the village. He often visited in my home and I
in his. In Grandfather's wisdom, the next appeal for help should go to this Tariya
leader. Yet he too refused our request for help.
Elements ofLiminalitv
The following characteristics of liminality can be detected in the episode to
date.
1. Transition as opposed to state. In this episode, h is clear that a transihon has
begun. Perhaps nobody feels the weight of this transition more than Benjamin. It
seems evident by this time that the fransition will involve twists and tums that he did
not anticipate. He had not, for instance, even considered the possibility that his
circumcision group might refuse his request. In refrospect, perhaps this refusal should
have sent up red flags. But at the time Benjamin did not take the time to investigate
their refusal.
Coming on the heels of this refusal. Grandfather intervened to send our next
request for help to the sotii. The sotii, in turn, also refused our request for aid.
Something was obviously going on, but we were unsure ofwhat. This time of
movement and transhion weighed heavily on both Benjamin and me. Because he bore
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the responsibihty for leading us through this maze, however, he felt the pressure of the
transition perhaps more powerfully than I.
2. Absence fin this case "loss") of rank and status as opposed to distinctions of
rank and status. As mentioned above, Benjamin fdled a leadership position in his
circumcision group. Age determined the leaders of the group, and Benjamin held a
prominent posihon by virtue ofbeing one ofthe oldest members. As the son of a
former village chief, Benjamin was also a prominent voice in village affairs. He had
inherited a great deal of honor from his father who had died as the highly respected
sotii of the village. During his father's tenure as sotii, Benjamin had acted as his
collaborator, his aid, and emissary. These activities had eamed him an exfra measure
of respect in the village.
Yet the tum of events in this episode left Benjamin in the position of one
without rank, status, or power. The circumcision group's refusal to lend us aid cut
against the grain of his leadership position in that group. The refusal ofthe sotii
belittled his standing in the village. Benjamin found himselfmired in a poshion of
powerlessness, as one who lacks the wherewithal to gain a following for his initiatives.
With this background, we will now look at the second installment of this
episode dealing with the building of our house. In this segment, the pressure ofthe
fransition begins to show visibly in Benjamin's actions.
Episode 2b
[The sotii 's refusal] aggravated everybody [in our clan]. By the
time we came back [from our weekend away], everybody was really
upset. . . . [When we and some friends from the city went to call on our
clan chief,] he went into a tirade about the other half of town [i.e. the
other clan] . . . because of the sotii 's decision. He said we shouldn't
have anything else to do with them, and that from now on we shouldn't
be considered guests of the town. We were guests of the clan and our
relationship would be just with them. He said if they didn't want to
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help [build a house for us], fme. Our clan would build it. He was
really hot... .
I didn't understand at all why the sotii had refused, [but] I knew
that I couldn't go see him [about it] because my whole clan was so
angry at him. So 1 asked Daniel to go for me and ask [the sotii] why he
had refused since we were friends. Daniel went and talked to him. He
came back and the report was simple: this wasn't a matter of friendship.
Rather, ifwe built our place there in Benjamin's yard then someday we
would move away and the house would become Benjamin's. The
[whole] town shouldn't be committed to work for something that would
become the property of one man. That was his reasoning. That
sounded perfecdy reasonable to us. . . .
In the meantime the sotii had come to see me, as he often did.
He was sitting in the hammock visiting me when Benjamin came in
from the field. [Benjamin] walked in the house and saw him there and
I thought he was going to pop his cork. He was mad that the sotii was
there after refusing to help. After awhile the sotii left and Benjamin
came in and gave me a tirade saying the same thing [our clan chief] had
said, saying he had wanted to tell the sotii to get out of his house. . . .
We had asked Benjamin about [such a scenario] before�about whether
it was really our house or whether it was really his. That troubled me.
So that night after Daruel had come back from [discussing the
situation with the] sotii ... we felt that we had to do something. If this
was going to be the athtude of our clan we were going to have to work
something out in order to have peaceable relations with people. Daniel
and I went up to see Grandfather after dark and explained all this to
him. He said an amazing thing�he had known this all along. [Our
clan chief] and Benjamin were telling me they didn't know why the
sotii wouldn't help us. .. . Grandfather just laughed and said he'd
known [the sotii 's reasoning] all along, and that ifhe'd have been sotii
he would have said the same thing. He's right. You shouldn't have the
whole tovm working on something that's going to belong to
somebody. . . . The upshot ofall this was we decided not to build in the
yard (Page and Page 1991:lines 8371-8461)
Context and Cultural Background
The sotii 's refusal created a crisis situahon. Because he was a member
ofthe rival clan, our clan viewed his refiisal as a partisan decision and reacted very
angrily. Smoldering beneath the whole affair was the persistent question ofjust whose
guest I was. Was I the guest of the whole village, or only our clan, or perhaps only
our family? Had I been African, such confusion would never have arisen in the first
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place. But by virtue ofthe fact that the guest was a tubabu, shuctural relationships
were confused.
By the time we retumed to the village after a weekend away, things were at a
fever pitch. Our clan's reaction illustrates the alliance-opposition theme discussed in
Chapter 4. If they could not marshal a village-wide alliance to build our house, they
themselves would build h in opposition to the rest of the village.
Because of the sotii '5 refusal and our clan's angry reaction to it, tension filled
the air. When 1 took some friends from the city to greet our clan chief, he could not
restrain his anger over the situation and blew up in front of the guests. This rare
occurrence indicated the depth of emotion involved. Later that aftemoon, the sotii,
having heard that I had guests from the city, came to my house to pay them his
respects. He arrived only to fmd that the guests had already retumed to the city.
Although disappointed to have missed them, he sat in the hammock for a friendly visit
with me. While we were talking, Benjamin arrived from his farm and stopped in at
my house to say hello. When he entered and saw the sotii, he became furious.
Benjamin viewed the sotii 's refusal to help us build as a decision against me
personally. For that reason, h angered him to now fmd the sotii visiting me as though
he were a friend. Benjamin stayed only a fewminutes and left abmptiy. Although
extremely angry, he had managed not to say anything, for, as mentioned previously, to
publicly confront one's elder represents the gravest of insults. After the sotii left,
Benjamin retumed to tell me just how angry he was. His reaction to the sotii
concemed me. It seemed to confirm the concem our colleagues had had when they
counseled us to move out of the family yard. The sotii had been powerful enough to
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come in spite ofBenjamin's possible reaction. Someone less powerful might not fare
as well.
While confident that talking the matter over with the sotii would help, 1 could
not personally go to his house without offending sensitive members of our clan. For
these folks, the sotii 's refusal had created an us-versus-them antagonism. Battle lines
had been drawn and were not to be crossed. However, Daniel proved willing to go
visit the sotii on my behalf, and owing to the fact that he too was an outsider and had
no strong ties to our clan, he made a good intermediary.
Daniel's discussion with the sotii went well. The sotii openly discussed the
reason for his refusal, and it seemed very wise. He based his decision on the fact that
we were requesting aid for building within the confines ofBenjamin's yard. The
significance of the location was not lost on him. He reasoned that ifwe built there,
when we inevitably retumed to our own home country some day, that house would
revert to Benjamin's family because it stood within their concession. In short, the
town would be building a future house for Benjamin. When the town helped with
some project, the town expected to benefit from the labor. They did not build houses
for individual villagers. For example, the town might constmct a home for a
schoolteacher who was coming for the village school. But when that teacher
inevitably left, the house would revert to the town and would be available for another
civil servant. In our case, the sotii reasoned that the house, returrung as it would
eventually to Benjamin, would profit the village nothing.
The wisdom of the sotii 's decision was confirmed for us later that night when
we discussed the situation with Grandfather. Regardless ofthe position our family
and other clan members had taken. Grandfather agreed with the sotii 's decision, even
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asserting that he himselfwould have made the same decision under similar
circumstances.
Based upon Benjamin's strong reaction to the sotii and the position
Grandfather took on the sotii 's refusal to help us, it did not seem wise to further pursue
constmction of a house within the family concession. From this time forward, we
thought only ofbuilding outside the confines ofBenjamin's concession. In retrospect,
I believe the whole affair with the clan rivalries pushed me to put some significant
distance between ourselves and the family concession. As we will see below, this
reaction on my part added to the confusion of finding an appropriate building site.
Elements of Liminality
Not surprisingly, we discover indications of liminality in this episode as
Benjamin faces the increasing pressure involved in being the host to a tubabu.
1 . Transition as opposed to state. We see the transition continuing and
weighing more heavily upon Benjamin. Elements of the transition have elicited
volatile reactions firom him.
2. Absence (in this case "loss") ofproperty as opposed to property. As we
saw above, the refusal of the circumcision group and the sotii had aheady put pressure
on Benjamin by circumventing his leadership and reputation in two important
domains. Now we see the transition in effect costing him the rights to his own
property. He has lost the privilege ofcontrolling access to his own house. He enters
the house he has loaned me and finds one who has publicly refused his request for
help; yet because ofthe situation in which he finds himself as my host, he can do
nothing but bridle his anger and leave. He has effectively lost at least some of the
rights to his own property because of his relationship to me.
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Episode 2c
This brings us to the third sechon of this episode. As noted above, we had by
this point in the story decided that we would not build a house within Benjamin's
concession. This decision left us in need of a building site. When Benjamin's older
brother Titu paid an unexpected visit to the village, Benjamin profited from the visit
by seeking Titu's counsel concerrung our building plans and the piece ofland his
father had designated as a building site for family guests. This installment of the
episode picks up at this place.
When Titu looked at this piece ofland [which his father had
designated for sfrangers] he thought it would be too small. Titu was
used to missionaries at the Bible school and their houses dovm there.
He tried to explain to Benjamin this would be too small, that white
people wouldn't live there. He said they needed to ask the duutii for
something bigger. So Benjamin was confused about what was going to
be the best and I was confiised about what the options were and what
we needed to do. I was real sensitive at the point ofwanting to say to
the whole town that we were there for everybody. I'd become
sensitized to that throughout this episode with the sotii. I didn't know
what to agree to at this point. I was really perplexed.
And so we went and looked at a couple of pieces ofland. Both
of the pieces ofland that Benjamin showed me belonged to people who
were relatively close to our family�men who should give them up for
us. . . . But I was concemed wdth trying to get closer to town and these
were 50 yards [or more] farther dovm the path from town. ... I had a
place in mind and I showed it to Benjamin. It didn't belong to anybody
in our family and so he was real hesitant about that. I think it didn't
belong to our halfof the tovm. And so we were stumped. I didn't
know what would be good. He finally asked me if I would be satisfied
with the piece ofland which lay between our concession and the next
concession. . . . The day he asked me about it his good friend Fule was
there [with us]. It was the three of us sitting there talking. And he
asked me if I would be comfortable living right there. Then I went into
my little speech again about its a nice place but what's it going to
communicate to the tovm because it's right here beside you. Shouldn't
I be somewhere else�somewhere the whole town could see that I was
for them....
One ofBenjamin's concems was that we be close enough to his
family that they could help us with getting water and stuff He knew
we needed help. So there was this tension: him trying to find us some
place close and me trying to get far enough away so that it wouldn't
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look like we were still belonging to him. And so when he started
talking to me about this piece of land, 1 started talking again about my
relationship to the town. Benjamin was confused and hurt, discouraged
and didn't know what else to do. Fule stepped in and gave me a good
talking to and explained [the situation] in a way that Benjamin never
had explained it.... Fule said the only responsibihty I have is to say I'd
like to live here. He said then we'll go and talk to the town. If the
town doesn't like the idea, the town will say they don't like it. It's not
my responsibility to pick out something that the town will like. You
pick out what you like. So 1 said fine, let's go for it. (Page and Page
1991; lines 8473-8557)
Context and Cultural Background
Titu had spent most of his adult life involved with missionaries. He had grown
up in the care ofmissionaries, and later after training, became a teacher first at the
mission's school for girls and later at the mission's Bible insfitute. Through these
experiences, he had grown very accustomed to the lifestyle of the missionaries. He
knew their likes and dislikes, their needs and wants. When Titu made an unexpected
visit to the village during the turmoil ofour house-building plans, Benjamin tried to
profit from Titu's experience with missionaries by seeking his counsel conceming us.
One ofBenjamin's specific queries concemed the small plot of ground which his
father had indicated as a future building site for guests. This small plot lay directly
behind the family concession, but on the opposite side from the halfwhere Benjamin's
nuclear fanuly lived. On that opposite side of the concession resided the patriarch
JB's third wife, her sons, and daughter-in-laws. The building site itselfwas currently
being used by Benjamin's two half-brothers for fmit trees and by their mother as a
rainy season garden plot.
After investigating the site, Titu counseled Benjamin that it was much too
small for white people. Titu's frame of reference for this evaluation was the lifestyle
ofthe missionaries he had been associated with through the years. These folks lived
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in mission compounds where they consciously chose to retain some semblance of a
Westem life-style. Titu did not know us well nor did he understand that we had
consciously chosen to live differently. Based on his prior knowledge ofmissionary
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behavior, therefore, Titu counseled his brother to search for another piece ofland.
As noted in the episode, 1 found this process of searching for a building site a
very confusing time. Because ofmy confusion, 1 see in retrospect that the pressure on
Benjamin was increased. Benjamin's reaction to the sotii and our clan chiefs flare up
in front ofmy guests had had a profound impact upon me. Thus for me, it seemed of
paramount importance to locate a building site which would be far enough away from
our family to communicate to the remaining villagers that we had an interest in
everyone, not just our family or clan. I thought I had to make this happen, i.e. that it
was my responsibility to choose a site that would please the entire village.
Rather than work through the duutii as Titu had suggested, Benjamin wisely
worked with Grandfather to assess which sites might be readily available to us. The
two he showed me belonged to people closely related to Grandfather in the bonkono
(sub-lineage). Grandfather feh that either of these sites could be acquired from their
owners for our purposes. Although they were nice sites and quite spacious, my
concem continued to focus on the rest of the village. I feared that even though
separate in every sense from Benjamin's concession, neither site removed us far
enough away from our old residence to adequately make a statement to the rest ofthe
village.
Unknown to Benjamin, I had been doing some scouting around on my own for
a possible site. I had found a site that I thought might get us closer to the center ofthe
village and yet keep us within reasonable distance ofBenjamin's concession. I had no
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idea of the significant factors involved in searching for a building site however. I was
entirely focused on the aspect of physical distance from Benjamin's family. As it
tumed out, the site I liked had two major drawbacks. First, the land belonged to
someone outside our clan. This would make the acquisition of the site more difficult,
and ifwe did manage to acquire it, would have further confused the question ofjust
whose guest I was. In the second place, this site was being developed as an orchard.
This would not only have further complicated its acquisition, but would also have
resulted in an even greater indebtedness to the rival clan ifwe successfully secured its
use.
Between my misgivings about Benjamin's site selections and his misgivings
about mine, we found ourselves at a perplexing impasse. The answer to the impasse
came from a surprising source: Benjamin's friend Fule. Fule, although a member of
the rival clan, was a member ofBenjamin's circumcision group and one of his two
closest friends. Fortunately for Benjamin and me, Fule happened to be visiting us one
day shortly after we had looked at the prospective sites mentioned above. As we were
talking about the problem of choosing a site, Benjamin asked if the site adjacent to
where we were sitting would interest me. The site in question lay between the small
hut Benjamin now used in his concession and the huts ofour neighbors' concession.
The land belonged to these neighbors and served as a com field during the rainy
season. Our family had always seemed to have congenial relations with these
neighbors, and they had made us feel most welcome as guests in their neighborhood.
In addition, they belonged to the same clan as our family. With these positive factors
in mind, Benjamin and Fule thought that these neighbors might be open to our
building on this site.
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I remained sensitive about the question of how closely we should locate to our
family. I still held out hope that we could fmd a site that would communicate a clear
message of interest and concem for the entire village. I tried once again to
communicate this vision to Benjamin in the presence of his friend Fule. Fortunately
for me, Fule caught on quickly to what 1 was trying to communicate. He proceeded to
rebuke me mildly while explaining that the burden did not lie with me to choose
something the town would like. The town would speak for itself at the appropriate
moment in the process. My burden, he said, was simply to declare where I would like
to build. If the town did not like the site for us, they would say so.
Suddenly the whole process made considerably more sense to me. Realizing
that I could tmst the village to exercise its veto power if they did not like a site I had
chosen lifted a huge burden offmy shoulders. In light of this new revelation, we
decided to inquire about this piece ofland adjacent to Benjamin's hut.
For the next few days, Benjamin worked at giving us the best chance possible
to acquire this site. He went to great lengths to ensure that these neighbors perceived
our request as coming from everyone in Benjamin's concession. He initiated the
request, personally vishing them and making the presentahon on a Friday. The next
day, he sent one of his adult brothers over to visit them and encourage them to give a
favorable reply. Then on Sunday, he sent his other aduh brother over for the same
purpose. He designed by this to demonstrate that the whole family was collechvely
seeking this as a building site.
Finally the neighbors reached their decision. They decided they would not
agree to our request. When quizzed about their reasons later, they admitted that they
had refused because they feared the tubabu�i.e. me. One of the older brothers in
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their family had served as a soldier with the French, and he had witnessed the way
white people handle their affairs. Based on these observations, he feared that if they
let us build on that small parcel I would somehow cheat them out of their land by
"writing something down on paper.
"^^ To avoid such a possibility, refusing the
request seemed the best recourse.
This refusal, of course, represented another discouragement, but Benjamin
seemed to take it in stride. He knew that many villagers had an innate fear of any
tubabu. Although he himself never showed indications of sharing these fears, he
remained very patient with those who did. Even his younger wife feared us so greatly
at the outset that she refused to sleep in the family concession when we were there.
She would go and sleep in a friend's concession rather than sleep in the house next to
ours. So Benjamin was not unfamihar with the fear and apprehension that some of his
fellow villagers felt. Nevertheless, our neighbors' refusal left us back in our original
position ofneeding a building site.
Elements ofLiminalitv
This portion of the episode brings into greater focus elements of liminality that
have been lurking in the background since our decision to build our own house.
1 . Transition as opposed to state. Once again, the effects of the transition can
be detected in Benjamin. His efforts to chart our course have met with one
disappointment after another. Yet we move on and in the process, a real breakthrough
comes through the counsel ofhis friend Fule�although another disappointment also
materializes with the refusal ofour neighbors.
2. Heteronomv as opposed to degrees of autonomy. Heteronomy has to do
with being imder the mle of another, of lacking the power to set one's own course.
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We see this condition manifested in Benjamin who tries to direct us in the process of
building our house only to be thwarted time and time again by the superior power of
others manifested in the refusals of cooperation and the intervention ofGrandfather.
In addition, my own ignorance of the local context inadvertendy resulted in
determining Benjamin's course. I had developed a different agenda from Benjamin's
out of concem to appear open to the whole village. My goal ofmoving farther away
from the family yard led me to effechvely veto several efforts Benjamin made to find
us a building site. We were, in a sense, in conflict with one another because of our
agendas. Thus Benjamin's course was not only being determined by the power of
significant others, but also by my own misguided vision. He lacked the freedom to
steer his own course.
Episode 2d
Almost immediately on the heels of the neighbors' refusal, Benjamin and I
began to discuss the possibility ofbuilding on the site his father had designated for
guests. Benjamin realized, of course, that his brother Titu had considered it too small,
but he had not yet actually heard me comment on it The plot ofland was very small.
My wife and I had been hoping for something larger. But as Benjamin and I discussed
the possibility ofbuilding there, we walked back to the site and actually began to lay
out a potential building plan. Though small, the site had potential. My wife later
agreed, and based upon what Fule had told me, we opted to choose this site for our
home. Of course, whether we actually got to build would depend upon whether we
could gamer the necessary help from the village. But if Fule was right, then it would
be their responsibility to tell us if they thought this site inappropriate. Building on this
site certainly seemed worth a try for I now realized that the proximity of our family
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provided us a help, protechon, and legitimization that we would be foolish to jettison.
Fule's insight had opened my eyes to a whole new perspective on our relahonship
with our family and the village.
Inunediately after making the decision to build upon this site, my wife and 1
left to meet a friend in Liberia. By this time it was January�time to begin building
projects. We hoped, therefore, that we would retum from Liberia to find that the
village had agreed to help us and work had begun. Because of a brewing civil war in
Liberia, our trip took longer than we anticipated. We did not get back to Tariya until
early Febmary. We retumed to find that due to a bizarre twist of village affairs, the
village had not yet even been approached about helping us build. While we had been
away, a coup d'etat of sorts had taken place in the rival clan. The leader of the clan,
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the man I had always known as the sotii, had been ousted in favor ofanother man.
The village now had a new sotii�a man I had never even seen before.
This unusual tum of events meant that in effect we had to start over with our
appeal to the village for help. In addition, since my old friend had been ousted, we no
longer had the strong foundation of fiiendship to build upon. The new sotii was a
complete sfranger to me. Our clan chiefmoved to rectify that quickly, however.
Upon our retum to the village, he immediately set up a time for us to go to the sotii 's
house so that I might meet the man. This part of the episode picks up with this
meeting.
The meeting thatmoming was real stmctured. ... BB made a
presentation through Nata. . . . The message was received by Job and
given to the sotii. The result ofall the formality was a lot ofgood will,
and the sotii decided that yes we [the town] should meet, that we
needed to meet very quickly. . . .
When I was leaving that day, walking out of the sotifs house.
Job came out. We were the first two out, and before anybody else
came out, he told me how happy he was that this decision had been
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taken this moming. He was glad that [the town] was going to consider
my house building situation. He said they had a real nice piece of
ground picked out where they would like us to build. That was sort of
an intimidating [remark] because Job belongs to the other clan. He
belongs to the sandj or upper halfof the town. . . .
When Benjamin came in from the farm we sat down and talked
about this. We decided that both of us should go to the meeting . . . and
make a presentation if [the subject of this other building site] came up.
He told me [about] a piece of land on the upper side of town that he had
heard some folks would like us to locate on. It's a beautiful place ...
but it would be a good bit away from our family and a good bit away
from the water pump. It was a situation we weren't really excited
about....
A couple ofmornings later, we heard the drum. Benjamin and I
went up there [to the sotii 's house] real quickly. . . . There was only one
chair in the sotii' s house that moming. It was reserved for the oldest
person in the lineage. Because K. is not the oldest person even though
he's the sotii, when we got there the chair was empty. The oldest
person in town from the founding lineage was NK and he was in an
open fight with his clan, so he just didn't come that day... .
The room was full [when we entered]�shoulder to shoulder
people, all men. About 75% were older men and then there were
interested middle-aged men. All of these men sitting in there shoulder
to shoulder and the only chair in the house was sitting there empty. . . .
They wanted me to sh in the chair so I did. I feh really odd�the only
white face in the crowd, probably the youngest there, and sitting in the
only chair [in the house].
There were several issues taken up that moming. Of course the
talking was hot and heavy. . . . They brought up the proposal for
building the house and decided on it really quickly. There wasn't much
discussion. . . . There was no dissension; there was no suggestion that
we locate anywhere [other than next to our family] .... It was
Grandfather who took the lead [for us] and explained [to the assembly]
that JB has set this piece of ground aside himself for future guests of
his family and that I had agreed that I would like to live there. That
was the place they would like us to build. There were no altematives
proposed by the other halfof tovm. . . . The sotii spoke the decision that
they would do it. . . . Benjamin and I breathed a sigh of relief because
we really didn't know how that was going to tum out. (Page and Page
1991:lines 8846-9050)
Context and Cultural Background
Our clan chief, a man we knew lovingly as Blind Grandfather, did not plan the
moming' s vish to the new sotii as a social call. He realized the importance ofmaking
our appeal to the sotii quickly. It was already into Febmary and we still had no
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definite building plan. The meeting, therefore, had a formal air. Blind Grandfather
took along his favorite blacksmith to act as his official spokesman.^'^ Along the path
to the sotii's house, we passed the house of Job, a man who was a close associate of
the new sotii. He assessed the significance of our little group heading towards the
sotii' s house and fell in behind us to come along. He would act as the sotii' s
spokesman.
We entered the sotii' s house where the sotii sat alone. He stmck me as a quiet,
timid sort ofman, small in stature and apparentiy quite poor. We exchanged
pleasantries, and Blind Grandfather soon launched into a formal presentation.
Although speaking clearly enough for all in the house to hear. Blind Grandfather
spoke only to his friend Nata the blacksmith. Blind Grandfather presented us as
strangers who had come to Tariya because ofour leader's friendship with the former
sotii JB. He asserted that we were thus guests of the whole town. Now, Blind
Grandfather continued, we had decided to build our own home here in the village.
Blind Grandfather then concluded by pointing out that we needed the village's help in
the constmction, suggesting that the sotii give our request careful consideration.
When Blind Grandfather firushed his presentation, he sat back against the wall
and listened as Nata repeated the whole presentation to Job, adding a well-turned
phrase here and there for emphasis. Job then made the same presentation to the sotii
himself. The sotii listened carefully to Job's presentation, hearing virtually the same
thing now for the third time. The sotii then took a few moments to quietly gather his
thoughts. His decision that moming would be important to us. Village participation
in our constmction project needed to be discussed by the council of elders before it
could be approved, but only the sotii had the authority to call a town meeting to
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discuss such matters. Blind Grandfather had done his best to persuade the sotii in that
direction, but only the sotii could make the fmal decision to call the village leaders
together.
After a few brief momems, the sotii responded to Job. He began by
pronouncing his gratitude for our visit that moming, and proceeded to acknowledge
everything that had been asserted in the presentation. He agreed that, because we had
come to Tariya out of friendship to a previous sotii, we should be considered guests of
the village. He also agreed that owing to the relationship between us and the village,
the village should indeed help us build our house. He concluded his presentation by
promising to call a town meeting to discuss this very thing within the next few days.
After a few more minutes of friendly bantering, we rose to leave the sotii' s
house. Job and I were the first two to step outside. Job, who had always been very
fiiendly towards me, told me how pleased he was that the sotii had pledged his
support. He also mentioned that there was a nice piece of land they knew ofwhere
they would like us to build.
Job's remark scared me because of hs source. There were two reasons I did
not trust Job. First, I knew of his involvement in ousting my friend NK from his
position as sotii. Since this represented something very questionable in village life,
those implicated in h seemed suspect to a great many villagers. I, too, was suspicious.
Second, Benjamin had wamed me once before that I should be very careful around Job
for "his mouth was sweet." This euphemism means that while his talk sounds good,
he has proven to be deceitful. Benjamin had mentioned that his father, acting as sotii,
had openly refused to let Job speak in public meetings because of his "sweet mouth."
Since Job was a member of the rival clan, I was concemed that his remark about the
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"nice piece ofland" indicated that the rival clan would not accept me living next to the
family on the site we had chosen.
When Benjamin heard my account of the day's events later that evening, he
too was bothered by Job's remarks. He knew that there had been some talk in the
village about locating us on a site on the edge of tovm to the west. 1 doubt if any
malicious intent was involved in such plans, for actually the site was quite nice. But
locating on that site would have put a great distance between Benjamin's place and us.
By this time, we had realized that this would not be in our best interest. Benjamin and
1 mapped out a plan, therefore, to attend the meeting of elders which the sotii had
promised to call and to present a united plea for support to build at the site we had
selected.
Two days later, the meehng took place. As always, the town crier announced
the meeting by walking around the village while beating his dmm. Benjamin and I
hurried up to the sotii' s house together. The village leaders had gathered there by the
time we arrived, and soon after our arrival the meehng began. After several other
items ofbusiness had been discussed, the meeting came to consider our proposal.
Although Benjamin and I had been ready to make a presentation. Grandfather
intervened and made a presentation on our behalf He reminded the men present of
how we had come to live in Tariya, and that now we liked the village well enough to
build a house. He explained that we had chosen the building site which JB himself
had designated. Grandfather concluded by asserting that the village needed to
demonstrate their support for us by helping us build our house.
After very little discussion and no voiced dissatisfaction with the site, the sotii
voiced the consensus decision that the town would help. He immediately charged the
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elder responsible for the town youth to make arrangements for making the bricks.
Later they would divide up the responsibilihes for gathering all necessary materials.
The whole town would help see this building project through to complehon.
Benjamin and I were relieved. We had fully expected opposition in some
form, h was only later that we discovered one of the reasons why no opposition had
surfaced. My old friend NK, the former sotii, had been lobbying heavily behind the
scenes for tiie town to do this for us. His efforts had laid the foundation for the
positive decision that moming. When 1 went to visit him later, he was obviously
overjoyed with the decision.
Elements ofLiminalitv
Examination of this segment of the episode reveals several indicators of
liminality. Elements ofhomogeneity, sacredness, silence, and heteronomy all appear
here. The four elements blend themselves together in this segment ofour episode, and
in some respects, h is difficuh to separate them. Their corporate effect upon Benjamin
and me was quite powerful.
L Homogeneity as opposed to heterogeneity. The transitional process which
runs throughout the house-building story has brought us to a new place in this episode.
After Benjamin's fiiend Fule helped me understand my responsibility to the village, I
realized that it would not be wise for us to distance ourselves from our family if it
were not necessary. As mentioned above, they offered us security, protection, and a
legitimization that we could only make full use of ifwe remained physically near
them. This change in my perspective brought me around to Benjamin's way of
thinking, for he had always held out that we should locate close to his family so that
they could help us. Once I began to share his perspective, we began to work together,
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possessing the same assumptions and goals, rather than striving against one another as
we had before. In Tumer's terms, we had reached homogeneity, a homogeneity in our
thinking and approach to the problem of how we were going to accomplish this task.
2. Sacredness as opposed to secularity. Tumer found the element of
sacredness to be strikingly present in many of the rituals he investigated. Sacredness,
at times, meant special religious sanction. At other times, however, it meant the
special sanction of the total community as expressed in local tradition (Tumer
1969:103).
It was in this latter sense that Benjamin and I experienced sacredness as
opposed to secularity in this portion of the episode. The sacred ingredient appeared in
the form of the august gathering of the village elders. These individuals embodied
everything important to village life and tradition. As an officially gathered body, they
can be seen as a sacred, rather than a secular, force. By submitting our plans to this
august group, Benjamin and I momentarily shared in a form of the sacred. It was not a
sacred moment m any religious sense. Rather the sacredness of the moment emerged
from the lofty posihon occupied by village tradition and the fact that these elders
embodied that fradition. In this sacred realm, the group ofvillage elders were the
authoritative body. They directed our future with virtually no personal input from us.
3. Silence as opposed to speech. In a sfrange twist of events, Benjamin and I
never had the opportunity to speak for ourselves during the actual decision process. In
fact, I had never had the opportunity to speak for myself in the inhial visit to the sotii
either. That sigiuficantmeeting laid the groundwork for the meeting with the village
elders. In the latter case, Blind Grandfather spoke for me; in the former case.
Grandfather spoke for us. The intervention of others, those more powerful than
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ourselves, relegated us to silence at what appeared to be two crucial times. Of course,
as has been pointed out several times already, the Maninka of Tariya have a decided
preference for the use of intermediary spokesmen. Thus the fact that someone else
spoke for us in and of itself is not unusual. Yet a significant divergence from the
normal pattem does emerge in these two instances. Whereas the normal pattem
dictates that the lesser speak on behalf of the greater, in the two cases cited above, the
greater, i.e. two prominent village leaders, spoke on our behalf, we who were younger
and inferior. Though fully prepared to defend our choice ofbuilding sites and lobby
for aid, the achons of our superiors forced us into silence.
4. Heteronomv as opposed to degrees of autonomy. When held silent by our
superiors, it became obvious that our future was in the hands of others. We had
neither the right nor the privilege to assert ourselves before the group of elders
assembled at the sotii' s house. Our autonomy had effectively been forfeited; the
decision of others would mle us.
5. Equality as opposed to inequality. Having worked through the whole house
building problem together, we now came before the assembly of elders. At this crisis
moment, we came together as equals, united in purpose and vision as we submitted to
the authority of the village leaders.
Summary
This brings our investigation ofEpisode 2 and the present chapter to a close.
In this chapter we have seen the liminal richness of experiences with (1) a deceitful
fellow villager, and (2) a building project. In these episodes we have seen evidence of
absence of status, transition, absence of rank, absence ofproperty, heteronomy.
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homogeneity, sacredness, silence, and equality. Each of these represents a liminal
quality in Tumer's model.
CHAPTER 7
Liminality and Communitas: Benjamin's Letters
In Chapter 5, we looked at several episodes from early in our village
experience. The hminality we discovered there primarily touched me, the stranger. In
Chapter 6, we began to see more ofBenjamin's experience. In the first episode of that
chapter, we saw him operating fi-om a position of strength and security. In the second
episode, however, we began to see Benjamin moving through a period of transition.
During this time he found himself outside the normal structural pattems ofvillage life.
In the present chapter, we will be looking more closely at Benjamin's
experience from his own perspective. Each of the three episodes we will investigate in
this chapter come directiy from his personal letters to me while I was in the United
States on furiough.^ The letters were not sent for the purposes of this study. Rather
tiiey are part ofthe personal correspondence that Benjamin and I have sought to
maintain whenever I was away on fiirlough. For the most part, the letters contained
simply news of the village and people I know. However the portions of the three
letters we will look at in this chapter will shed more light on Benjamin's experience as
our host and will greatiy enrich the present study. These personal letters, offering as
they do Benjamin's unsolicited, personal perspective, provide us a rich opportunity to
gain a fiiller imderstanding of factors involved in the formation ofour relationship.
Segments firom three different letters will constitute our episodes for this
chapter. The first episode will retum once again to the house building project we
looked at in Chapter 6. This time, however, we will get an inside look from Benjamin
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concerning several particular incidents. This letter provides surprising evidence of the
depth of his commitment to us.
The second episode comes from a letter 1 received during my first furlough in
1992. In this episode we will get a clearer perspective ofwhat it was like for our hosts
during the early days of our village sojoum. The third episode comes from a letter I
received shortly after I retumed to the U.S. for my second furlough in October 1996.
The portion of that letter we will look at will bring us full circle and help us
understand how Benjamin currently perceives our relahonship.
Section 1: Benjamin's Ordeal
The text of the first episode in this chapter is an excerpt from a cassette letter I
received from Benjamin during my first furlough in 1991. In this particular portion of
his letter we find him responding to a question I had asked in a previous letter. I had
actually asked him for his personal account of the meeting where we first met, i.e. the
meeting referred to in Chapter 1 in which we sought permission to live in Tariya. As
it tumed out, I did not unambiguously communicate which meeting I meant.
Benjamin therefore misunderstood which meeting I was asking about. Rather than
relating his account of that first meeting, Benjamin here relates some information
conceming an important clan meeting about which I had previously known nothing.
The meeting, which had taken place in our absence, had to do with our proposed new
house. The clan meeting is germane to this study for it demonstrates clearly the nature
of the turbulence Benjamin faced because of his tubabu guests. However, Benjamin
also mentions another sigruficant incident in passing�i.e. an altercation with his
younger half-brother. This incident adds a new dimension to our understanding of
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Benjamin's experience. I knew nothing of these events until I received this letter, for
as is clear in the text, Benjamin had determined to keep h a secret from me.
Episode 1
I received yom* letter and your question about the disagreement
that occurred when you came. 1 know that you haven't forgotten that
episode because these days you give a lot of thought to our way of life
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here. Solo, I can't hide anything from you. There was a huge fight at
that time, but I didn't want you to know about it. If I had let you know
about it, you would never have leamed our language. They gave us a
beating because of you. But it was not because of religion�not at all!
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It happened once when Ke Jan was here. IfKe Jan had found out
about it, I'm sure you'd have never stayed in Tariya.
Everyone plotted against me. Even our own people injin kono,
even [Bhnd Grandfather], they all joined in the plot. If there was
anybody there who didn't join in the plot, it was [Grandfather]. But he
wasn't able to take a stand against his elders. When you left here, you
wouldn't have known about the fight. It happened when you had gone
to Monrovia ....
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Lot spoke against me maliciously. He even took a hoe handle
and beat me. But with God' s'^ help, I didn't hh back. My older
brother [Titu] left Kedou and came to help settle the dispute. When he
arrived that day, he arrived with Ke Jan, but Ke Jan didn't know what
was going on. I will tell you two proverbs: "the guest stares at
everything but he doesn't know what he is looking at." At that time, if
I had said to you, "Solo, there's a big fight going on here and you're the
center of it. They're talking maliciously about me." Or ifl told you,
"They've beat me because ofyou,"�Solo, ifl had told you these
things, you would have refused to stay here at my place any longer.
But I like you. I don't want you to leave my place; I wanted us to leam
to understand each other. If you had left then, we'd have never come to
know what the other was reaUy like: if I were an evil person or not a
person at all, you wouldn't have known. If you were a real person or
you weren't a real person, the people ofTariya would never have
known.
But now, when you left here [to go on furlough], the dispute
had been over for about a year. You left and went home, but I told
Daniel that he must not tell you anything about the dispute. For if you
found out, or ifKe Jan found out, I was afraid you wouldn't stay in
Tariya. So, I decided I would bear today's suffering and leave
tomorrow's suffering in God's hands. I left it to God to fight for me.
The dispute lasted a long time, but even you yourself know that now
everyone here is very fond of you.'^ Ifl had gotten angry and fought
back at that time, you would have never known our true character. But
today, the dispute is over. ... It was a bad dispute, but it is over.
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You must not get angry about the dispute, h's been a long time
since h finished. It wasn't a dispute about religion. It was a dispute
about building your house. It happened befi^re your house was built.
Your house was built in the dry season, but the rainy season befiare it
was built the dispute was going on. At that time, you didn't know
anything�you were like the guest who stares at everything but doesn't
know what he's looking at. But today, there are many things we can't
hide fi-om you because you've leamed fi^om us.
[The second proverb]: "the guest doesn't know the seed com"�
perhaps I have told you this proverb befiare. How tme it is! For
example, if you or perhaps your father has come to visit me, and I have
nothing to feed you. My wife has told me [privately] how it is; we
have nothing to give you. We will go and take down the com to
prepare some food for you. The com that we take down is our seed
com. We have nothing else.
Maybe you, or your father, will like the food we prepare with it.
You'll eat it and be filled. You'll say, "thank you." But you have no
idea what I'm facing here. You don't realize that [since you've eaten
my seed com] I have nothing left at all. You didn't know that that was
the last ofmy seed com. That's the meaning of the proverb: "the guest
doesn't know how much seed com is left."
At the time of the dispute, you didn't know anything. For my
part, I didn't want you to know because it would cause us to be pulled
apart from one another. I didn't think you wanted that either. So I'm
very happy because ofGod's strength and grace. Now, we will not be
separated in heart or body. And even ifwe are temporarily separated
physically now, it is not possible to separate us in spirit. That's a great
comfort to me. (Benjamin 1991�my translation)
Context and Cultural Background
In this first hand account of his experience, Benjamin exposes some of the
difficulties he faced on our behalf The house building project that we looked at in the
last chapter forms the backdrop to the story Benjamin tells here. He talks about a
dispute that was going on in the background during the time we were working towards
building a house. It took place during the time that my wife and I had gone to
Moiu-ovia, after choosing to build on the site which the family patriarch JB had
designated for guests. As mentioned in the last chapter, this plot ofland lay directly
behind the family concession.
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But as Benjamin relates the story here, trouble soon began to brew within the
family. One ofBenjamin's younger half-brothers. Lot, did not want to relinquish this
plot ofground. As mentioned previously. Lot had some fmit trees on this land. Land
for fmit trees inside the village represented a cherished possession. Growing mangos
and oranges had become a rage among the villagers. Small orchards had begun
popping up all around the immediate outskirts of the village. In some cases, the fmit
could bring in a little extra income, but most folks grew the trees for the help they
provided in feeding a hungry family. Mangos were particulariy valuable in this regard
for they ripened during the time ofyear when food reserves were begirming to mn
low. Land inside the village for fmit trees was sparse but prized as the chances of
guarding the fruit were greater when the frees were near one's house. Thus, Lot
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revolted against the idea of giving up that land for us.
While Benjamin contended that their father JB had in fact designated this site
for guests. Lot disputed that claim. In his opinion, Benjamin was simply stealing his
ground to give it to the tubabu. In the end, their older brother Titu came to the village
to attest personaUy to the fact that his father had in fact designated this land for guests.
Once Titu had supported Benjamin's claim concerrung his father's wishes, Lot had no
more bases for a dispute. In a clanmeeting, the elders publicly acknowledged, based
upon the testimony ofTitu, that JB had indeed wanted this land to be given to guests.
But before that time, Benjamin stmggled through some very trying times. He
reflects in this letter that at an important clan meeting (the meeting about which he
thought I was inquiring), his whole clan group tumed against him.'^ The word he
uses, janfa, has very strong negative connotations. It most commonly means
"deception" or "plot." It suggests that the actor contrives to lead someone astray as
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with a lie, or contrives to do something in a dishonest or illicit fashion. In an oral
society like Tariya where everything including contractual arrangements between
parties is handled orally, lying and janfa are extremely serious matters.
According to Benjamin's account here, his clan plotted against him by refusing
to support him in his confrontation with his brother, tunung a deaf ear to his claim that
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he was attemptmg to fulfdl his father's wishes. The sole member who was
apparendy willing to side with Benjamin was Grandfather, but as Benjamin points out.
Grandfather could not or would not take a public stand against the rest of the clan
leaders, some ofwhom were older than he.
As Benjamin reports, his younger half-brother became so eru^aged over the
possible loss of the land that he physically attacked Benjamin with a hoe handle. A
physical attack of this nature represents something exfremely grave in village life.
Although arguments are not at all uncommon (and many of them become quite
heated), seldom does an argument degenerate into a physical attack. This attack,
however, is doubly severe because a younger brother attacks an older brother. As I
have mentioned several times previously, one of the principle values of local life is the
privilege of age. A younger person never has the right to strike an older. Such action
is punishable, most often by a severe beating from the clan elders. In Benjamin's
reaction, however, we see something exfraordinary. Rather than fight back or seek
retribution, Benjamin quietiy endures the physical attack out of concem for our
relationship. He relates in the letter that he feared I might leave the village ifl knew
such a thing had happened because ofmy wife and me. Not wanting me to leam of his
bad experiences, therefore, Benjamin quietly tolerated the physical abuse and the
janfa.
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He quotes another proverb to explain his attitude at that time: 1 will bear
today's suffering and leave tomorrow's suffering in God's hands. Because of the
harshness of their environment, the Maninka ofTariya have intimate knowledge of all
kinds of suffering. This proverb expresses the hope that in bearing up under today's
particular suffering, tomorrow will be brighter by God's grace. This was the attitude
Benjamin took when faced with the humiliation and physical suffering involved in this
episode.
The proverb about the seed com which Benjamin tells in this story illustrates
the cuhural pressure to care for a guest even ifby caring for that guest, a host is
pushed to sacrifice his own well being. Benjamin apparently sees a parallel between
one's responsibility to a guest passing through and his responsibility to me. He
endured the trials involved and never told me anything. In fact, if he had not
misunderstood my request for his account of the "meeting," I would never have
received this account of his experience. I was hke the guest in the proverb who gladly
eats the meal, says thank you, and goes on his way never realizing that he has just
finished eating the last ofhis benefactor's seed com. I too had gone on my way not
realizing what I had cost my host.
Elements ofLiminalitv
This episode possesses a richness of liminality that exceeds that of all previous
episodes. Several areas seem particularly prominent.
1. Transition as opposed to state. It is clear that in this account Benjamin is
moving through a violent ttanshion period. The stmctural guidelines have all been
blurred or jettisoned as he confronts both the clan and his brother on a basis other than
that provided by the stmcture of local social organization. The clan, which should
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have supported him as one of their own, tums its back. A younger brother revolts and
physically attacks him. There is a transition in process here that lies totally outside the
normal parameters of the social organization.
2. Acceptance ofpain and suffering as opposed to avoidance of pain and
suffering. Amazing as it may seem, Benjamin recounts that he accepted a physical
beating for the sake of the relationship he had with us. He accepted pain and suffering
rather than retaliate and risk his guests leaving the village. And he endured this pain
and suffering without ever letting us know.
3. Suspension of kinship rights as opposed to kinship rights. Benjamin, of
course, had kinship rights with regard to his younger brother. Being the oldest
resident brother, he filled his deceased father's place in the family. He was the
undisputed head of the family as far as kinship rights were concemed. But in this
case, the younger brother's anger leads him into total disregard for his older brother
and the position he fills. Nevertheless Benjamin allows his rights to be annulled. In
my opinion, accepting his brother's abuse would have been a particularly bitter pill for
Benjamin to swallow. He was a proud man, and quite jealous of his position as the
representative ofhis father. In addition, his relationship with this particular brother
had never been easy. There was not only the natural jealousy and rivalry of sons of
CO-wives, but Lot also had a nasty reputation for being contentious. The fact, then,
that Benjamin tolerated such tteatment from a contentious, would-be rival adds more
sigiuficance to the sacrifice that he made on our behalf
4. Totality as opposed to partiality. The combination ofphysical abuse and
loss of kinship rights manifests the fact that at this point, Benjamin had involved
himself totally in our well being. Eariy on, there had been little price for Benjamin to
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pay for his relation to us�other than bearing with our bumbling at the outset. Being
our host did not place a great demand upon him in those early days. Yet here his
position as host demands much more ofBenjamin. Here we see him rising to the
challenge with a deep level commitment, a total commitment, to see this thing
through. He is our host and vnll stand by us even though the personal cost is great.
5- Absence of status as opposed to status. It is obvious here that with the
achons of his clan and his younger brother, Benjamin endures the loss of his normal
status. His own clan, some of them his father's personal friends, tums away from him
in his quest to fulfdl his father's wishes. His younger brother rises up in rebellion
against him. Benjamin has lost status. Being robbed of one's rightful status would be
especially painful to ahnost any Maninka for status is a very important concept in their
thinking. They are proud not only ofwho and what they are, but also of their rightful
place in the society. Benjamin always stmck me as one who was uncommonly proud,
in a good sense of the word, of his status and position. To have his status
compromised as we see in this letter would have cut deeply across his grain. Yet he
sensed somehow that this is what the situation required of him.
6. Humilitv as opposed to just pride ofposition. Along with all of the rest of
the liminal aspects mentioned, humility also stands out in this episode. The very fact
that Benjamin accepts and endures all of this abuse without any attempt at retribution
demonsfrates this humility. He was not doing this to impress any of the tubabu and
none of the villagers would have been impressed. Rather his actions display a genuine
humility along with a concern for us.
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Section 2: A Grafted Mango
The text of the second episode is an excerpt from a letter I received in 1992
during our first furlough. At the time, I had a keen interest in trying to help other
missionaries establish positive relationships with Maninka villagers. With this in
mind, I asked Benjamin for some input on what he thought would be helpful for other
missionaries to know. In his response, he mentioned several things about our
experience together and what he had leamed from those things. In the following
portion, he reflects a bit on how our relationship developed and some of the hurdles
we faced. Some of his thoughts here reveal deeper insight into what it must have been
like for our village fiiends to receive us into their midst.
Episode 2
My father gave me some wisdom in a proverb: "When you
build a guest house, make it big." If you make the house big, many
people will come into the house and find ample room inside. There
will be a lot of room in the house. That's what I want to talk about.
When you first came from [the city], it was a very confusing
time. But it wasn't confusing from God's perspective, because he had
decided that you would find friends among the Maninka
�^tiiose whose
language you didn't understand and who didn't understand your
language. When you came that first day, you knew nothing at all in
Maninka. On my part, I didn't know any English or French�I didn't
know anything. But God helped us. We kept on trying to understand
each other until God helped you understand our language.
The friendship that you and I have is not so hard to understand .
. . although h's tme that our [i.e. Maninka] ways of doing things are not
the same as many other people. Education will bring some people
together, but it was your character-behavior that brought you and me
together. You didn't understandmy language; I didn't understand
yours. But your intelligence helped us to understand one another.
Oh, that first day you came was difficult! But when one
determines something in his heart before God, God will help him and
enable him to meet those goals. You didn't know our food. On our
part, we didn't know ifyou liked the food or not. We liked who you
were and you liked who we were, but we could not understand each
other's language. However, God gave his help, and that enabled us
eventually to understand each other. From that time right up until the
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friendship we enjoy now, it's been that way. You suffered while we
talked and talked to you. We didn't know if you liked it or hated it.
But you persevered through it all. For what reason? You are on God's
road and you've promised God that you would come and live with us.
At that hme you really suffered. We would offend you greatly, but we
wouldn't realize it.
But today, we can praise God. We know what kinds of things
you don't like and you know what kinds of things we don't hke. In the
beginning you would do things which offended us, but you didn't know
they were forbidden things here at our place. But we accepted it
because we realized that you didn't know our customs.
There is profit in knowledge. If you and another person don't
know each other, you will never receive the profit from that person that
you might have received. Between when you first came here and now,
you've suffered a lot here. But that suffering came your way because
you had chosen to do God's work. You accepted the suffering here
because ofGod. It's hot here. There are no good beds or houses.
There's no electricity. Yet you stuck with it until you began to
understand us. That means a lot to us. We'll never forget it. You ate a
lot ofpoor quality food at our place, but you accepted it as God's
direction in your life. . . .
When you first came [to Tariya] your eyes were open but you
were blind. But now your eyes are open to the Maninka language,
because when something is said, no matter how it's said, you
understand at least part of it. This delights us because it shows us your
love for us�the fact that you set your heart to leam our language
shows us your love. Now we refer to you as a grafted mango�one part
of you is still a tubabu but the other part has become Maninka because
you've leamed some ofour way of life. (Benjamin 1992�my
ttanslation)
Context and Cultural Background
As I mentioned above, Benjamin wrote this portion of the letter in part as a
response to my query about how missionaries might improve their interpersonal
relationships with village folks. It is hard for many of us Westemers to comprehend
what a wide gulf separates us from people like the villagers ofTariya. However, the
British economist Schumacher analyzed the problem well when writing about
developmental aid over twenty-five years ago. He wrote:
When the emphasis is on people, communications problems become
paramount. Who are the helpers and who are those to be helped? The
helpers, by and large, are rich, educated (in a somewhat specialized
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sense), and town-based. Those who most need help are poor,
uneducated, and rurally based. This means that three tremendous gulfs
separate the former from the latter: the gulfbetween rich and poor; the
gulf between educated and uneducated; and the gulfbetween city-men
and country-folk, which includes that between industry and agriculture.
The first problem of developmental aid is how to bridge these three
gulfs. (Schumacher 1 973 : 1 92)
The three gulfs mentioned by Schumacher have only grown wider since he
wrote. The problems of rich versus poor, educated versus uneducated, and city
outlook versus rural outlook still hinder communication and the building of quality
relationships between missionaries and village folks. Today's Westemers in general
and missionaries in particular seem weahhier, more highly educated, and more
technologically sophisticated than those of past generations. Meanwhile many village
folks are bom, live, and die in the same way their ancestors have for hundreds of
years. The vexing problem of trying to bridge these ever-widening gulfs formed the
backdrop for my questions to Benjamin.
Benjamin begins here by quoting a proverb he remembers from his father
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concerning sttangers: "when you build a guest house, make it big." This oft-quoted
proverb suggests at least three things about how the Maninka view their responsibility
to guests. First, the constmction of the proverb assumes that one will invariably
choose to host guests. This assumption indicates that the Maninka consider such
activity necessary and worthwhile. Second, the phrase "building a guest house"
metaphorically points to the responsibility involved in caring for a guest. The good
host cannot avoid the responsibility ofhelping meet a guest's needs. Lastly, the
proverb encourages the host to be generous in his care for the guest, for he should
make the guest house big.
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But hosting a tubabu casts a new wrinkle on an old theme. Benjamin goes on
to mention just how difficult the experience was for him at the outset. Language
presented a particular problem. My wife and 1 had spent a year in Quebec leaming
French before going to Guinea, ostensibly so that we might be able to communicate
with people once we arrived in our allocation. Around the bigger cities one could
carry on well enough in French. There the populations were more cosmopolitan and
French was more widely, though not universally, spoken.
The village scene was very different, however. In the Tariya area, few if any
villagers spoke French, and, unfortunately for us, we leamed precious little Maninka
before moving to Tariya. We arrived to live with Benjamin's family only to fmd that
no one in the family spoke French. This created difficulties for all involved. From
our perspective, the lack of ability to communicate with the family we had invaded
made our adjustment nightmarish. It was not any easier for Benjamin, however. He
was our host and had responsibility for us, and yet he could not communicate with us.
It does not require much imagination to sense the added burden the lack of
communication laid on Benjamin in his role of responsibility. As he mentions, he and
other villagers had no way of knowing if the efforts they made toward us were
pleasing to us or displeasing. This situation persisted for months as we leamed to
commumcate with one another. Misunderstandings were common, and some
problems were created. Some relationships within the family were not good. Yet as
Benjamin underscores, we all kept trying, persevering until we gradually leamed how
to commurucate with each other.
Benjamin reminds us that most often similarities bring people together. He
specifically mentions education as a bonding force, perhaps for two reasons. First,
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Benjamin knew that educahon possessed the power to bring together those of
disparate background. He had seen education bring together individuals ofvarious
ethnic and religious groups in Guinea and create an elite segment of society which
held positions ofpower and influence�a remnant, in some ways, ofwhat Geertz
(1971 :64) refers to as the "indigestible elemenf introduced by colonial powers.
Education possessed this kind ofbonding potential.
But education had not been the basis of our friendship, a fact that Benjamin felt
deeply. For Benjamin, as for most of our friends in the village, education represented
an impossible dream. Most had never had the opportunity to go to school, going to
work instead on their fathers' farms as soon as they were big enough to keep monkeys
and other pests chased away. While proud of their farming acumen, they realized all
too well that their lack of formal education cut them off from many advantages in life.
A popular saying around the village put it succinctly: "the lack of education is
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darkness." Benjamin, like his fellow villagers, felt his lack, and therefore
emphasizes that education did not form the base of our relationship. In the context of
my original question about relationships, Benjamin makes this assertion conceming
education in order to underscore that the lack ofeducation on the part ofvillagers need
not be a roadblock to building good relationships with tubabu missionaries.
Benjamin asserts that more important to relationships than education is the
issue of character-behavior. By character-behavior, he means things such as moral
integrity, respect, and involvement. We will look at these ideas more closely in the
next chapter. From Benjamin's perspective, God will help those possess character-
behavior and perseverance. My wife and I certainly discovered the enablement of
God as we stmggled to leam the language, and leaming the language was no doubt the
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single most important element in the development of close relationships. Benjamin
alludes to the fact several times that 1 eventually leamed their language. He
underscores that they viewed this as an expression of our love for them. Along with
language, Benjamin also menhons how much it meant to them that we would leam
their ways by sharing their life.
None of this, however, could have been accomplished without an incredible
amount of tolerance from the village. Benjamin admits that my wife and I, in our
ignorance of local customs and values, deeply offended local folks by doing things
that should not have been done. They tolerated these faia pas, however, because they
understood our ignorance. Although Benjamin gives no examples, I know that our
need for a measure of privacy caused us to periodically do things which hurt village
friends. Our need for privacy was unfathomable to them. The word "forbidden"
{tana) which Benjamin uses to describe these affronts incorporates the anthropological
notion of totem. A tana is most commonly an animal with which a person has a
special, mystical relationship. The person is absolutely forbidden to injure this
particular animal in any way on pain of serious misfortune or death. A tana, therefore,
is a powerful injunction. So although Benjamin does not mention particulars, it seems
clear that he refers to some serious miscues on our part. The villagers, however,
overlooked them, tolerating our affronts while we leamed their language and their
ways.
Benjamin also mentions food several times in his comments. As I tried to
point out in Chapter 5, food holds a far greater significance in the Maninka subsistence
culture than for those of us from the West. As Firth has pointed out.
No one who has lived only in a society where food can be bought in
shops, can be stored in refrigerators or tins, comes pre-packed.
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prepared, almost pre-digested, can conceive fully of a life where all
food has got to be obtained raw, direct from nature, uncleaned; where .
. . getting a meal is the day's work. (Firth 1973:244�emphasis in
original)
In an important episode in Chapter 5, we looked at the significance of the
family inviting us to share their food the first evening we were in the village. I argued
there that in inviting high-status strangers to eat to with them, the family was making
an unusual overture of friendship. Here Benjamin reminds us of the risks they faced
in that offer. What they had to offer us was, in their opinion, poor quality food. What
is more, they had no way to know ifwe would like the food or not. In some ways, the
offering of their to that first night by the family was a metaphor for the way the
villagers as a whole reached out to us those first fewmonths. What they had, in their
opinion, was not of the quality to which we were accustomed, but with much courage,
they offered it to us in an attempt to include us in their lives.
Elements ofLiminalitv
This episode contains several important indicators of liminality. I want to
discuss the following five briefly: transition, humility, unselfishness, simplicity, and
accepting pain.
1. Transition as opposed to state. Benjamin's comments about the confusion
during the early days of our village experience not surprisingly indicate a period of
transition. Even under normal conditions, the reception of guests into a family
compound would undoubtedly make for some transition. But as I have noted before,
as tubabu we introduced a unique situation. Never before had our village friends, least
ofall our immediate host family, received folks like us as guests. The uniqueness of
the situation, the incumbent confusion, and the outiay ofpeople's energy together
generated a period of great transition.
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2. Humility as opposed to iust pride ofposition. In his letter, Benjamin
mentions two intereshng things about food in relation to our early days in the village.
In the fourth paragraph, he comments on how difficult the food issue was in the
beginning. For our part, we were not familiar with their food. For their part, the lack
ofcommunication channels prevented them from knowing ifwe liked what they
offered us or not. In paragraph six, Benjamin acknowledges that we ate a lot of poor
quality food in the village.
The fact that although Benjamin obviously perceived the food he had to offer
as poor quality (i.e. in comparison to a normal tubabu diet) and yet offered it anyway
indicates a special humility on his part. He offered what he had, believing that it was
poor quahty and not knowing ifwe could or would eat it. In humility, he was doing
what he could to honor us.
In our tum, we tried to receive everything offered in a spirit of humility and
thankfulness. This reciprocity of humility in the offering and receiving of food
provided a context for the growth of our relationship. Through the years many other
things were offered and received as the friendship grew. But this initial humility on
Benjamin's part remains particularly significant in my mind in that h opened a channel
through which our relationship could take root and grow.
3. Unselfishness as opposed to selfishness. The giving of food mentioned
above also underscores the unselfishness which Benjamin and others manifested
towards us. Food is a scarce commodity in the subsistence culture ofTariya. Rarely
would a farmer successfully harvest enough food to feed his family through until the
next harvest. Rather, he was constantiy staring a shortfall in the face, rationing out the
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daily provisions to the cooks in order to stretch the food out over as long a period as
possible.
On the other hand, my wife and I possessed ample food, and ample funds to
guarantee more when more was needed. Nevertheless, Benjamin and other villagers
unselfishly shared their food with us. They unselfishly reached out to include us in
their circle of concem. Their generosity overwhelmed us, and it was all given
unselfishly out of lack rather than surplus.
This unselfish giving on the part ofBenjamin and others drew us towards
them. It represents another small way in which they expressed an interest in us and
provided a fertile possibility for deepening friendships.
4. Simplicity as opposed to complexity. Benjamin specifically mentions in this
letter several things that were lacking in the village. He mentions the poor quality
beds, houses, and food, the lack of electricity, and the tropical heat. Without a doubt,
life in the village was considerably more basic than what we had been accustomed to
at home. Nevertheless, my wife and I were not uncomfortable most ofthe time in the
village�although admittedly there were a few things which would have made our
village life easier. Having been trained by Wycliffe Bible Translators to be open to
this kind of simple life, however, we viewed it as part and parcel ofbeing
missionaries. Living without Westem comforts was neither here nor there�at least
most days. We actually came to prefer the village solution to some problems: for
example, living in a round, thatched-roofhut provides a much better way to beat the
tropical heat than living in a square, tubabu house with a metal roof
From my perspective, the important point to underscore, however, is not how
we perceived our life in the village but how our friends perceived it. Though for us
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the simple life we lived was not extraordinary, the fact that a tubabu family lived
among them in this simple manner certainly made a deep impression on them. In their
minds, we had left behind a life of luxurious living in two story houses in America to
live with them in the village. They repeatedly reminded us that they were cognizant of
this fact. At the aimual festival of Tabaski, for example, when gifts ofmeat were
freely exchanged as testimonies of friendship, we often received gifts ofmeat from
friends expressing their appreciation that we would leave a luxurious life in America
to live in a simple hut with them. It is no surprise, therefore, that Benjamin mentions
it again here. There is httle doubt in my mind that simplicity played a part in our
bonding experience in Tariya.
5. Acceptance of pain and suffering as opposed to avoidance of pain and
suffering. Building upon what I have just noted about simplicity, it is important to
realize that from the villagers perspective, the conditions under which we lived in the
village entailed tremendous suffering for us. Because we were living without what
they understood as necessities for tubabu, they perceived us as suffering. As I've
already mentioned, we did not necessarily share this sentiment. But there is no doubt
that the villagers perceived our life in the village as an acceptance of suffering in order
that we might live alongside them. Benjamin mentions that we suffered the duress of
a lack ofmodem conveniences, but we persevered through it until we became
functional in the village. This, Benjamin asserts, meant something special to the
village. It was something they would never forget.
But it was not just the lifestyle that Benjamin points out as suffering for us�he
underscores that the process of adapting to the language was also painful for us. Here,
we would be inclined to agree with him. We were immersed in a virtual monolingual
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situation. It was tough going for months on end. Rightly or wrongly, we had chosen
at the outset not to pay a language tutor. We felt that although a bilingual tutor with
whom we would share a common language could greatly reduce the stress of our
language leaming, hiring someone for such a job might adversely effect our village
relahonships. For one reason, the only candidates for such a role in Tariya were
schoolboys who were young enough to be our children. Giving them a position of
authority over us as a tutor and paying them cash in a society where virtually no one
had a cash paying job would not have been appropriate. Thus we chose to leam
language through involvement with ourmonolingual neighbors in Tariya. This meant
a virtual monolingual approach, and greatly increased the stress involved in the task.
It meant not being able to communicate, being misunderstood, being laughed at,
scomed and mocked for months.
Of course the process of adaptation meant some pain and suffering for the
villagers as well as they found they had to tolerate our many horrible mistakes. As
noted above, we hurt people by doing things that were offensive and forbidden in the
village. They bore their own portion ofpain and suffering because of us. I believe the
pain and suffering on both sides developed a toleration in us all which provided a good
foundation for the eventual development of strong interpersonal bonds.
Section 3: Bonded
We now come to the third and final episode in this chapter. The following
letter represents a fitting conclusion to ah the material presented in these three
chapters on liminality. Here, I believe, we catch a glimpse of the mature bond that has
developed between Benjamin and me. Benjamin made this cassette as I was on my
way home in October 1996 to begin my second furlough. He and I both knew that I
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might not be retuming to Africa again because of the needs ofmy parents. In this
letter, Benjamin shows great emotion along with a willingness to speak openly about
his affechon. For this reason, the letter paints a clear picture of our relationship as
Benjamin perceives it.
Episode 3
Solo, this is your friend from Tariya. I am very happy that I can
send you this cassette, because a lot of things have passed [between us]
since you first came�not bad things but good. We have leamed to
understand one another. Now it's hme for you to retum home to your
father�your father and my father, your mother and my mother. We
will never meet, I and our father, or I and our mother, but I have
nothing but good thoughts of them. I know that it's that way with them
as well.
But I want to plead with my father, the one who is your father.
And I plead with my mother, the one who is your mother. It has been
seven or eight years now since you first came. Maybe it's more than
that�I don't remember exactly. But here in the town which you came
to, Tariya that is, everyone is fond of you. Your father released you
saying for you to come here and work for God. That greatly pleased all
of us. The Lord allowed you to come and blessed you so that you did
your work well. Nobody thinks evil of you. Everyone is praying that
you will retum safely to us. But I plead with my father: I know he has
grown old but he released you, sending you here to do God's work.
God agreed and blessed, and today you are doing this work. Thus, in
Tariya and in [the city], the work you have done, even when you were
the director, it has pleased us all. It has been well done. So I continue
to plead with my father and mother, ... we still need you. I'm pleading
with my father and my mother that they might agree [to my request].
You are a tme friend to me. I know that you are not Maninka; but even
though you don't have that kind of skin, you have taken on a lot ofthe
character. Thus we have become one in everything.
1 plead with my father and mother: when he completes a year
there [with you] send him back to us. We still need him .... I am very
happy today. I am thinking about the fact that my friend is leaving and
I will miss him. But God says that we are not to worry; we're to ask
him and he will give to us.
I know. Solo, that your father cannot understand what I am
saying in Maninka, but you can translate it for him slowly. Tell him
tiiat I am very pleased to be able to make this cassette for him today. I
and my whole family are very happy with you. We are all praying for
you that you will leave here in health and arrive there in health.
When you and another person have been together for a while
and then have to part company, you should give some thought to that
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relationship you've established. My friend, I think about you
constantly. You have helped me with the worries that I had. I thank
God for that. God is the one who calms our worries, but somehmes a
person helps to lessen the evil of the worry. [That's what you did.]
As for me, I'm praying for you�that we will see each other in
person and in health again. Solo, that would be very sweet to me. I
don't want us to be spht apart like this. My family and I don't like that.
And it's not because ofmaterial things, because material things don't
last�they come to an end. But love, that never ends! That's what I
want to say. I'm thinking ofyou, rejoicing to make this cassette for
you today. You and I did not make this cassette together! 1 made it by
myself 1 went and made it at the farm. . . . Today, I did this talking at
the farm, Saturday at three o'clock. . . . Pray for me. You know what
our life is like here. You are not African, but you've learned what our
life is like here. I am very happy with you for that. God bless you,
God remain with us all. I want my father and mother to understand the
few words that I've said. I beg them to give us the shade over our
heads again�i.e. to let you stay with us. (Benjamin 1996�my
franslation)
Context and Cultural Background
As mentioned above, I received this letter from Benjamin in October 1996 just
after I had retumed home to begin my second furlough. During our time together the
day of our farewell, we openly discussed my doubts about retuming to Guinea for a
third term. I explained to him that my parents were not well, and that I might need to
remain home with them. Benjamin had known for a long time that my parents were
not well, but we had never discussed the implications of their health for my retum to
Guinea. The time together that day was an emotional one for us both. During that last
day together, I left a cassette tape with Benjamin and asked him to record forme the
story of how he had come to invite us to live with his family. He said he would, and
we parted.
When I received the tape a couple weeks later in Tennessee, however, I found
in amazement that instead of recording the story I had requested, Benjamin had used
the cassette to prepare a letter for my parents. In the letter, Benjamin made an appeal
to my parents to release me so that 1 might retum to Guinea for a third term. He
reminds them that they initially released me to go to Africa to do the work of God.
Now he requests them to renew that commitment and release me to retum once again.
Benjamin and other Maninka recognize the responsibility of caring for aging
parents. They feel the weight of this responsibihty much more dearly than many of us
Westemers. For the Maninka, one's only Social Security system is a son who will
look after you and feed you once you are beyond the age of providing for yourself
They refer to this responsibility as sodjnbaa ko, literally "the parent thing." Thus
when Benjamin addresses my parents with his plea, he does so with the awareness that
he's requesting them to make a sacrifice. From Benjamin's perspective, my parents
depend upon me to provide their old age security. He knows nothing of Social
Security, pensions, and the like. He fiilly believes that they need me to provide for
them. Yet even so, Benjamin presents his plea because, in his own words, "we still
need you."
To avoid any suspicion that he and I together contrived to make the tape in
order to marupulate my parents, Benjamin adds a distinct disclaimer. He wants it
known that he alone made the cassette, going so far as to cite the day, time, and
location of the recording.
Elements ofLiminalitv
In this letter, Benjanun indicates at several points how he perceives our
relationship. From his comments, I would like to draw out two Ihninal qualities:
homogeneity and equality. Although these two elements are intimately entwined, I
will attempt to make some differentiation between them.
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1 . Homogeneity as opposed to heterogeneity. Homogeneity implies sameness
rather than differenhation. Benjamin expresses this idea when he says that "we have
become one in everything." I have discovered that the Maninka seem more open to
talking in this way about relationships than we might be here in the West. Perhaps the
reason can be found in their strong sense of and need for community. Living and
working for centuries in small communities has taught the Maninka a great deal about
the importance of community. It also seems to have underscored for them the
importance ofbeing "one" with a few people in your life. Though valued, these
intimate relationships are not numerous. A grown man likely has only two or three
men with whom he shares this inhmate kind of relationship.
Benjamin points to such a relationship when he mentions that even though I
am not Maninka, I have become a tme friend to him. He uses common but expressive
words to communicate this idea. The words literally mean "my friend real real are
you."^'' The word franslated "friend" {dejioon) is a compound of two words and
literally means "join together." It can be used for such "joined together" people as co
workers, but it most often means "friend" (Kane 1995:46). The adjective {bere)
expresses the idea of something that is real, authentic, good, serious, best, excellent, or
right (Vydrine 1999:1 17). For added emphasis, Benjamin makes use of a common
Marunka rhetorical device and doubles the adjective. All this is to say that Benjamin
wishes to communicate a depth of interpersonal relationship with this phrase, a
friendship flavored with a degree ofhomogeneity.
The oneness of this relationship fmds expression in the freedom and obligation
to look after each other's best interests. In this sense, it is a relationship of active
concem and involvement, and is characterized by a mutual understanding. It is
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significant, therefore, that Benjamin specifically menhons that "we have leamed to
understand one another." For example, Benjamin credits me with convincing him to
move his farm closer to town because he was growing too old to care for a farm as far
away as his original site (approximately five miles from town). We discussed the pros
and cons of this farm move long before he ever told anyone else about it. I was also
responsible for Benjamin sending another of his sons to school even though he had
already sent two of his children to school. After we discussed the son in question,
however, Benjamin realized that he was indeed too frail to ever survive as a farmer
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and that education offered him a better chance. For Benjamin's part, he continues to
look out after my interests. In a very recent letter, he instmcted me to stick by my
parents with no anger or regrets, even if it means I cannot retum to Guinea. He used
his ovm example with his father to say that though such a responsibility deprives us of
other opportunities (such as retuming to Guinea), it is right and proper in the eyes of
God (Benjamin 1998). I appreciated this counsel, coming as it did from one who
really preferred that my wdfe and I retum to live in Tariya. Looking out for each
other's best interests in this way indicates a homogeneous quality in our relationship.
2. Equality as opposed to inequalitv. Numerous inequalities flavoredmy initial
relationships with the people ofTariya. Many of these have been mentioned before
and include tubabu versus villager. Christian versus Muslim, rich versus poor,
educated versus uneducated, and a Westem technological worldview versus a peasant
agricultural worldview. These inherent, persistent inequalities flavored relationships
in one way or another wdth all villagers.
Yet the relationship between Benjamin and me also demonstrated equality at
times. I noted one of those times in an episode in Chapter 6 when we appeared before
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the council of elders together. Another taste of that equality is seen here in this letter
when Benjamin attests that I have become a real friend to him even though I am not
Maninka. This indicates that in some small way the tubabu-Maninka inequality had
been overcome. A relationship of equals had replaced the former inequality.
A third indicator that some equality exists now is the way Benjamin refers to
my parents as his parents also. In another context, perhaps, this might be discounted.
I think, however, it is significant here because of the purpose of the letter. Benjamin
writes to them requesting a special favor, the release ofmy wife and me to retum to
his village. As I have tried to show, this represents a very sober request on his part,
and if honored, a costly sacrifice on the part ofmy parents. Thus we can assume that
Benjamin addresses my parents as his parents out of a sincere respect and sentiment.
That he would feel the freedom to approach them in such a marmer indicates that he
senses some measure of equality in his relationship with me.
Summarv
This brings this phase of our investigation to a close. The excerpts from
Benjamin's letters which we have investigated have made a rich confribution to our
search for liminality. They have provided evidence of fransition, acceptance ofpain
and suffering, suspension of kinship rights, totality, absence of status, humility,
unselfishness, simplicity, homogeneity, and equality. Each of these qualities
represents a characteristic of liminality in Tumer's model (Table 3, page 103).
This also brings us to the end ofour three-chapter investigation of liminality
and commuiutas. This presentation has led through a number of different types of
episodes from a number ofdifferent stages in our village sojoum. Beginning with our
first ovemight stay in the village, we have progressed up to the point, eight-plus years
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later, when 1 left the village to join my wife in the U. S. for our second furlough. The
various episodes have manifested numerous examples of the liminal traits suggested
by Tumer's work. And although they were not explicifty in focus in the analysis,
numerous examples of stmctural characteristics also appeared. In the next chapter, we
will review the findings and investigate what they suggest.
CHAPTER 8
An Interpretation of the Findings
Victor Tumer's model of human sociality suggests that human relahonships
are affected by both stmctural and liminal factors. This study has sought to apply this
model of human sociality to intercultural bonding in general, and missionary-host
relationships in particular. To this end, the study has investigated a particular
intercultural bond, that between myself and my village host, in an effort to determine
if Tumer's model could explain the development of this bond. In the preceding
chapters, we have probed numerous aspects of our village situation to determine if
both stmctural and liminal characteristics could be located there. We will begin this
chapter with a review and evaluation of the findings of that analysis. Subsequently,
we will bring closure to the study by bringing the findings together into a coherent
interpretation. In order to interpret the findings we will briefly review one fmitful
method scholars have used to conceptualize relationship development. This material
should provide a foundation for the interpretahon of our findings. We will also take a
look at other examples of relationships between strangers and hosts in intercultural
contexts with the hope that they too may shed some light on the case at hand.
After we have looked at all this material, the remaining step will be to bring
everything together, drawing conclusions and presenting the most reasonable
interpretation of the material. In this way, we will be able to evaluate how well
Tumer's model of human sociality describes and explains this particular case of
intercultural bonding.
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The Nature of the Findings
The analysis of the previous chapters sought evidence of the presence of both
structural and liminal factors in this intercultural bond. The nature of the findings will
be summarized for each of these two areas.
Stmctural Factors
The ethnographic material in Chapter 4 suggested that the social stmcture of
the village impacted us in a number ofways. The Maninka traditionally base the
social organizafion of their individual and corporate lives on principles of kinship.
Begirming with the intimacy of the family yard, the villagers of Tariya view the world
through a succession of levels which stretch to embrace all ofhumanity (Figure 5,
page 72). This succession of levels fmds its roots in kinship. As one moves from the
family yard outwards, the degree of kinship moves from the intimate to the abstract.
Based upon this organization of the social world, my wife and I found
ourselves exfremely distant from the villagers ofTariya. Villagers could find no
common ancestor between us until they refraced their lineage all the way back to
Grandfather Adam. While this was not a completely insignificant kinship tie, it was
an extremely distant one.
Even so, the local society had a place where my vsdfe and I could fit into the
village social stmcture: lonlan. The village society was arranged in three distinct
sfrata: the founder's MnosigQ, jiamakala (castes), and lonlan (outsiders, sfrangers) with
the lonlan stratum composed of immigrants and short-term sojoumers. These were
outsiders who for one reason or another had taken up residence in Tariya and belonged
to neither the founder's lineage nor the caste stratum. The villagers ofTariya gave us
the opportunity to take up residence in their village with the same status as these other
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outsiders. In this way, even though we were white Americans, we found we had a
sfructural niche in the local society.
Because they received us as lonlan, the village leaders assigned us a host. In
traditional Maninka society, the host or lonlan jatii was the sponsor and guardian as
well as the host for the lonlan. This individual became the channel by which the
lonlan was integrated into the local community. The village elders assigned Benjamin
to be our host at his own request. He and his family helped us in vital ways,
particularly during our first months in Tariya. Not only did they provide us a home
and a degree of security, they helped us with everyday, survival tasks such as fetching
water. Benjamin also showed great patience with us and expended himself to help us
leam his language and culture.
As lonlan, we also had responsibilities to our host family. We needed to honor
and respect them, to defer to them rather than striking out on our own initiative, and to
allow them to be the channel through which we related to the village. We leamed how
to fulfill our lonlan role through trial and error and by observing other village lonlan.
Fulfilling our structural role as lonlan contributed to the good relationships we
enjoyed with our family, with other villagers, and with other villages. Reflecting on
his own experience in a guest-host relationship, Noss (1978:799) concluded: "Only as
we permitted ourselves to be guests could our host play his role. Only as we came to
depend on him and need him, could the relationship be fiilfilled." We found the same
to be tme in our relationship with Benjamin and his family. As we leamed to fiilfdl
the expectations associated with our role as lonlan, Benjamin and his family could
more easily fulfill their roles as hosts.^^
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Finding a structural niche as lonlan and being assigned a host were structural
factors which deeply influenced our relahonship to Benjamin, his family, and the other
villagers.
Liminalitv
In Chapters 5-7, we set out to try to establish the presence of liminality in the
growing relationship between us and the villagers ofTariya in general, and between
Benjamin and myself in particular. As we acknowledged at the outset, the presence of
liminality is often less obvious than the presence of stmcture. This is tme in part
because the social and behavioral sciences have been more accustomed to dealing with
stmctural features than liminal ones. But more than that, the very nature of liminality
causes it to be more elusive than stmcture. Whereas stmcture is fixed and regular,
liminality is transient, irregular, and anomalous. This makes its discovery a challenge.
To ferret out the presence of liminality, we investigated a number of episodes
using a frame of liminal characteristics developed by Tumer (Table 3, page 103).
Even though Tumer himselfacknowledged that this list of characteristics was far from
exhaustive (Tumer 1969:107), by limiting ourselves to the use of this list as a frame,
we set certain boundaries on our investigation, constraining ourselves to work within
the confines of the hst Tumer himself had suggested. This assured that our
investigation would remain tied to Tumer's conception of liminality.
The analysis in Chapters 5-7 covered eight episodes (one of them in several
parts) ranging from our first rught in Tariya to eight plus years later after we had
retumed home for our second furlough. This analysis discovered the presence ofthe
liminal characteristics displayed in Table 4. Several noteworthy things emerge from
these findings. First liminality appeared regularly throughout the episodes. Although
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Table 4
Liminal Characteristics Discovered in Chapters 5-7
Chapter Episode Liminal \
Characteristic \
Chapter 5 Episode 1 Transition
Total obedience
Humility
Episode 2 Absence of status
Equality
No distinctions of wealth
Simplicity
Episode 3 Pain and suffering
Absence of rank
No distinctions of wealth
Chapter 6 Episode 1 Absence of status
Episode 2a Transition
Absence of rank & status
Episode 2b Transition \
Absence of property j
Episode 2c Transition
Heteronomy |
Episode 2d Homogeneity
Sacredness
Silence
Heteronomy
Equality
Chapter 7 Episode 1 Transition
Pain and suffering
No kinship rights
Totality
Absence of status
Humility
Episode 2 Transition
Humility
Unselfishness
Simplicity
Pain and suffering
; Episode 3 Homogeneity
Equality
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not all of the episodes reflected the same amomits or kinds of liminality, a look at
Table 4 shows that hminahty was spread generously, if not uniformly, across all the
episodes. This would suggest that liminality as a dynamic demonstrated an ubiquitous
nature in the development of this relationship.
Second, the liminal characteristics discovered were not constrained to one
type. During hie course of the analysis virtually every one of the characteristics in the
frame appeared at one point or another. This is striking in that neither the episodes nor
the frame were chosen with this end in mind. More than half of the qualities appeared
more than once, with five of the qualihes appearing 3 ormore times. Transition is the
dominant characteristic, appearing 6 times. 1 suspect that this characteristic occurs so
frequentiy because of the crisis nature of the episodes we investigated. Most of the
episodes revolve around some form of a problem that demands attention. The events
in such episodes are moving towards some form ofproblem resolution. It is this
quality ofmovement towards a different set of conditions that make them transhional
in nature.
However, we should not infer too much about the frequencies with which any
one characteristic appeared as it is highly likely that the particular mix of quahties
would change as the corpus of episodes investigated changed. Nevertheless, it is
significant that such a wide range of characteristics appeared over such a limited
number of episodes. This not only reinforces the ubiquitous nature of liminality in this
story, but highlights its multi-faceted character.
Third, the liminal characteristics emerged at various stages in our sojoum. As
mentioned above, the episodes cover an eight-plus year period. The incidences of
liminality which we discovered were scattered about during the length of this eight
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year period. We began with a look at two events from our first stay in the village: an
errant stop at a village leader's house and a shared meal with our host family. In these
two events we found such hminal characterishcs as humility, absence of status,
simplicity, and equality. Later we would find these same characteristics appearing
again in Benjamin's letters from a much later period in our sojoum. Liminality was
not, therefore, constrained to the introductory period of our village sojourn. Rather,
the distribution of liminality in its various forms throughout the stages of our sojoum
highlights once again the ubiquitous and multi-faceted nature of the dynamic.
Fourth, the liminality occurred with respect to both Benjamin and me.
Whereas at the outset of our sojoum the liminality centered primarily in my
experience, by the time we reached Benjamin's letters, we found liminality in his
experience as well. Some of his experiences were particularly striking such as the loss
of kinship rights and the pain/suffering associated with his brother's attack. But we
also note that both he and I experienced many of the same things, such as the loss of
status and rank. It is worth underscoring once again that the particular mix of liminal
qualities would likely change if different episodes were investigated. Therefore we
must not infer too much from the appearance or absence of any one characteristic. Yet
it does appear sigmficant here that we discovered liminality at work in the experiences
ofboth individuals. This once again suggests the ubiquitous nature of liminality.
Summarv
After reviewing the findings from Chapters 4-7, 1 find good support for the
influence of stmctural factors in (1) our entry into village society, and subsequently
(2) the positive relationships we enjoyed with our host, his family, and the village as a
whole. The fact that the village social stmcture had a place where we would fit, that
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we were cared for by a willing and generous host, and that we were able to fulfill the
obligations ofour role as lonlan facilitated everything positive that we enjoyed in
Tariya. As for the bond between Benjamin and me, it appears reasonable to conclude
that the positive structural relationship of host-stranger {Ionian jatii-lonlan) which we
enjoyed provided an opportunity, if not the impetus, for a positive personal
relationship to develop.
It is also clear fi-om the findings that liminality had an ubiquitous and multi-
faceted presence during the development of the relationship. As we have seen, it
appeared in each of the series of episodes we investigated. It took many different
forms, and appeared in various stages of our eight year sojoum. We also saw that it
impacted both Benjamin and me.
Based upon the information we have gathered to this point, my tentative
conclusion would be that, as Tumer's model predicted, both stmctural and liminal
factors were present and active in the development of the bond we have investigated.
Stmctural fectors were clearly pivotal. On the other hand, while it is clear that
liminality was present and active, it is not yet altogether clear exactly how liminality
impacted the development of the relationship. For that reason, it would be helpful to
look briefly at how scholars have tended to understand the process of relationship
development.
Models ofRelationship Development
Humans develop interpersonal bonds for a multrtude of reasons and in a
variety ofways (R. Tumer 1970). This particular human behavior has attracted the
interest of scholars from a wide variety of disciplines.^^ Backman (1992:235f) traces
the development of scholarly research in this area through the following general
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Stages. During the 1930s and 1940s, research focused largely on the characterishcs of
a single individual in mate selection, marital success, or friendship development. In
the 1950s and 1960s, scholars became increasingly interested in the factors which
contributed to the attraction of two individuals and began to focus on dyadic analysis.
At the end of this period, scholars began to shift their focus once again, this hme
taking an interest in the processes involved in relationship development. Backman
(1992:237) notes that as scholars became more interested in processes, "theories in
this area . . . increasingly incorporated the idea of stages or levels of a relationship."
This approach remains a common approach today, and offers a helpful way to view
the development of interpersonal relationships.
To understand the contribution these type of models make, we will look briefly
at sketches of three representative models. Kurth (1970) writes firom a sociological
perspective, and presents a model that has been well received. Backman (1992) writes
from a sociological perspective within the field of social psychology. His model,
more recent than Kurth' s, offers a slightly different perspective on the stages of
relationship development. Altman and Taylor (1973) also take a social psychological
perspective in offering a model that has been widely accepted and used since its
publication.
Friends and Friendly Relations
Kurth' s model of friendship development begins by positing a fundamental
difference betweenfriendly relations andfriendships. A friendly relation grows out of
a role relationship such as co-workers in a large factory. Friendship, on the other
hand, is "an intimate interpersonal relationship involving each individual as a personal
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entity" (Kurth 1970: 136). A friendly relation could potentially develop into a
friendship, but most do not.
An intensity of involvement in fom- areas holds the key to moving from
friendly relation to friendship. First, friendship requires personal interaction. The
friendly relation has to take on a personal quality which clearly transcends role
behavior. Second, friendship requires intimacy. If friendship is to develop, one's
friendly relation must be increasingly included in one's circle of inhmates.
A third factor is obligation. Friendly relations are low cost-low reward
relationships. Friendship will evolve from such a foundation only when the parties are
open to a higher level ofmutual obligation. Fourth, friendship requires a sense of
uniqueness in which the other is desired for his or her own irreplaceabihty rather than
as a role player.
In summary, Kurth's model revolves around two ideas: (1) the difference
between friendly relations and firiends, and (2) the qualities which must be intensified
if the relationship is to move from a friendly relation towards a friendship.
Four Stages ofAtfraction
Backman's (1992) model represents a second perspective on the development
of close relationships. The model consists of a four-stage progression based on
atfraction. During Stage One individuals move from no contact to unilateral
awareness. Propinquity or proximity emerges as an important variable at this stage
since physical proximity encomages frequent observation and interaction. Stage Two
involves the processes of sampling and estimation. One makes the decision whether
to pursue a relationship during this stage. Numerous factors influence the decision,
but people are generally most atfracted to those most like themselves.
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Stage Three is characterized by the development of interdependence and role
negotiation. As relationships begin to develop, poshive interactions become an
important thrust propelling the relationship forward. As roles are worked out and the
relationship continues, commitment to the relationship deepens. Stage Four involves
the processes which maintain or dissolve the relationship. Changes in both the parties
involved and the situations through time alter the value of rewards and costs in a
relationship. If a relationship is to survive, renegotiation will be necessary.
In summary, Backman's model suggests that developing relationships pass
through certain stages as they become more personal and more mature. The model
suggests the importance of proximity, commonality, positive interactions, and
interdependence in maturing relationships. Figure 10 presents an illustration of
Backman's four-stage model, as well as Kurth'sfriendly relations-friends model.
Social Penetration
The Social Penetration model (Altman and Taylor 1973) has been one of the
most widely used models for understanding relationship development during the last
twenty-five years. The model focuses on three broad classes of phenomena: the
personal characteristics of the participants, the outcomes of exchange, and the
situational context.
The model is buih on two foundational hypotheses. The first hypothesis holds
that "interpersonal exchange gradually progresses from superficial, nonintimate areas
to more intimate, deeper levels" (Altman and Taylor 1973:6). This hypothesis
presupposes a view ofpersonality which assumes both depth and breadth dimensions.
Intimacy, the goal of interpersonal relationships, involves both dimensions. As
participants move towards greater intimacy they are involved not only at deeper levels
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of self-disclosure (depth) but also self-disclosure in a greater number of areas of their
personality (breadth).
The second foundational hypothesis of the model holds that "the advancement
ofthe relationship is heavily dependent on the amount and nature of the rewards and
costs" (Altman and Taylor 1973:6). Throughout the development of a relahonship,
individuals evaluate the potential costs and rewards involved and adjust their behavior
accordingly. Generally speaking, relationships move towards greater intimacy only
when participants perceive the rewards as outweighing the costs.
The model posits four stages of the social penetration process. Stage One is
orientation. During this stage of relationship development, interaction is cautious and
tentative, occurring only in the areas of one's personality which are open to the public.
Stage Two involves the friendly neighbor type of relationship. Individuals
limit interaction to specific areas. Commitment is limited, and interaction is friendly,
relaxed, and casual. In Stage Three, relationships begin to touch upon the important
areas of human life. At this stage, individuals begin to view their friends as
completely unique individuals. Many intimate areas of one's life are exposed. Stage
Four relationships are very rare. At this level, there is very rich interaction at the core
areas of the individuals' personalities.
The Social Penetration model offers a rich, comprehensive approach to the
understanding of relationship development which has proved useful for more than two
decades.^'* Like the other two models above, it views relationship development as a
more or less linear movement, gradually evolving from point A to point B.^^
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Summary
This brief survey has presented three models which utilize the notion of stages
to conceptualize the process of interpersonal relationship development. The three
models contain several common themes, including the importance of (1) positive
interactions, (2) greater personal involvement and (3) the development of
interdependence. The overall strength of these models lies in explaining relahonships
that evolve gradually and move towards greater intimacy in a more or less linear
fashion. Each of the models views relationship development as a more or less linear
movement from point A to point B, and focus on the factors necessary to facilitate this
movement.
Much of the development of the bond between Benjamin and myself could be
explained in terms of these models. For example, as the bond developed, one could
frace a growing intensity of personal involvement, intimacy, and mutual obligation
just as Kurth's model predicts (Figure 10, page 208). One could also note the
influence of proximity, positive interactions, and management of cost/reward factors
as Backman's model predicts (Figure 10). It is clear, therefore, that these models go a
long way towards explaining how the intercultural bond we've been investigating
developed. The only question remaining is whether they capture all the significant
factors.
A Breakthrough Model
As noted, the models above emphasize the gradual, linear development of
interpersonal relationships. Duck and Miell (1986:141), however, point out that "the
development of fiiendships is rather an uncertain, nonlinear (fluctuating), speculative
business rather than the automatic, linear, and straightforward process supposed by the
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literature." Bochner (1984:61 1) concurs, nohng that "development of an interpersonal
bond does not appear to be an orderly process." Some relahonships, for example,
develop a closeness almost ovemight because of some key event. Instead ofhaving
the gradualist or linear character suggested by the models above, these relationships
have what we might call a breakthrough character. Because of some key event, the
relationship is suddeidy propelled to a new level with new opportunities to grow and
develop.
Consider the experience ofClifford Geertz in Bali. In April 1958, Geertz and
his wife arrived in a small Balinese village where they hoped to do ethnographic
research. The five hundred people inhabiting the remote village had little irutial use
for or interest in the sfrange visitors. They saw Geertz and his wife as intmders and
freated them accordingly. Geertz (1973c:412) describes the daily reception they
received:
[T]he villagers deah vsdth us as Balinese seem always to deal vsdth
people not part of their life who yet press themselves upon them: as
though we were not there. For them ... we were nonpersons, specters,
invisible men. . . . [EJveryone ignored us in a way only a Balinese can
do. As we wandered around, uncertain, vsdstful, eager to please, people
seemed to look right through us wdth a gaze focused several yards
behind us on some more actual stone or free.
This was the state of affairs when Geertz and his wdfe attended a public, albeit
illegal, cockfight. For whatever reason, the villagers attending this event expected no
trouble from the Javanese police. They were wrong. Not long after the event had
begun and wdth all those in attendance thoroughly engrossed in it, a tmckload of
armed police suddenly arrived. The police quickly jumped out of the tmck and into
the middle of the ring while brandishing their weapons menacingly. The crowd of
villagers instantly fled, scurrying to hide anyplace they could find. Geertz and his
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wife spontaneously fled right along with the villagers. Following the man in front of
them, they ran dovm an alley and ducked into a family concession. After a brief stay
at the concession and an interrogation by an astonished policeman, Geertz and his wife
quietly made their way back to their residence.
The next moming, Geertz discovered, to his surprise, that their hectic flight
from the cockfight had dramahcally impacted their relationship with the Balinese
villagers.
The next moming the village was a completely different world for us.
Not only were we no longer invisible, we were suddenly the center of
all attention, the object of a great outpouring ofwarmth, interest, and
most especially, amusement. Everyone in the village knew we had fled
like everyone else. . . . [E]veryone was extremely pleased and even
more surprised that we had not simply "pulled out our papers" . . . and
asserted our Distinguished Visitor status, but had instead demonsfrated
our solidarity with what were now our covillagers. (What we had
actually demonsfrated was our cowardice, but there is fellowship in that
too.) Even the Brahmana priest, an old, grave, half-to-heaven type who
because of its associations with the underworld would never be
involved, even distantly, in a cockfight, and was difficult to approach
even to other Balinese, had us called into his courtyard to ask us about
what had happened, chuckling happily at the sheer extraordinariness of
haU. (Geertz 1973c:416)
Geertz' breakthrough experience does not fh neatly into the models above.
Their emphases do not adequately capture what transpired between Geertz and the
Balinese villagers as they fled from the police. Nor is Geertz' experience unique.
Many examples of similar breakthroughs can be found in publishedmaterial,
particularly in the cross-cultural experiences of anthropologists and missionaries.
Several other examples are included in Table 5.
What these experiences as a group suggest is that rather than a gradual
progression towards closeness, many intercultural relationships develop in spurts
generated by significant breakthrough events or behaviors. These breakthroughs often
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cluster around some sort of extraordinary behavior by the outsider, a behavior that is
unanticipated by the hosts, h represents something other than the stereotypical
behavior they expect from the stranger. In a sense, the behavior forces the hosts to
reevaluate the stranger in light ofdifferent standards.
But the significance of the behavior does not lie solely in its non-stereotypical
nature. The breakthrough moments charted in Table 5 involved behavior in activities
which were very important to the hosts. Ranging from Geertz' mad dash from the
cockfight to Powdermaker's participation in an important dance, these non-
stereotypical behaviors occurred in domains which were highly significant to the host
community. When Geertz and Powdermaker joined in these important events, their
non-stereotypical behaviors became the catalyst for a sudden change in their
relationship to the host community. They generated breakthroughs to new levels in
the host-stranger relationships.
The results ofnon-stereotypical behavior may sometimes be dramatic�a
literal ovemight change in the case ofGeertz and his wife�^while the results of other
breakthrough events may be much more subtle and protracted. Phil DeVita' s
experience with Acadian fishermen falls into this second category. DeVita (1992) had
made arrangements with the head of an island's fishermen's association to spend a
summer documenting the life ofAcadian lobster fishermen. But when he arrived to
begin his work, the head of the association informed DeVita that the fishermen had
decided that they did not want him on the island. They viewed him as an intmder and
did not want him around. Though disappointed, DeVita accepted their decision. But
before he left to retum home, he spent a day lobster fishing with the head of the
fishermen's association. When they had finished the day's fishing, DeVita took a few
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Table 5
Break-through Events in Intercultural Contexts
Individual Event Result
Geertz Fled with the locals
when the police raided
an illegal cock fight he
was observing
"it was the tuming point so far as our
relationship to the community was
concemed. . . . The whole village
opened up to us." (Geertz 1973c:416)
Powdermaker Danced in a traditional
dance with the women
ofthe village where she
was living
"From then on the quality ofmy
relationships with the women was
different. I had their confidence as I
had not before." (Powdermaker
1966:113)
Raybeck Surreptitiously taken to
a bar by two young
Muslim men from the
group he was trying to
study
"That evening perceptibly changed
my relationship with Yusof and Mat.
I now had two friends who had taken
me below the surface and who
counted on me to be circumspect
about the experience." (Raybeck
1992:13)
Gmelch Filled in on a softball
team for a group of
blue-collar fisherman he
was trying to study
"The ice breaker . . . was the softball
game. When they saw . . . that you
really knew how to play the game,
you became a regular guy. . . . You
were no longer just a weirdo
professor from back East who wore
tennis shoes and clean clothes and
had good posture." (Gmelch
1992:171)
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minutes to work on the engine of the fisherman's boat. It was a new engine, but the
disgruntled owner complained that it had never produced the 3,500 rpm which the
manual claimed it would.
DeVita did a minor tune-up on the engine, and when he and the fisherman took
it out for a trial run, it hit 3,900 rpm. Talk of DeVita leaving the island was
immediately forgotten, and for the rest of the summer as well as the next four
summers, DeVita lived with these fishermen and kept their boats mnning well. Over
the course ofhme, DeVita developed close relationships with these men, so close in
fact that he claims to have "leamed of all their illegal activities, even participating in
some" (DeVita 1992: 163).^^ The drastic tumaround in DeVita' s relationship to the
fishermen of the island grew out of one bit of extraordinary behavior on his part: doing
a tune-up on the engine of a fishing boat. As with Geertz and Powdermaker, DeVita' s
breakthrough was generated by his non-stereotypical behavior in a significant domain.
The fishermen had no idea that this anthropologist who wanted to come and nose
around in their lives and affahs would prove to be a mechanic who could keep their
boats running for them.
DeVita' s experience was not as dramatic as Geertz', nor did his relationship
vrith the host community completely change ovemight (although the order to leave the
island was certainly rescinded quickly enough). Nevertheless, fixing the fisherman's
boat engine proved to be a breakthrough in DeVita' s relationship to this group of
Acadian fishermen. This breakthrough did not result in immediately deeper
relationships, but it pushed his relationship to them to a new level and provided him
the opportunity to develop still closer relationships.
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Non-Stereotypical behavior has also been an important factor in the rich
relationships that some missionaries have discovered in their host communhies.
Shetler (1992), Shorter (1979), and Olson (1973) made the choice to live alone with
their hosts in very isolated, sometimes rugged places. This choice helped break down
barriers and contributed to the rich relationships they enjoyed in the communities
where they lived and ministered. Roseveare (1979) and Jones (1979) found that
involving themselves in manual labor contributed to close relationships in the
communities to which they ministered. These non-stereotypical choices of isolation
and manual labor provided an impetus or breakthrough opportimity that these
individuals then built upon to develop close interpersonal bonds within the
communhies in which they found themselves.
We see in all these examples that non-stereotypical behavior creates a potential
for change in the relationship between host and stranger. At the outset, such
relationships are govemed by presuppositions, for as Gudykunst (1991:3) has noted,
initially "our interactions with [strangers] must be based in our expectations regarding
how people in the category in which we place them will behave." Bochner (1982:35)
elaborates on this thought, noting that
When two people interact they do not merely respond to each other as
individuals but as members of their respective groups. The actors
behave according to the norms of the group they belong to, and they
ascribe to the target person qualities that are supposed to be
characteristic of the person's group. In cross-cultural interactions the
respective group affdiations are usually highly visible due to
differences in racial characteristics, skin colour [sic], linguistic forms,
customs and religious practices.
As long as a stranger exhibits the behavior the hosts expect, hosts may
comfortably treat the stranger in a way congment with their presuppositions about the
group to which the stranger belongs. When, however, the stranger exhibits something
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Other than the expected, typical behavior, hosts can be challenged to reformulate their
assessment of the stranger. When the stranger's non-stereotypical behavior occurs in a
domain that is particularly significant to the host community, an even greater potential
exists for reassessment. A dynamic reassessment of this nature can mean a widening
ofthe host community's worldview to embrace something about the stranger, his
behavior, or his behefs that the community had heretofore found no room for in their
worldview. We can think of the stranger's behavior in such cases as a worldview
wedge, something that opens the host community to a radical reassessment of their
prior suppositions.
The interesting thing about this notion of non-stereotypical behavior,
reassessment, and breakthrough is its affinity with Tumer's notion of liminality. For
example, Geertz' cockfight experience corresponds well to the basic model ofvan
Geimep (1960) for transitional experiences we looked at earlier in Figure 4 (page 40).
Figure 1 1 charts Geertz' experience alongside this earlier model. We can view
Geertz' absurd, non-stereotypical flight from the Javanese police as a liminal stage
between an old state (non-entity) and a new state (co-villager). Absurdity or
foolishness is, in fact, one of the linunal qualities mentioned by Tumer (Table 3, page
103). In Geertz' experience, we see a vivid example that non-stereotypical behavior in
significant domains can have a liminal quality which contributes to a new social
relationship.
Admittedly this is not quite so easily seen in cases where the effects are more
subtle and protracted. Yet I would argue that even in a case like that ofDeVita, the
non-stereotypical behavior possessed a liminal quality. His ability to make a
contribution in a domain of great significance to the Acadian fishermen moved him
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Figure 11
Geertz' Breakthrough Experience
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out ofthe negative category "intruder, snoop" and into a more positive hght. This
transition was only the first step towards richer relationships between DeVita and the
fishermen, but it was a significant first step.
At first glance, the experiences ofGeertz and DeVita seem somehow different.
Yet they are actually quite similar in nature. In each case, the men moved from a
negative state of relationship to the host community to a more positive one through a
simple act in an important domain. This did not mean that either Geertz or DeVita had
achieved deep, interpersonal bonds with their hosts. But in each case, after a
sigiuficant event, the host community viewed them differently and gave them new
opportunities to develop closer relationships.
Based upon the insights gleaned from the experiences ofGeertz, DeVita, and
others, we could construct a model that highlights breakthroughs, both dramatic and
subtle, without abandoning the normative notion of linear movement. We could posit
that a significant breakthrough like these two men experienced (or any breakthrough
for that matter) pierces through stereotypical assumptions and drives a relationship to
a new level ofopportunity. That is, breakthrough events propel a relationship into a
fi-esh environment where new opportunities exist to pursue an interpersonal bond. A
breakthrough does not produce the bond as much as it provides new circumstances
under which the bondmay develop. This view does not negate the normative models
above; rather it incorporates the notion ofbreakthroughs into these models.
Breakthroughs act as catalysts to push a relationship along, and may, in some
situations, provide the dynamic which drives a relationship from one stage of the
normative models to the next. Relationships continue to grow after a breakthrough
either (1) in a slowly-evolving, linear fashion as the normative models suggest, (2) in a
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series of spurts generated by further breakthroughs, or more likely (3) a combination
ofthe two. By looking at relationship development in this way, we incorporate both
the slowly-evolving, linear movement of the normative models with the dynamic of
non-stereotypical behavior and the breakthroughs it often generates.
This brings us to consider the case ofmy wife and me in Tariya. Our growing
relationship to Benjamin and other villagers can be seen as the product, at least in part,
of a number ofnon-stereotypical behaviors. These behaviors fall into two broad
groups, lifestyle issues and issues of suffering/pain.
Lifestyle issues include, among other things, the fact that we lived in the
village and leamed the local language. These lifestyle behaviors could be summarized
under the mbric of involvement. Involvement in local social life was terribly
important to the villagers ofTariya because of the high value they placed on
community. Involvement was not, however, a behavior the villagers expected to see
in tubabu, for, after all, the villagers' stereotype for tubabu was the colonial European.
By living in the village and leaming the local language, our involvement contrasted
with this stereotype at a number of points.
Many ofTumer's liminal qualihes (Table 3, page 103) naturally accompanied
our involvement in village life. These included equality, absence of status and rank,
humility, foolishness, and simplicity. In like maimer, Benjamin's effort at hosting
tubabu in a rural village made him a candidate for Ihninal experiences. In his case, we
saw examples of liminality such as loss ofproperty and kinship rights, absence of
status and rank, humility, unselfishness, and equality.
The second group ofnon-stereotypical behaviors could be brought together
under the mbric of suffering. Suffering touches on the very important domain of hard
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work and pain which I mentioned previously (Chapter 5). Tariya villagers understand
life as hard and demanding, full of deprivation and pain, and place a high value on
both hard physical work and bearing up under the suffering that their village life
invariably dishes out to them. At the same hme, they view tubabu in general as
insulated from and immune to these deprivations and labors because of their wealth,
education, technology, and medicine. My wife and I were, in fact, in a position to
avoid many trials the villagers faced, but we chose not to do so. This decision
provided us opportunities to break through the stereotype the villagers had of tubabu.
We saw one very small example of a breakthrough in this stereotype in the way local
folks reacted to the blisters I had gotten from working along side my friend Daniel
(Chapter 5).
Our "suffering" took many forms including physical duress, illness, and
several miscarriages. But the most important thing about our "suffering" was that the
villagers perceived it as suffering, and understood that we had accepted this fate in
order to share in their life.^' This helped us break through the tubabu stereotype. As
Turner (1969:202) notes, some stereotypes, especially when they involve major
stmctural groupings (such as tubabu) are very hard to break through apart from a
radical departme from the norm. Suffering seems to have provided the radical
departure we needed.
The two broad groups of involvement and suffering converge on one
sigiuficant principle: the importance ofpeople. When we think about involvement,
the importance of people can be seen easily. Before we can see this principle in the
area of suffering, however, we must understand how suffering, weakness, and mutual
dependence are interrelated. Suffering and weakness share an inherent link in that
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weakness implies need and insufficiency, just the qualities that, if not alleviated, lead
to suffering. Strength on the other hand implies sufficiency. Strength and sufficiency
have their merits, yet at the same time, they can reduce one's need for others. While
from a Westem perspective self-sufficiency may seem a virtue, it is certainly not
viewed that way by Tariya villagers. They firmly believe that real strength lies in
numbers (i.e. conununity) not self-sufficiency. It is healthy, therefore, to be
interdependent. Self-sufficiency, along with its associate behaviors of not needing
others' help and not offering help, is viewed in a strongly negative light.^^ The danger
of self-sufficiency lies in the lack of need for others and the temptation to ignore their
needs.
Consider, in this regard, the words of an informant from the Tariya area: "If
you do not help people, people will say that you don't have any need for people. And
ifyou don't need people, people aren't going to have any use for you" (IT 1993).^^ A
proverb from the Jula people in Cote d'lvoire, people who are closely related to the
Maninka ofTariya, expresses the same thought: "If you raise your hand (to show) that
you don't need anyone, raise your other hand (to show) that no one needs you" (Tera
et al. 1992:50).^� The self-sufficient strength and independence of the stereotypical
tubabu, therefore, is not viewed in a positive light by the villagers of Tariya. Rather it
is diametrically opposed to the local value placed on community and interdependence.
Involvement and suffering, then, helped us overcome the stereotype of tubabu
in two important domains. Involvement helped us counter the typical view of the
tubabu as aloof, uninvolved, and uncaring. Suffering and its accompanying weakness
helped us counter the typical view that tubabu were insulated and self-sufficient.
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Breaking through in the areas of involvement and suffering helped us live in a way
that emphasized the central importance of people.
The key ingredient in both the area of involvement and the area of suffering
was vulnerability on our part. We didn't fully realize the importance of this attitude at
the beginning of our sojoum, but in retrospect it seems clear that it played a profound
role in the opporturuty we had to relate to the villagers. The choices we made to hve
simply and openly in the village made us vulnerable to both positive and negative
forces. Our vulnerability yielded positive results, for example, in the freedom the
villagers had to draw near us and make us a part of their lives. Because we were open
to them, lived with them, and demonstrated a willingness to share their daily life, they
felt free to approach us, include us, and teach us. But making ourselves vulnerable
created some difficult challenges as well. Because we lived openly in the village,
everyone had access to us, and not all the folks who had this access were people of
integrity. The case ofthe swindling teenager related above is a case in point.
Vulnerability for us in the village context meant living without the privacy,
self-determination, comfort, and security to which we were accustomed. Though we
never felt we were in any physical danger, there were severe challenges nonetheless.
And yet it was this attitude of vulnerability, expressed as accessibility and opermess,
which made it possible for us and the villagers to come together and begin to develop
meaningful relationships.
Our non-stereotypical behavior in the realms of involvement and suffering was
part of a continuous lifestyle rooted in the overall attitude ofvulnerability. Our
experience in the village was not, perhaps, as dramatic as the experiences ofGeertz,
DeVita, and others, but this does not imply that our non-stereotypical behaviors lacked
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the same dynamic potential as theirs. On the contrary, the fact that (1) Benjamin
himself alludes to the significance of our involvement and suffering in his letters
(Chapter 7) and (2) we have evidence of a stream of liminality throughout our village
sojoum would seem to indicate that these non-stereotypical behaviors did possess this
dynamic quality. I suggest that these behaviors were continuously generating liminal
characteristics and providing significant opportunities for breakthrough growth in our
relationships to the villagers of Tariya. And while it is not possible to chart the growth
ofour relationship to Benjamin and others around one key, breakthrough event, it is
possible to conceptualize the development of these relationships as a mixture of (1)
subtle breakthroughs and (2) linear growth. The breakthroughs occurred in the liminal
conditions generated by non-stereotypical behavior. Thus we could view events such
as moving in with a village family, sharing a meal of to that first night, working in the
fields, suffering illness and miscarriage, being shamed by the deceitful teenager,
making foolish language leaming blunders, and others as subtle breakthroughs where
the tubabu were reevaluated and given new opportunities by the villagers, Benjamin
included.
Conclusion
While much about our relationships with the Tariya villagers could be
understood in terms ofthe normative models ofKurth, Backman, and Altman and
Taylor, these models do not appear to capture all the significant factors involved in the
development of these relationships. Certainly many of the emphases stressed in these
models played a role, emphases such as proximity, positive interactions,
interdependence, mutual obligation, and intimacy. Yet we do not do justice to all the
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evidence ifwe explain the development of these relationships solely in terms of these
models.
While the evidence is not conclusive, it appears that Tumer's model of human
sociahty has considerable explanatory power in this case. Tumer's model emphasizes
that both stmcture and liminality contribute to the development of social relationships.
We have seen that stmctural factors facilitated my wife's and my entrance into the
social life ofTariya and laid the foundation for positive relationships with both
individuals and the village as a whole. We have also discovered a wealth of liminal
characteristics spread throughout the development of the bond between Benjamin and
me.
Introduction of the theme ofnon-stereotypical behavior helps make sense of
the liminality we discovered. This theme contributes to a credible interpretation of the
data
by focusing on how our involvement (i.e. living in the village, leaming language, etc.)
and "suffering" represented non-stereotypical behaviors that contributed to the
development of liminality, reassessment, and breakthroughs. Because these factors
were continuous in nature, particular instances ofbreakthroughs of the magiutude of
Geertz' dash from the police carmot be located. Rather than breakthroughs of this
order, the continuous nature of these factors generated wide-ranging liminal conditions
which resulted in many smaller, more subtle breakthroughs. These breakthroughs
provided new opportunities for relationships to grow and develop.
Thus I find support for Tumer's model in this case. Both stmcture and
liminality were present and active in the development of this bond. Structure clearly
provided the backdrop for the relationship, while liminality in conjunction vsdth non-
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Stereotypical behavior, provided a powerful dynamic for reassessment and change.
Finding support for Tumer's liminal perspective does not preclude factors emphasized
by the more normahve models we looked at above. Certainly the factors they
emphasize were also significant. But Tumer's model and its emphasis on liminality
helps us grasp the significance of an ingredient which the more normative models
cannot quite handle.
CHAPTER 9
Intercultural Bonding and Missionary-Host Relationships
This study has sought to explore the usefulness of Victor Tumer's model of
human sociality in the area ofmissionary-host relationships. We began the study by
taking a look at the biblical foundations for relahonship development in mission, and
moved from there to look at contributions made in this area from a number of
missiologists. At this point I infroduced the work of van Gennep and Tumer with the
idea that their theoretical contributions might offer fresh insight into the challenges
involved in missionary-host relations.
After introducing the work of van Gennep and Tumer, I set out to develop a
methodology with which I could test the usefulness ofTumer's model of human
sociality with its emphasis on both stmcture and liminality. Once the methodology
had been developed, I put it to use in an investigation of a particular case of
missionary-host bonding, that ofmyself and my host in the village of Tariya.
In this chapter, I want to review some of these key facets ofthe study, reaffirm
the conclusions reached, and suggest some applications which might help other
missionaries develop better relationships in theh host commuiuties.
Biblical Mandate for Relationship Development
An interpersonal relationship lies at the center ofour Christian faith. God's
desire to establish a reconciled relationship with human beings led him to send the
Lord Jesus into the world (John 3:16). He came as the Lamb ofGod who would take
away the sin of the world (John 1 :35), and his atoning death made it possible for us to
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have a personal relationship with the Father. Through faith in Christ, we become
God's children (Galatians 3:26; 1 John 3:1). The kingdom ofGod, therefore, is a
relational matter. We enter it by a faith relationship to Jesus Christ, and live in it as
children of the Father. The extension of the kingdom through mission also becomes a
relational matter. Mission involves more than the commmiication of information, it
involves life touching life (1 John l:lf).
The ethic ofGod's kingdom involves both love for God and love for neighbor
(Matthew 22:37-39). The commission to love one's neighbor pushes the disciple of
Christ towards interpersonal relationships with others. As disciples, we are to follow
the example of Jesus who maintained a deep involvement with the people of his day.
He shared his life freely with a wide assortment of individuals, even moving beyond
the boundaries of the acceptable social behavior of his day when he befriended tax-
collectors and sinners. Jesus loved men and women, shared his life with them, and
gave his life for them.
Bamabas and Paul marufested a similar attitude in theirministry among the
Gentiles. As Jews, these men had tremendous religious and social prejudice against
the Gentile community. The easier course would have been to find places of service
among their own people. Instead, Bamabas and Paul chose to invest their lives in the
non-Jewish world where they became powerful witnesses and ministers. The kingdom
ofGod compelled them to leam to love those who would have at one time been utterly
repugnant to them.
This material only scratches the surface of the rich biblical foundation for the
centrality of relationships. Yet it serves to highlight missionary-host relationships as a
key component in the extension ofthe kingdom ofGod through mission.
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Missiological Approaches to Missionary-Host Relationships
Missiologists have rightly understood the importance ofmissionary-host
relationships and have written a great deal about how good relationships might be
encouraged in the cross-cultural context. Several prominent ideas have emerged from
the literature. First, identification has been highlighted as an important factor in both
relating to a host commuruty and ministering among them. Identification involves
entry into the lives, circumstances, even the values of a host community in order that
we might effectively minister the tmth among them. Role-adoption, a second
contribution from missiologists, is closely related to identification. Role-adoption
sfresses identification vsdth an appropriate role in the host community. Such
idenfification facilitates the sfranger's transition into the local community, helps the
host community relate more easily to the newcomer, and facilitates communication
between host and sfranger.
Hiebert's (1985) bicultural community represents a third approach to
missionary-host relationships. This approach recognizes that interpersonal
relationships are the bridge between missionary culture and host culture, but suggests
that these relationships develop neither entirely in the missionary's culture nor the
host's culture. Rather they develop in a third-culture, a culture which lies somewhere
between the missionary's culture and the host's culture. In this culture, missionaries
and hosts can relate to one another more freely as they together work out the
parameters of the new culture.
The incamational model is a fourth major contribution by missiologists. This
model sfresses the Incamation of Jesus (Philippians 2) as the model for a missionary's
involvement in a host culture. As he left his heavenly home, humbled himself, and
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came to live fully among the Jews ofPalestine as a servant, so we leave our home, go
in humility, and invest our lives in our host community. Bonding represents a
particular form of incamahonal ministry advocated by Brewster and Brewster (1981).
The Brewsters suggest that new missionaries are much like new-bom infants who are
ripe to bond with their mother in the first hours after birth. For this reason, the
Brewsters urge new missionaries to proceed immediately to their host community and
to plunge in as leamers. In this way, they suggest, missionaries can develop close
relationships with their hosts, leam language and culture, and become belongers in
their new home.
Each of these missiological contributions has helped me better understand the
factors involved in missionary-host relationships. Yet both individually and
collectively they have seemed incomplete to me. I felt a need to know more about
how positive relationships may develop between missionary and host. For this reason,
the work ofVictor Tumer piqued my interest.
Tumer's Model ofHuman Sociality
During his fieldwork in Africa, Tumer became a student ofAfrican ritual. The
subject fascinated him, particularly with its dynamic potential to mediate social
problems, change social states, and reorganize social relationships. For an explanation
of ritual's generative power, Tumer fell back on the work ofvan Germep who had
emphasized the three-stage process through which rites of passage moved: separation,
liminality, and reincorporation. In the concept of liminality, Tumer found the
foundation of ritual's power to change lives and circumstances.
Tumer's fieldwork and reflection led him to the conclusion that human social
life consisted ofmore than social organization or social stmcture. He concluded that
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human social relationships consisted of a dynamic process involving the interplay of
two distinct modalities: stmcture and communitas. Structure referred to the society's
arrangements of individuals in relation to one another. These arrangements carried
with them particular expectations of behavior in regards to one another. Dyads such
as boss-worker or professor-student reflect these kinds of structural relahonships.
Tumer used the term communitas to refer to a second modality of human
relahonships. In this modality, humans confronted one another on the basis of their
common humanity rather than role expectations. Whereas differentiation represented
the key feature of structural relationships, commonality represented the key feature of
communitas. As Tumer (1974:45) noted, communitas is "a bond uniting ... people
over and above any formal social bonds."
Both stmcture and communitas are necessary for an adequate understanding of
human sociality. While stmcture emphasizes the roles, specialization, and
organization that enables society to provide for its members, communitas emphasizes
the rich, boundless quality of human commonality. According to Tumer's model,
both of these dimensions play active roles in human social relationships. They
represent two complementary and synergistic modalities.
Liminality is a key feature ofTumer's model in that it represents the breeding
ground for commuiutas. Liminality is the middle phase of the transition between two
states. In this phase, few or none of the attributes associated with the past or coming
states are present. The liminal period confuses normal stmctural pattems, creating a
situation that is "betwixt and between" (Tumer 1967:93)�no longer the old, but not
yet the new. It is under these kinds of conditions that Tumer expects to find the
emergence ofnew creativity and new relationships based in communitas.
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Turner's model of human sociality suggests that missionary-host relationships
might be better understood in terms of both stmcture and communitas. This model
would differentiate between missionaries' stmctural relationship to their host societies
and the communitas the missionaries have shared with their hosts.
Methodology of the Study
The approach of this study rested on qualitative case study methodology. The
fact that qualitative research allows for a focus on processes and meanings made it the
logical approach for my research focus. Since case study methodology promotes the
intensive examination of a bounded social phenomenon, this methodology meshed
well with the purposes of this study. This approach to research offers a particularly
robust means for the investigation of questions dealing with the "how" and "why" of
social processes. The approach does have potential weaknesses, but these problems
are not unique to this methodology and can be overcome with diligence. The inherent
strengths of the qualitative case study methodology for in-depth analysis outweigh its
potential weaknesses.
The design of this particular case study drew from three types of case studies
used by social scientists: (1) life history, (2) experiential analysis, and (3) micro-
ethnography. From the life history approach, this study embraced the focus on an
individual's life experience and its analysis as a means of understanding social and
cultural processes. From the experiential analysis approach to case study, this study
adopted the emphasis on the researcher's personal involvement and reflection during
the research process. From the model ofmicro-ethnography, this study appropriated
an episodic approach to the presentation and analysis of data.
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Data for this case study was drawn from two primary sources: ( 1 ) participant
observation and (2) documents. The material on social stmcture in Chapter 4 as well
as the background material for the episodes in Chapters 5-7 was gathered through my
years ofparticipant observation in the village of Tariya. One particulariy fruitful
means ofparticipant observation was our unstructured approach to language leaming.
By relying on our village friends (1) to teach us in a monohngual environment, and (2)
to determine our language leaming agenda, we were constantly exposed to local social
and cultural realities.
The ethnographic material was analyzed by the use of several different models
in Chapter 4. This approach allowed evidence to be organized and presented around
sociocultural pattems. In Chapters 5-7, ethnographic material was used to explain not
only the sociocultural background of certain references, but their significance as well.
Documents provided a second source of data for the study. The two most
useful of these sources were (1) the transcript of an oral account of our first term in
Guinea which my wife and I made soon after that term was complete, and (2) a series
of cassette letters sent by my host Benjamin. The episodes investigated in Chapters 5-
7 came from these two sources.
The episodes in these chapters were analyzed by means of content analysis.
The analysis sought to both explicate the episode and draw out any indication of
liminality. To accomplish the latter, I used a frame of liminal characteristics
developed by Tumer. By using this frame as the lens through which I viewed these
episodes, I was able to accomphsh two goals. First, use of the frame enabled me to
probe the episodes for the signs of liminality suggested by the frame. Second, use of
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the frame in this way introduced a degree of control to the analysis by providing
parameters for my investigation.
Results of the Analvsis
The analysis of ethnographic data in Chapter 4 suggests that stmctural features
played a dynamic part in the relationship my wife and I enjoyed with the villagers of
Tariya. The fact that the village leaders welcomed us into the village as tradihonal
lonlan and assigned us a designated host (lonlan jatii) contributed greatly to our
acceptance by villagers in Tariya. We leamed how to fulfdl the role of lonlan by (1)
trial and error and (2) the example of other lonlan we knew. The fact that we were
able to fulfill this role further enhanced our relationships with the villagers.
The analysis in Chapters 5-7 produced evidence which suggested that
liminality also played a role in the developing bonds between Benjamin and myself
Evidence of liminality was found scattered through all of the episodes. It appeared as
a number of different characteristics across the duration of our sojoum. It also
appeared in relahon to both Benjamin and me. These findings suggest the ubiquitous
and multi-faceted presence of the liminal dynamic throughout the development of this
relationship.
Models ofRelationship Development
While it seemed clear that both stmctural and liminal dynamics had
contributed to our relationships in Tariya, it was not altogether clear how the liminal
dynamic had contributed. For that reason, I introduced several models of relationship
development from the social and behavioral sciences for comparison. These models
demonstrated one normative approach to the conceptualization of relationship
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development. We saw from them that one way scholars have viewed the development
of interpersonal relahonships is as a series ofwell-defined stages. The emphasis of the
models lay upon the factors necessary to move from one stage to the next. The models
tend to conceptualize relationships as developing slowly in a more or less linear
fashion.
In addition to these models, we also looked at several examples of intercuhural
bonding from published material. In the examples ofGeertz, DeVita and others, we
saw the potential impact ofa stranger's non-stereotypical behavior. This behavior had
a profound effect on hosts, especially when the behavior occurred in a domain of
particular significance to the host commuruty. Both Geertz and DeVita experienced a
breakthrough into a new level of relationship with their hosts because of one simple
event.
Not oidy did the examples ofGeertz, DeVita and others paint a somewhat
different picture of relationship development than the normative models, they also
bore a striking similarity to Tumer's emphasis on liminality. In the same way that
liminality created the potential for reassessment and change, non-stereotypical
behavior in key domains generated a reassessment of the sfranger by the hosts.
Geertz' experience, for example, closely paralleled the three-stage progression of
separation, liminality, reincorporation which we saw in the work ofvan Gennep and
Tumer.
From the examples ofGeertz, DeVita, and others, it became clear that non-
stereotypical behavior, particularly in significant domains, was a type of liminality
which possessed creative possibilities. This type behavior called for reassessment of
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the stranger by the hosts and resulted in opportunities for relationships at different
levels.
Insight into the liminal nature of non-stereotypical behavior helped me draw a
positive correlation between the presence of liminal characteristics and the
development of the relationship between my host and me. After reflecting on the
evidence I came to the conclusion that our non-stereotypical behavior in significant
domains during our time in Tariya generated liminal conditions which aided the
development of close relationships between ourselves and the villagers. I thus found
support for Tumer's model in this case since it appeared that both stmcture and
liminality were key ingredients in the intercultural bonds we formed.
Insights Gleaned from the Study
A number of important insights emerge from the study above. Some of the
insights pertain to the general area of cross-cultural adaptation. Other insights relate
more specifically to Tumer's model of human sociality. These insights are presented
below.
1. The villagers' general openness to strangers played a prominent role in both
our entry into the village and the subsequent intercultural bonds which
developed between them and us. Their cultural predisposition to accept
strangers enabled them to embrace even white foreigners.
2. Finding a stmctural role {Ionian) we could properly fill in the local society
legitimized our presence in the village. Leaming to fulfill the expectations of
that role helped us eam the villagers' tmst.
3. Our host, Benjamin, and his family provided the bridge between us and the
villagers. His protection and guidance helped draw us into the life if the
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village, while his advocacy for us helped draw many of the villagers towards
us.
4. Liminality had an ubiquitous and muhi-faceted presence throughout the
development of the bonds between us and the villagers.
5. My wife and I experienced liminality in our village sojoum not because we
sought liminal experiences but because we sought to involve ourselves as fully
as possible in the life of the village.
6. Positive non-stereotypical behavior on the part of a stranger often generates
a liminal experience for the host commuruty. When the stranger's unexpected
behavior occurs in a significant cultural domain, the liminality is even more
powerful.
7. The liminal experience generated by a stranger's non-stereotypical behavior
drives the host community to reassess their prior evaluation ofthe stranger. A
positive reassessment leads to a breakthrough in the relationship between
strangers and hosts.
8. Breakthrough events propel a relahonship into a fresh environment where
new opportunities exist to pursue an interpersonal bond. A breakthrough does
not in hself produce the bond. Rather it generates new circumstances under
which the bond may develop.
9. Some unexpected behaviors generate deep-level reassessment of the stranger
and an enlargement ofthe host community's worldview. We could think of
such an incident as a worldview wedge�something which pushes the host
community towards the acceptance ofa new point ofview in a significant
domain.
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10. Lifestyle choices we made allowed us to break through the villagers'
stereotype ofwhite foreigners, and made it possible for us to identify with
them in the important domain of community. These lifestyle choices included
living simply and openly in the village, leaming the villagers' language, and
honoring local values. Involvement at this level helped us counter our hosts'
stereotype ofwhite foreigners as aloof, uninvolved, and uncaring.
11. Accepting the experience of "pain and suffering" provided the radical
departure from the norm that we needed to break through the villager's
stereotype ofwhite foreigners as insulated and self-sufficient.
12. The key element in both our experience of involvement and our experience
ofpain and suffering was vulnerability. Our vulnerability made us accessible
to the host conununity.
The Brewsters' Model Revisited
As we have seen in the study above, Tumer's model of human sociality
demonstrates considerable explanatory power in the realm of intercultural bonding.
One contribution this model makes to missiology is to help us gain greater insight into
the notion ofbonding suggested by Brewster and Brewster (1981). As we saw earlier,
the Brewsters rely on an analogy with a new-bom and its mother to suggest that
missionary-host bonding occurs most naturally during the first few weeks of
missionaries' sojourns. The Brewsters suggest that if this window ofprime
opportunity is missed, bonding may never occur. For this reason, they contend that
missionaries should spend the first weeks after their arrival on the field immersed in
the host commuruty with little or no contact with other expatriate missionaries.
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Turner's understanding of liminality provides the theory to help us understand
why the Brewsters' model has worked so well for some individuals. When
missionaries immerse themselves immediately in the host society as the Brewsters
recommend, liminal conditions proliferate. This abundance of liminality, in tum,
contributes in a dynamic fashion to the process of interpersonal bonding between
missionaries and hosts. Thanks to Tumer's model we see, however, that the liminal
conditions are the key ingredient in this process of interpersonal bonding, not the
timing of the missionary's immersion in the host society. The liminal conditions
generated by a missionary's immediate immersion in the host society make the
Brewsters' model effective.
As they suggest, therefore, an immediate immersion can lead to a powerful
bonding experience between missionaries and hosts. Our experience, however,
demonstrates that, in certain cases at least, a delayed immersion can accomplish the
same end. Tumer's model helps us understand that whether the immersion is
immediate or delayed, liminality is the driving force behind the bonding experience.
This would strongly suggest that bonding can take place at any point during a
missionary's sojoum as long as liminal conditions are present.
This insight can be liberating for three groups ofmissionaries: (1) for veteran
missionaries who have already missed the window of opportunity suggested by the
Brewsters but now desire to build closer relationships in their host community; (2) for
veteran missionaries whose first effort to follow the Brewsters' model did not meet
with success; and (3) for new missionaries who, for whatever reason, don't have the
opportunity or the wherewithal to consider immediate iirunersion in the host culture.
For people in each of these groups, Tumer's model gives hope that a delayed
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immersion in the host community can be just as powerful and lead to the same end as
an immediate immersion. But how does one go about a delayed immersion? In order
to answer that question, we need to constmct a new model for intercultural bonding, a
model which reflects the insights gleaned from Tumer's theory. Based on that model,
we will then be able to outline a strategy for a delayed immersion for missionaries
who desire to deepen their bonds with their host society but who cannot pursue the
Brewsters' model.
A NewModel
A new model of intercultiu-al bonding needs to incorporate several elements we
have encountered in this study. The most important element is liminality, but this
notion of liminality must be placed in some kind ofmeaningful context. We
encountered just such a context when we looked at the stage models above.
Interpersonal relationships, whether intercultural or monocultural, progress through
certain stages. They move from an introductory stage through various other stages
until they develop into a mature relationship. This idea of stage development will
form the backdrop of a new model. Into this framework, we will incorporate the idea
of a liminal dynamic that can generate the kind of radical shift in relationships that we
witnessed in the case ofGeertz above. This new model is presented in Figure 12.
The Elements of the Model
The various elements of the model are discussed below. These include the
axes, the four stages, and the symbols used to illustrate the growth of a relahonship.
The axes. The model is built on two axes which represent key elements of
relationship development: time and involvement^positive interactions. Since it is
Figure 12
A New Stage and Breakthrough Model ofRelationship Development
to
4i.
axiomatic in the study of relationship development that relationships develop over
time, hme becomes the horizontal axis of the model.
The vertical axis, involvement/posihve interactions, incorporates two ideas.
Involvement represents one ofthe key factors in Kurth's model (Figure 10, page 208).
In that model, she understands involvement as one of the primary forces moving a
casual relationship towards real friendship. Involvement in this model implies an
engaged involvement that presupposes participation in significant domains in the host
society. As we've seen above, such participation, when it is not anficipated by the
host society, can generate liminality and produce a breakthrough experience.
The positive interactions portion of this axis represents one of the key elements
ofBackman's model (Figure 10, page 208). As used here it incorporates two
elements. First there is positive interaction on the interpersonal level. Positive
interactions between individuals promote growth in a relationship. Backman used the
term in this way. As used here, though, the term also encompasses the important
element of host community receptivity. As Gudykunst (1983) and Thomson (1993d)
suggest, the degree of receptivity demonstrated by the hosts affects sojoumers' cross-
cultural adaptation as well as their relationships in the host community. When hosts
are positively predisposed to strangers, strangers are more likely to build poshive
relationships in the commuruty and become, to use the Brewsters' term, belongers.
The stages of the model. Like Backman's model above (Figure 10, page 208),
our model incorporates four stages of the development of a relationship. The stages
are arranged in a way to indicate that passage through them is more a function of
involvement and positive interactions than of time. That is to say that a certain level
of involvement and positive interaction must be reached before the relationship passes
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from the first stage to the second. That level might be reached in one week, one
month or one year and still fit the model. The illustrative relationship charted on the
model shows rapid progress through the first stage, with a much longer period of time
spent in the second stage. This of course might not be tme in every case, but it is
presented here to illustrate that the model allows for different amounts of time to be
spent at various stages of the relationship.
Stage One of the model is the introduction stage where initial interactions
begin between sfrangers and hosts. For many strangers, this will be the period when
language leaming begins. Hosts and strangers will probably be reacting to one
another on the basis of stereotypes at this point. Both Geertz and DeVita saw
breakthroughs in their relationships to hosts when they broke with stereotypical
behavior during this introductory stage. This stage closes with interactions between
hosts and strangers occurring more frequentiy.
Stage Two could be considered the discovery stage. Here interactions have
reached the place where some commonality is discovered. This implies that real
communication is developing between individuals. Commonality may take the form
of a common interest around which a relationship might be based (e.g. agriculture), or
it could take the form of a budding affection between individuals apart from any
obvious common interest. My relationship with Benjamin appears to have been the
latter type. Strangers can often help foster the beginning of such affection by
demonstrating genuine respect for and interest in hosts and their way of life. This
stage of relationship development closes with a growing sense of closeness between
hosts and strangers.
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Stage Three of the model is characterized by the growing interdependence
between hosts and strangers. This interdependence emerges from the continuing
positive interachon between individuals and a growing sense ofmutual obligation one
to another. Strangers and hosts have an increasing concem for and commitment to the
welfare ofthe other. This stage closes with the individuals possessing a sense of the
unique place the other has assumed in their lives.
Stage Four is characterized by the continued growth and maintenance of the
relationship. Relahonships may be maintained at this stage indefinitely. Some
relationships decline from here, however, and some dissolve altogether.
The growth of the relationship. The growth of the illustrative relationship
displayed on the framework is composed of two parts: linear movement and
breakthroughs. The linear movement is marked with what appears to be simple lines.
hi reality, however, these lines represent a continuous spiral between cultural stress
and adaptation (Figure 13). The constant interplay of these two dynamics represents
one of the realities of the cross-cultural context. Relationships between missionaries
and hosts, for example, must develop in either (1) the missionaries' culture, (2) the
hosts' culture, or (3) a third culture somewhere between the other two. Each of these
contexts possesses its ovm set ofmles, its ovm values, and its ovm language.
Wherever the relationship develops, therefore, either missionaries, hosts, or both will
find themselves outside their ovm element. This dislocation creates stress and calls for
adaptation. As Figure 13 illusfrates, when a relationship is growing, the frend of the
spiral is upward towards greater adaptation. Unfortunately the spiral could trend
downward as well when the stress encountered proves greater than one's ability to
adapt.
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Figure 13
Stress-Adaptation-Growth Dynamics ofAdaptive Transformation (Kim 1988:56)
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Breakthroughs are noted during the growth of the relationship with the symbol
"ff." As we've seen above, breakthroughs are liminal movements which push a
relationship to a new level. Not all breakthroughs have the same impact, and this is
reflected in the different sizes of the symbols. Some of the breakthroughs occur
within a particular stage, while others become the bridge into a new stage.
Some Mediating Factors
The stage and breakthrough model of relationship development offers a
method of conceptualizing the relahonships between hosts and strangers. Such
relahonships grow through a number of stages, making progress both in a linear
fashion and via breakthroughs. The illustrative relationship development pattem
displayed on the framework is only an example ofhow a relationship might develop
between a given stranger and a host community. But no two situations are exactly
alike. In some cases, progress may be very rapid; in others, progress might be
exasperatingly slow. Results of the efforts to build good relationships will vary as will
the speed with which those results are attained.
One mediating factor in the process will be the occurrence, prevalence and
strength ofthe breakthroughs that develop. Breakthroughs are by nature
unpredictable. Strangers who seek to relate in a positive maimer to their hosts have no
idea when and with what intensity a breakthrough might occur. Geertz had no idea
what his flight from the police would generate in the host community. Neither did
DeVita realize what effect his mechanical work would have with the fishermen.
A second mediating factor is the host culture's attitude towards strangers in
general and the missionary in particular (Gudykunst 1983; Ting-Toomey 1989). Not
all cultures will be as open to strangers or as willing to incorporate them as the
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villagers of Tariya were. Some cultures, for whatever reason, will be particularly
closed. In these situations, the development of positive missionary-host relationships
may prove slow and difficult. We saw in DeVita' s example above, for example, that
the fisherman did not welcome him into their community. They had predetermined
that they wanted him out of their community immediately. If it had not been for
DeVita' s chance opportunity to work on one fisherman's boat motor and his ability to
do so, his future hosts would never have had anything to do with him. This case
illustrates the significance of the host community's predisposition to strangers. And
yet even with that in mind, Fumham and Bochner (1982:171) remind us that "the
treatment that sojoumers receive from the host culture is to some extent contingent on
how they conduct themselves, particularly in the early stages of the visit." Thus there
is always hope that with prayer and a respectful approach, even initial walls of
hostility can be broken dovm. Discovering a way to get in touch with the host
community early on also aids greatly as the cases ofGeertz and DeVita illustrate.
The degree of disparity between the missionaries' culture and the host culture
is a third factor which will impact the development ofmissionary-host relationships.
While on one hand, Tumer's model would suggest that greater disparity between the
two cultures could potentially produce more liminal opportunities (as in our case in
Tariya) and thus more opportunities for relationships to develop, greater disparity also
implies greater obstacles to good relationships. As Fumham and Bochner (1986:246-
237) point out,
the evidence indicates that the distance between the culture of the
sojourner and the culture of the host country is a crucial determinant of
stress and coping. Irrespective of how culture distance is defined ...
the data indicate that the greater the differences between visitors and
hosts, the greater the mutual problems encountered.
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Cultural disparity will have a powerful, negative effect on some missionary-host
relahonships. But, as a generator of liminal experiences, it can also aid in missionary-
host bonding.
A fourth mediating factor in the development ofmissionary-host relahonships
wall be the missionaries' individual personalities, gift sets, and motivations. Some
individuals have personalities that lend themselves naturally to the development of
relationships with people. Other missionaries may have a strong task orientation.
Under normal conditions, those in the former group will probably realize greater
success in relating to hosts. This, of course, is especially tme if the host culture is
relational in nature as many traditional cultures are. Our experience has been that in
relational cultures like that in Tariya, hosts don't understand or appreciate a task
orientation. They can be very quick to interpret such an orientation as a rejection of
people. This perception can create serious problems between hosts and missionaries,
problems which missionaries may sometimes not even grasp.
The frequency md intensity ofbreakthroughs, the attitudes towards strangers
in the host community, the cultural disparity between a stranger's culture and the host
culture, and missionaries' individual personalities and gifts, are four factors which will
impact the development ofmissionary-host relationships. The mention of these four
factors serves to remind us that the development ofmissionary-host relationships in a
particular context will be a highly individualized process (Church 1982:562; Kim
1989:288). No single approach will be effective to the same degree in every situation.
An Application of the Model
Having said that, however, Tumer's model with its emphasis on both stmcture
and liminality offers a hopeful approach to developing positive relationships even in
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the face of severe impediments. I suggest missionaries could apply Tumer's model
by focusing their energies on an engaged involvement with the host community. This
kind of involvement would rest upon a decision by missionaries to open their lives to
hosts and to involve themselves deeply in the life of their new environment. It would
mean respectfully identifying with the host community, and finding an appropriate
stmctural role to fill. In addhion, it would mean a willingness to develop a sympathy
for local values, to play by local mles, and to leam the local language. It would mean
taking an abiding interest in the things that interest our hosts.
This approach would focus on involvement rather than liminality per se. As
we focus on involvement, however, and do the things necessary to achieve that end,
liminal situations wih emerge. If for no other reason, liminality will be generated
because of the disparity between values, life-styles, language, and other cuhural
differences. As these liminal situations emerge and we hve through them with our
hosts, we can face the demands the situations place upon us with confidence because
we see liminality for what it is and understand its potential. When we experience
weakness and humiliation, when we make stupidfauxpas, we can persevere knowing
that, because of the nature of liminality, even these signs ofweakness can contribute
to what we are trying to accomplish.
My wife and I, for example, did not arrive in Tariya seeking liminal
opportunities. At the time, we had no understanding of liminality. Rather we arrived
with a desire to involve ourselves in village life and to get to know the villagers for
who they were. Pursuing this desire led us into the liminal situations presented in this
study. We experienced liminality not because we set out to do so, but because we set
out to get as involved as we possibly could in the life of the village.
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This type of engaged involvement in the host community will bring serious
challenges to missionaries, including increased exposure to humiliahon, disorientation
and personal stress. In an analogous cross-cultural situahon with Vietnamese
immigrants, Hom (1980) found that those individuals who were actively involved in
and apparently adjusting to their host society were also facing the most stress and
disorientation. The less stressful adjustment for these immigrants, according to his
findings, was to remain in their enclave and not adjust at all.
Unfortunately for missionaries, remaining in a missionary enclave is not an
effective way to minister to a host community. Nobody relishes the kind of pain,
disorientation, and distress which involvement generates, but in most cases,
involvement is a necessary prerequisite for effective ministry. Tumer reminds us that
in the painful process of involvement, liminal opportunities will emerge that can help
us build strong relationships with the host community. Instability and insecurity
(Turner 1969:144-145), and even crisis and danger (Tumer 1969:148; 1974:250-251)
possess liminal quahties that have been known to foster the development of significant
interpersonal bonds. Shared activities encourage relationship growth (Morton and
Douglas 1981:25; Argyle 1986:37), but shared crisis bonds people together in an even
more powerful way. We saw this in Tariya when my wife miscarried the first time.
No other single event helped local women relate to her as a person like the crisis of a
miscarriage.
Involvement entails risk. It can greatiy multiply our opportunities for
breakthroughs into richer relationships with our hosts, but it can also greatly multiply
already high levels of stress, dissonance, and insecurity. There is a dynamic process
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involved here as we encounter and adapt to the stress living openly in a cross-cultural
environment creates. Kim (1988:57) describes the process in the following way.
The adaptation process ... is not a smooth, linear process, but a
transformation of individuals through the successive interplay of
degeneration and regeneration. The stress, adaptation, and resultant
intemal growth essentially characterise [sic] the strangers' conscious
and unconscious movement forward and upward in the direction of
greater success in meeting the demands of the host em ironment. ... To
the extent that stress is said to be responsible for suffering, frustration,
and anxiety, it also must be credited as an impetus for leaming,
growth, and creativity for the individual, (emphasis in original)
This view of cross-cultural adaptation parallels Tumer's focus on liminality.
The first phase of the liminal dynamic is deconstmction ofthe individuals involved.
Yet after individuals are ground down, so to speak, the dynamic of liminality works to
regenerate them into new social states with new social relationships. It is this kind of
process for which we must be prepared if engaged involvement is our goal. It will
hkely be painful at times as we move through various liminal experiences. But with
the Lord's blessing, the pay-off for all of this will be richer relationships with our
hosts and a more effective ministry among them.
A Plan for Getting Started
The strategy of engaged involvement suggests an immersion in the host society
in which the stranger displays genuine respect for and interest in the new community.
Such an inmiersion could, in some cases, take place immediately upon the arrival of
the missionaries on the field as the Brewsters have suggested.
As noted above, however, there are several groups ofmissionaries for whom
the Brewsters' approach might not be adequate. For these individuals, whether they
be missionaries who have already been on the field for some time, those who have
tried the Brewsters' model without success, or those who lack the opportunity or
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wherewithal to plunge directly into the host society, 1 want to suggest an approach to a
delayed immersion. This strategy consists of steps gleaned from our own trial and
error experience in Tariya.
1 . Make a conunitment. The move towards an engaged involvement or
immersion in the local society is not to be taken lightly. As we've seen above, this
move exposes missionaries to new levels of risk, stress, disorientation, and insecurity.
To take this step, missionaries need to be firmly rooted in God's will for their life.
Therefore, the first step in this new adventure is prayerful consideration of the biblical
material on the nature and the ethic of the kingdom as well as the examples of Jesus
and his followers. Missionaries must consider the missiological implicahons of
involvement versus non-involvement. Based upon these reflections, missionaries need
to prayerfully determine in their hearts that the Lord wants them to be actively
involved in their host commuruty. They must then make a commitment to Him to
pursue this vision.
2. Evaluate one's present lifestyle. Once missionaries have made this
commitment, they must evaluate their present lifestyle. They must honestly evaluate
how open they have been to members of the host community. They must determine
how vulnerable they have made themselves and ask the Lord for wisdom as they
consider things in their lifestyles that might have hindered the development of good
relationships. Do their possessions create a hindrance? How about where they live or
how they use their time? How interested have they been in the things that are
important to their hosts? What have their priorities been? Have they been more task-
oriented than people-oriented? How much time have they really had for local people?
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If they know someone from the host community who could provide a local perspective
on these questions, it would be good to ask for their help.
3. Develop a plan for involvement. Once missionaries have evaluated their
present lifestyle and have identified areas that need to be changed, they must put
together a plan for how they will implement the necessary changes and begin their
new approach to ministry. They will need to seek the Lord's guidance during their
planning. Will they need to move? Will they need to live more simply? Will they
need to change how they use their time? Are there any missionary colleagues who
have demonstrated an involved lifestyle with their hosts from whom they could leam?
Are their any local individuals who understand the differences between missionaries
and hosts well enough to help they think through some of these areas?
They will want to prayerfully consider how can they identify with the local
culture and demonstrate their interest in hosts. Are there local activities in which they
could share? Is there a role into which they could fit to get started? Whatwill they
need to change in order to devote themselves to leaming their hosts' language?
Would a language and culture coach/mentor/teacher help them leam? Do they know
someone who could fdl that role for them, or someone who could find someone to fill
that role? These areas must be considered prayerfully and a plan developed which
will lead to a new involvement with the host society.
4. Implement the changes. This is the point where missionaries actually begin
their delayed immersion into the host community. Whatever has been their focus
previously, they must make their new focus the people of their host society. It might
be appropriate at this point to have a dedication ceremony to mark this shift of focus in
their life and ministry. In our case, we inadvertentiy had a kind of ceremony when we
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were driven to the village ofTariya by missionary teammates and dropped off for our
first extended stay. Standing there in the village watching our friends drive away was
a powerful symbol for us that we were beginning a new phase in our life. Marking the
passage into a new way of hfe in some way can be an important psychological
symbol, and actually make persevering in the new life a bit easier.
As they settle into this new approach to life and ministry in the host
community, missionaries must concentrate on leaming the local language, sharing in
local activities, and spending their time with local people. They must fight against any
tendency to slip into a survival mode. They must keep their focus on involvement
with their hosts. When liminal condhions emerge, the missionaries will find
themselves in a position to mine them for all they are worth.
5. Monitor themselves. Once they have settled into their new lifestyle,
missionaries wall need to monitor their needs carefully. The new environment will
exert a new level of physical and emotional pressure upon them. We found that we
had to schedule regular times to leave the new environment in order to be refreshed.
We eventually worked up to staying for 2-3 months at a time in the village, but then
made a point to get away for some refreshment.
Missionaries with a the new focus of involvement will need to reevaluate and
refocus periodically. They may need to do a fi-esh evaluation of their lifestyle, asking
themselves if they've maintained their commitments to the host society. Perhaps some
things haven't worked well, and they may need to do some fresh planning and
implementation. It is very important to maintain one's focus on people. The host
society must be the priority. This also implies that missionaries will continue working
hard to leam the local language and culture. They will need to honestly evaluate their
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progress in these areas, and may fmd it necessary to make a fresh commitment
periodically in order to pursue their long term goals.
6. Minister through relationships. As missionaries pursue these goals,
relationships will grow between themselves and the hosts with whom they share their
life. These relationships become the natural bridges for ministry in the host
community. Missionaries must pray for ministry opportunities to develop and for the
wisdom to pursue them effectively. They may fmd, as we did, that once they have
built a core group of relationships in their locale, people in new locales will also
accept and tmst them because of the relationships they have already established in the
host society. This tmst opens up new avenues ofministry, all rooted in the bonds they
have established.
Summary
In this section we have presented a new model of relationship development
that incorporates both the idea of stages of development and liminal breakthroughs.
This model brings together insights gleaned from Tumer's model of human sociality
and insights from the stage approaches to conceptualizing relationship development in
the social and behavior sciences. Factors which impact the development of
intercultural bonds between sfrangers and hosts were also discussed. These included
(1) the frequency and intensity ofbreakthroughs, (2) the attitudes towards strangers in
the host community, (3) the cultural disparity between a sfranger's culture and the host
culture, and (4) missionaries' individual personalities and gifts.
Finally, a six step strategy to guide missionaries in delayed immersion was
presented. This sfrategy seeks to provide an outline from the moment of initial interest
in better relationships to the point of effective ministry based in closer relationships.
The strategy is based on the trial and error experience ofmy wife and me in the village
ofTariya.
Contributions to the Body ofKnowledge
As we draw this study to a close, we need to review the contributions this
study has made to the general body of knowledge. The study has made contributions
in the following five ways.
1. The study has demonstrated the validity of Tumer's model of human
sociality in an area, intercultural bonding, in which it had not heretofore been
applied.
2. The study has developed a research methodology for the controlled
investigation of personal experience.
3. The study has produced a cultural analysis of social life and relahonships in
the village ofTariya which is generalizable to other villages throughout Upper
Guinea and beyond.
4. The study has extended and enriched the Brewsters' widely disseminated
model of intercultural bonding through the introduction ofTumer's notion of
liminality.
5. The study has produced a new model for conceptualizing intercultural
relationship development and has generated an application of this model for
missionaries who wish to improve their relationships with their host
communities.
Suggestions for Further Research
Several possible lines of future research would add greatiy to the findings of
tills study. Among the possibilities, the following five hold promising potential.
1. Case studies of intercultural bonding from other contexts need to be done.
That is to say, the results of this case study need to be augmented by studies
done in other contexts and with other participants.
2. The present study investigates the fonnation of a bond over a relatively short
duration of time. Studies of longer term relationships would further our
understanding ofhow bonds are developed and maintained.
3. The present study has used a personal approach to investigate an
interpersonal bond. This has been a fruitful approach, but studies of
relationships by third-party researchers are also necessary to further our
understanding of the bonding process.
4. Studies also need to be done in situations where the conditions for bonding
were less than ideal. More specifically, cases which involve the overcoming of
initial animosity on the part of the host would add significantly to our cunent
understanding.
5. Historical research in mission biography would also be fmitful. This
research would investigate the influence of liminality in the development of
missionary�^host relationships, and could further our understanding ofthe
processes involved in intercultural bonding of this sort.
Conclusion
Interpersonal relationships within the host community contribute significantly
to the life and work ofmissionaries. For one thing, these friendships can help
missionaries deal with the extreme stress of living in a new cultural envirormient and
provide support for them as they adapt. Having local friends can also contribute to the
personal satisfaction missionaries feel in their cross-cultural experience. By providing
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a buffer against stress, an aid in adapting, and a means of finding greater satisfaction,
friendships with hosts could, in some cases, extend the career ofmissionaries.
Good relationships can also enhance the effectiveness of a missionary's work.
By developing friendships in the host society, the growth of trust between missionaries
and hosts is facilitated. This in tum provides a base for effective communication, a
skill which is vital to the work ofmissionaries. When missionaries develop
fiiendships in the host community, their influence with people grows. Friends
influence fiiends. In his analysis of the American scene, Salter (1996:86) makes the
following observation: "Granted, people are only bom into the kingdom by the Holy
Spirit. But whether we are talking about new life in Christ or new membership in the
church, the greatest influences are family and friends." There is no reason to believe
this does not hold tme in the intercultural context as well. Working to develop
fiiendships, therefore, can be a vital part of the missionary's work.
Because interpersonal relationships are so important to the life and work of
missionaries, this study has mined Turner's model of human sociality for fresh
insights into their nature and developmental processes. We have tested the model in a
new context and found that it did a good job ofexplaining the intercultural bond we
investigated. The insights gleaned fi-om this investigation have led to the production
ofa newmodel of intercultural bonding which can help missionaries who sense the
need to pursue closer relationships with the members of their host society.
The British pastor Leslie Weatherhead once remarked that
when [Jesus] called His disciples. He . . . invited them into an
experience of fiiendship. His simple word at the beginnmg was,
"FollowMe," not "Believe this," or "It is written." And as they
followed Him, the experience deepened, and their creed took shape in
minds watered by His intellectual teaching, warmed by the great
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authorities of the past, but deeply rooted in simple love and friendship.
(Cumbers 1968:195�emphasis in original)
Jesus began building disciples by offering his friendship and sharing his life. It is my
hope that this study will encourage others to follow Jesus' example as they seek to
disciple people who have not yet believed. Allama wo keda.^^
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END NOTES
The names of vihages, kingdoms, and individuals have been changed to protect
those who have an affdiahon with missionaries.
2
The church grew out of the ministry of the Christian and Missionary Alliance and is
almost entirely composed of tribal peoples from a non-Muslim background.
3
The sous-prefect is an administrative official of the national govemment who has
charge of an administrative district called a sous-prefecture.
4
See Appendix A, "Maninka Orthography."
^
It also concems me that in a number of cases, people who attempt to use the
Brewsters model have had less than satisfactory results. Hill's (1990) case is one
example, while Dixon (1990) and McElhanon (1991) report having knowledge of
other cases. I also know of cases, one ofwhich is a colleague trained by the Brewsters
themselves.
^
I am indebted to Houston (1992: 108-109) for introducing me to Mountjoy.
7
Hybels (1990:1 19-133) suggests that the relational approach to evangelism is one of
at least six approaches to the task: confrontational, intellectual, testimonial,
invitational, serving, and relational.
g
Jesus also demonstrated opeimess to many others: Gentiles (Matthew 15:21f), the
wealthy and powerful (Luke 18:18f; John 3: If), a thief (Luke 23:39f), a Samaritan
(John 4:lf), military intmders (Luke 7:If), sinful women (Luke 7:36f; John 8:lf), the
poor and helpless (Luke 7: 1 If), etc.
Dunn (1996:155) notes the striking contrast between Bamabas' reaction here and
tiie initial reaction of the Jemsalem believers to the news ofPeter's contact with
Gentiles in Acts 1 1 :2,3.
Bmce (1985:20) adds a needed explanation at this point noting that "in retrospect
we can conclude that Paul was right to protest [i .e. to challenge the actions ofPeter
and Bamabas], but the issue may not have been so clear at the time." In another
location, Bruce (1982b: 132) suggests that the defection ofBamabas at this point
became a serious difference between him and Paul and led to their spht overMark
(Acts 15:36-39).
Both Bmce (1982a:54) and Williams (1992:54) make mention of the richness of
the Greek text at this point, noting that it piles up words to underscore the depth of
feeling involved.
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For example, the "Ten-Year Index" covering volumes 1-10 of this joumal lists
seventeen articles pertaining to missionary identification-eleven of those being
written by Nida, Reybum, or Smalley (Nida 1955, 1957; Reybum 1956, 1957, 1958,
1960, 1962; Smalley 1957, 1958a, 1958b; Bare and Reybum 1963).
Hile (1968:1 1-32) traces the historical development of the concept from the work
ofKenneth Burke (1962) through the work ofEugene Nida. For an analysis of
Burke's pioneering work with the concept of identification, see Hochmuth (1952).
14
Although in the minority, some writers (e.g. Fleming 1950; Hile 1968) have
nevertheless argued for the potential importance ofextemal or physical identification.
Aside from the basic question of insider versus outsider roles, several other
proposals have been made. Larson (1978) suggests adopting a progression of roles
commensurate with one's language ability (also Brewster and Brewster 1984); Shenk
(1973) opts for the role of guest and servant; Scott (1973) argues the merits of the role
of the goodforeigner, while Van Es (1984) advocates the sage as a model for the
cross-cultural worker.
Burke, the Marxist theorist, underscores this thought: "You persuade a man only
insofar as you can talk his language by speech, gesture, tonality, order, image, attitude,
idea, identifying your ways with his" (1962:579).
17
This book was originally published in French with the title Les Rites de Passage.
18
Kimball (1960:vii) argues that "transition" would be a better translation of van
Gennep's passage.
Adapted from Zahniser (1991:4).
Throughout the course of this study, I will be referring to several different writers
named Tumer. The preponderance of the citings, however, will refer to Victor Tumer.
In order to avoid the cumbersome repetition of referring to him as "V. Tumer" in each
instance, he will be referred to sunply as "Tumer." When citing other individuals
named Tumer, their initials will be used.
Tumer's influence has been widespread and diverse. In addition to holding "a
central position in anthropological thoughf (Bohannan and Glazer 1988:502), his
work has been applied in such wide-ranging areas as biblical studies (e.g. McVann
1988), liturgical studies (e.g. Kelleher 1988), practical theology (e.g. Nichols 1985),
feminist studies (e.g. Bal 1990), literary criticism (e.g. F. Turner 1990), ritual studies
(e.g. Grimes 1976; 1990), Church history (e.g. Finn 1989), missiology (e.g. Roach
1988; ToUefson 1990; Zahniser 1991; 1997), as weh as theology vis-a-vis social
science (Arbuckle 1986; Senn 1982). Tumer also made contributions in fields as
disparate as neuroscience (Tumer 1983; see E. Tumer 1986) and drama (Tumer 1982).
Manning (1990) and Ray (1987) provide succinct reviews of Turner's life and works.
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Turner prefers "Ihe Lahn term 'communitas' to 'community,' to distinguish this
modahty of social relahonship from an 'area of common living'" (1969:96). An
altemate term for communitas is anti-structure (Tumer 1969).
23
The notion of dual dimensions in human life has been affirmed, for example, in the
religious sphere by Eliade's "sacred and profane" (1987) and Geertz' "motivation and
mood" (1973a:96-97). While not in exact correspondence with the distinction
between stmcture and communitas, "profane" and "motivation" nevertheless refer to
aspects in life which tend to become somewhat rigid and overbearing without the
refreshment' of "sacred" and "mood."
24
hi this regard, many qualitative researchers have referred to Geertz' (1973b) notion
of "thick description."
25
The best description in print ofa comprehension-based approach similar to the one
we used is Thomson's series ofmanuscripts (Thomson 1992, 1993a, 1993b, 1993c,
1993d).
26
Because my host is nonliterate, we correspond through the use of cassettes.
27
Other ethnographic works include Bird (1971), Bird and Shopen (1979), Cashion
(1984), Charest (1971), Conde (1974), Dieterien (1955), Holderer (1939), Konare
(1981), Labouret (1934), Laye (1954; 1971), Leynaud (1961; 1966), Leynauld and
Cisse (1978), Montrat (1935), N'Diaye (1970), Quinn (1972), Ranc (1987), Schaffer
(1980), and Weil (1971a; 1971b).
28
Hofstede (1980:33-34) also argues for a multidisciplinary approach to cross-
cultural research noting that "there is no excuse for overlooking any vital factor
because it is usually treated in someone else's department at the university."
29
Glaser (1978), for example, urges the qualitative researcher to "read for ideas ....
Ideas, of course, make you theoretically sensitive, and the more ideas and the more
they comiect tend to make the analyst sensitive to what he may discover in his data"
(quoted in Merriam 1988:64).
Merriam gleaned these insights from LeCompte and Preissle (1993).
To assert the presence of an established way does not imply that social life cannot
be disrupted or changed. Some degree of change is constantly occurring in all
societies. Serious disruption and social disintegration can also occur as in the cases of
the Yfr Yoront ofAustralia (Sharp 1987) and the Ik ofEast Africa (Tumbull 1972).
The term Mande is a technical term used to refer to the core group ofManding
languages and peoples (Maninka, Bamana, Jula, Mandinka) along with the larger
group closely related to them (e.g. Soninke, Jalonke).
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As an mdication of the attachment the Maninka stih feel for this hero it is worth
noting that the large military base in the central city ofUpper Guinea is named "Camp
Sunjata Keita." Accounts of Sunjata's life and victories drawn from oral history can
be found in Innes (1972), Laye (1984), Niane (1965), and J. Johnson (1986).
34
Although Trimingham (1962:80) contends that Islam was not a significant factor in
the organization of the Mali state, Levtzion rightly points out the interrelatedness of
Islam and trade in the ancient state. He concludes that "the greatness ofMali was due
not least to the fact that it became part of the widerMuslim world" (Levtzion
1976:145). For example, in 1324 Mansa Musa the King ofMali made his famous
pilgrimage to Mecca. During a stopover in Egypt, Mansa Musa caused a devaluation
of local currency by spending and giving away so much gold. The fame of his
kingdom spread quickly as a result, and Mali appeared on European-drawn maps as
early as 1339 (Crowder 1977:32).
35
The French colonizers not only provided many Maninkas with their first exposure
to Europeans and European culture, they also provided some Maninkas with exposure
to other lands. Some Maninka, like the highly acclaimed author Camara Laye (1954,
1971, 1984) traveled to France for their education. Others, like several village men I
know, were drafted to fight with French forces in various war efforts. The old
Christian man referred to in Chapter 1 of this work fought with French forces in World
War II and spent some of that time in France.
36
For example, the Mali empire was likely the major supplier of gold to Europe
before the discovery of the NewWorld (Levtzion 1976: 141). By the fifteenth century
Mali had established trade links as far afield as Portugal, and in a moment of crisis
was able to plead with the Portuguese for military assistance (Fisher 1970:350).
Unmarried girls also often work in age-groups on such projects, but married
women work in family groups when they are involved. Age-groups play an important
role in Mande social stmcture (Leynaud 1966; Charest 1971), but they don't come
significantly into play in this study.
There is some disagreement about the adequacy of "clan" as a translation ofjamu
(Launay 1972: 10). While I am sympathetic with Launay 's argument, ajamu does fit
Fox's (1967:49) definition ofa clan: "Higher order units often consisting of several
lineages in which common descent is assumed but cannot necessarily be
demonstrated, are most often referred to as clans." In addition, the term has been
widely used to translate jamu (Hopkins 1971; N'Diaye 1970).
Opler (1945: 198) defined a cultural theme as "a postulate or position, declared or
implied, and usually controlling behavior or stimulating activity, which is tacitly
approved or openly promoted in a society." Themes are "fimdamental assumptions [of
a culture]. . . that indicate hs purpose or direction" (Opler 1946:161). They represent
the "nuclei around which the significant facts ofbehavior and belief can be
meaningftilly grouped" (Opler 1946:161).
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1 ne standard approach has been to talk of (1) free men, (2) castes, and (3) slaves
(e.g. Camara 1992:63; Schaffer 1980). Montrat (1935), Conde (1974) and Cashion
(1984) have suggested only minor changes to this view. While I have no doubt that
this standard approach reflects historic reality (e.g. Quinn 1972:15), slavery no longer
holds the prominent posihon it once held in local society. In my opinion, the strata I
am suggesting better reflect the situation as it exists today.
41
As noted above, Mande societies are strongly patrilineal, which effectively means
that female descendants of the founder do not figure in this discussion of the founder's
lineage.
42
The Conde (or Kone) clan have a rich history. They were one of the ancient clans
of nobles who aligned themselves with Sunjata in his military campaigns (Dieterlen
1955:41). They have ancient ties to the lands ofDo and Kri, predecessors ofthe Mali
empire (Niane 1965:87; Leynaud and Cisse 1978:25).
43
Figure 9 is adapted firom Holderer (1939:344).
44
Launay (1975:89) rightly argues that because of the age and generation principles,
there is only one legitimate candidate for the office ofsotii at any given moment.
Thus in principle, the sotii holds his office for life. Yet there was the odd case in
Tariya where the sotii was removed from his position because of an argument over the
circumcision of his son. He eventually regained his position and died as the sotii after
an intervening period of a number ofyears when he should have held that office but
did not.
45
Launay (1972: 11) speaks for many when he argues that "caste" is an inadequate
translation. As he concedes, however, "no other satisfactory term has gained any
currency." Caste remains the conunonly used term, although there is a move towards
transliteration of the term as evidenced by the title of a recent work (Coru-ad and Frank
1995).
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These functions have been noted by Bird and his associates (Bird 1970:155;
1971 :17; Bird and Shopen 1979:95; and J. Johnson 1986:23-24). I have witnessed the
bard in ahnost aU these roles in Tariya.
Maninka: Men sodondayan, ani men nadayan, alu te kelen di.
Manmka: Moo ba siyaya, wo le kajiin. A bee tena kajiala.
Maninka: / ba ba ye ba bela, doJuuye dandan do.
Another common contribution the lonlan makes to the local society is as a marriage
partner. Marriage, in effect, cements the Ionian's relation to the local community. A
man, for instance, who comes to live in Tariya is encouraged to take a local wife.
WTien he has daughters ready for marriage, he is encouraged to marry them to local
48
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men. This practice is so common that founder's often refer to lonlan cohechvely as
fudujiDon ("marry together" i.e. marriage partners). Leynaud (1961) describes fudu
jiDDn as groups with whom one may intermarry but from whom one may not inherit
(noted in Hopkins 1 97 1 : 1 00).
One must not assume, however, that this social stratification resembles the rigid
caste system of India. There are many social units in the local community that cut
across sfratification boundaries. Based on fieldwork in a Mande village in Senegal,
for example, one observer remarks that "it would seem that in daily life, the age-class
structure [which mixes social strata] is more pertinent and influential than social
sfratification" (Meyer 1985:6~my translation). We came to the same conclusion in
Tariya.
52
Several possible origins of the lonlan jatii�lonlan relationship have been
suggested. The relationship may have its roots in the need of tenant farmers for land
to farm and protection while farming (Dorjahn and Fyfe 1962). Likewise, the
relationship may have its roots in the needs of traders for security and access to
markets (Hill 1966). A third possibility is that the relationship grew out of the need to
fravel for reasons such as marriage (Ranc 1987). However, Launay (1979) points us
back to the original alliance between village founder and local area spirits as the
paradigm for the lonlan jatii�lonlan relationship.
53
Maninka: Lonlan jia kise bonba konin a te ko lasala.
In fact, some areas in the Mande world still retain luntan as the word for "outsider,
guest, sfranger" (Creissels 1983:212; Weil 1971a: 251).
Hill (1966:356) relates an Arabic proverb prominent in the Timbuktu area that says
"the guest is a gift from God."
Maninka: Fen sabaye, moo te men karifala moo la: i moso, ila wadi, ni ila lonlon.
^"^
Rightly or wrongly, we judged that considering the animosity which seemed to
exist between govemment and village, being perceived as closely related to the
govenunent would have been defrimental to our goals.
W^en I was making the presentation ofmy proposal for this dissertation to the
faculty ofthe E. Stanley Jones School, Asbury Theological Seminary, the late Dr.
Everett Hunt pointed out how the dangers encountered by missionaries from
competing denominations in China during the Boxer rebellion cemented them together
in an experience of communitas. The shared danger caused them to view each other in
a new light and generated new bonds between them.
This does not include the fasting which they value as a religious practice.
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Because folks recognized our honesty, we often served as a depositary to friends
and neighbors.
Many Maninka sense that important deceased family leaders are still somewhat
mvolved in various aspects of life-particularly the life of the immediate family.
Honoring a patriarch's (or in some cases perhaps a matriarch's) wishes has the
potential ofbringing blessing to the family.
62
Materials include, for example, thatch for the roof, water palm for the rafters,
various vines and barks to tie it all together, etc.
63
Circumcision groups cut across clan lines but are nevertheless arranged
hierarchically from oldest to youngest (they usually contain all males bom in the
village within a three year period).
64
The fact that Titu told his brother to make the request for land to the duutii reflects
his own ignorance ofthe social dynamics in his home village. The duutii could have
handled such a request, but working through him would have thrown our effort into
the govermnent domain�something our family and clan refused to consider. The
underlying implicahon ofmaking the request to the duutii would have been that we
considered him and the goverrunent our host rather than our family. That Titu should
make such a mistake should not be considered unusual, for, as mentioned, he had
spent his adult life away from the village. Benjamin commented on his brother's
ignorance ofvillage social stmcture on one occasion, noting that his brother had had to
ask him to come help him when working on a translahon project for the missionaries
because he found that he didn't know the proper terminology for the village leadership
stmctures.
All of the parties involved in this discussion were nonliterate which explains, in
part, their apprehension of the power ofwriting.
This incident represents something bizarre in that it is theoretically impossible to
replace a sotii. One holds the position ofsotii for life. Other villagers, especially
those ofmy clan, marveled at the absurdity of replacing a sotii.
In Chapter 4, 1 discussed in brief the important role the blacksmiths and bards play
in the village social order. One of the primary fiinctions they fill is as intermediaries,
especially spokesmen.
Although Benjamin is nonliterate, we maintain a correspondence using cassette
tapes in lieu ofwriting.
Solo is short for Souleymani (Solomon), my village name.
'�
Ke Jan C'Tall Man") was the villagers' name for our team leader.
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i^ot IS Benjamin's younger half-brother; same father, different mother.
72
Throughout Benjamin's letters in this chapter, his makes numerous references to
God. Knowing Benjamin as I do, I believe this kind of talk from him is sincere.
Nevertheless, I haven't included anything about these references in my analysisbecause this kind of "God taUc" is the expected way to speak in the village ofTariya.The villagers' Islamic woddview lies behind this kind of talk, but often their use of
this language appears to be more cultural than theological.
Benjamin uses the word tin here. This word is most commonly used to describe the
labor pains a woman experiences as she gives birth to a child (Kone 1995:1 16). The
word is associated, therefore, with the love of a mother for her child. An elder
Maninka scholar once told me that, in his opinion, tin was the strongest word for love
in the Maninka vocabulary. He suggested that because it dealt with the pain of a
mother giving birth, it denoted a deep, costly affection that other words did not. It is
unclear whether Benjamin uses tin in that way here. But in spite of its hyperbolic use
here, the point is clear that he and others in the village care a great deal about us.
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As often happens, Benjamin here quotes the proverb slightly differently than the
first hme, thus the difference in translations.
75
I am trying to give Lot the benefit of the doubt here. Certainly he did not want to
lose his trees; but the tmth is, even after we built our house on this site the trees
remained his. He and his family regularly harvested the fmit from them. My guess is
that, more than just the fruit frees. Lot was revolting against Benjamin's authority to
make a decision which so closely effected Lot.
76
Benjamin refers to "our ovm people inJin kono." Jin kono, hterally "inside the
wall," was the local name of the home concession for Benjamin's clan. To refer toJin
kono in this way is another way of referring to the clan.
77
As the story indicates, once it is established that giving the land to sfrangers was
JB's desire. Lot no longer has any claim at all to the she. The issue for the clan to
decide was did JB leave these instructions or not. Benjamin contended that some of
the older clan members knew frill well that his father had given these instmctions, but
they refiised to acknowledge it. It is for this reason that Benjamin accuses them of
Janfa.
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Maninka: I bake lonlan ban hia, iye a wara.
7Q
Maninka: Karanbaliyaye dibi di.
80
Maninka: NdejiDon bere bere le ile di.
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I had inhiated this talk with Benjamin about his son because our missionary nurse
co-worker thought the boy suffered from sickle cell anemia and would never be very
strong.
82 �, .
1 he temptation was always present to accept the privileges involved in having a
host without fulfilling the expectations. Gorden (1987) found the same to be tme of
Peace Corps volunteers in intercultural situations. He discovered that volunteers
enjoyed the privileges accorded them by being related to a host family, realizing that
the relationship with these hosts provided them much needed social support.
However, the same volunteers did not appreciate the obligations and demands such
relationships placed upon them. Wanting the benefits but resisting the obligations was
a real source of conflict for them. We stmggled with the same issue, finding it
difficuh at times to accept the constraints of a host (and a host society) when we had
our own agenda. But ultimately we found that acceptance of both the privileges and
the obligations of our stmctural role was a necessary part of village life.
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Recent literature reviews on interpersonal relationships reflect this wide diversity
of disciplines: Bochner (1984) is a communication scholar; Duck (1985) refers to
himself as an "apostate" social psychologist; Blumstein and KoUock (1988) are
sociologists; and Clark and Reis (1988) are psychologists. Anthropologists (e.g. Brain
1976; Du Bois 1974) and philosophers (e.g. Buber 1957, 1958) have also contributed
to the discussion on interpersonal relationships, as have numerous popular writers (e.g.
Pogrebin 1987).
A decade and a half after the original publication, Taylor and Altman (1987)
reviewed the literature from the intervening period in regards to three aspects of Social
Penetration theory: gradual relationship development, rewards and costs, and
reciprocity and intimacy. They found support for the latter two aspects of the theory
from a broad base of studies. They found, however, that the aspect of gradual
relationship development had not been explored, and could be neither confirmed nor
denied.
There have been occasional critics ofboth (1) the linear aspect and (2) the gradual,
slowly evolving aspect. Altman et al. (1981) argued for a dialectical approach rather
than a linear one, while Berg and Clark (1986) questioned the concept of slowly-
evolving intimate relationships. Yet the Social Penefration model has proven resilient
and continues to be held in high regard.
^
I assume that their illegal activities were one of the primary reasons they hadn't
wanted DeVita among them inhially.
*' Unfortunately 1 cannot document it now, but I remember once reading that Hudson
Taylor told his missionaries that the Chinese needed to see them suffering in ways that
they (the Chinese) could understand. The point is that we may think we are suffering
because we have to eat rice three times a day, while the locals think we have it good
because we have something to eat three times a day. What we consider sacrifice and
suffering may be perceived very differenfiy by our hosts.
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I have been told of specific instances where the community retaliated against an
individual who was becoming too prosperous and self-sufficient. In one case,
villagers destroyed an individual's rice crop and scattered salt on his field to min it.
89 , .
Maninka: Ni i te moo demenna, moo d'afoko i mako te moo la. Ni i mako te moo
la, moo mako tena ke i la.
90
Jula: Ni i ka i boro korota ko i mako te mjgo ra, i boro do korota ko mogo mako te
ira.
91
A Maninka prayer/blessing meaning "May God do it!"
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Appendix A
Maninka Orthography
pronounced as ni in onion
a pronounced as a infather
i pronounced as ee in beet
u pronounced as oo in boot
e pronounced as ai in bait
e pronounced as e in bet
0 pronounced oa in boat
0 pronounced much hke o above
with the hps less rounded~o and d
can be very difficult for English
speakers to distinguish
Double vowels (e.g. uu and // in duutii) indicate extra length on the vowel.
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Appendix B
Glossary
adamaden: humanity, people (literally "Adam's child")
benba Adama: grandfather Adam (i.e. Adam)
bonkono: a sub-lineage (literally "inside the house")
dDonen: small, little, younger
duutii: administrative chief
farafin: blacks (literally "black skin")
faragbe: whites (hterally "white skin")
jamana: kingdom, region
jamu: clan
kabila: (from Arabic) lineage
kodo: older
lonlan: stranger, guest, visitor
lonlan jatii: host
lu: family yard or concession
ma Hawa: grandmother Eve (i.e. Eve)
Jiamakala: caste
sotii: traditional chief (literally "town ovmer")
so: tovm, village, city
tubabu: white European (syn: faragbe)
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